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ABSTRACT  

The fashion market is a solid and strong sector, which posiRvely contributes to the global eco-
nomic system. Yet, its negaRve implicaRons on the planet and socieRes are becoming progres-
sively worse. If companies do not intend to iniRate a sustainability transiRon, it is in the best 
interests of governments and InternaRonal organisaRons to set the opRmal condiRons for such 
change to happen. In this perspecRve, policy instruments are probably the strongest tool avail-
able, if policy-makers correctly idenRfy the market failures to be addressed. 

In the European context, the transiRon toward a greener economic system is among the pillars 
of the mandate of the current European Commission. Within the framework of the European 
Green Deal, the Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexRle is the main policy tackling the un-
sustainability of the fashion market. This study focuses on understanding the accuracy of the 
strategy in addressing exisRng failures in the sector. By using a qualitaRve methodology, a gen-
eral descripRon of the apparel market is derived, in order to idenRfy key market failures or 
structural problems that need external intervenRons. Among the various steps of the supply 
chain, a more detailed analysis is conducted on the usage of chemical inputs and the imple-
mentaRon of recycling acRviRes. Instead, from an extensive analysis of the content of the 
strategy, the study extracts the coverage of the instrument, specifically which are the core poli-
cy objecRves and how it intends to reach them. The comparison between the two results 
demonstrates that the Strategy and its writers had a quite accurate picture of the weaknesses 
and un-sustainable segments of the market, especially in the two special cases of chemicals 
and recycling. Yet, the policy did not provide solid intervenRons for two of the idenRfied struc-
tural problems. In some cases, intervenRons are not yet clearly defined and sRll have to be de-
signed. The study therefore suggests that scheduled updates should include more details about 
the implemented measures, while future research could either evaluate the effect of the policy 
on the market or follow the status of developed related instruments. 
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THE ACCURACY OF EUROPEAN POLICIES IN FOSTERING THE SUSTAINABILITY TRANSITION -                                                                           
THE CASE OF THE ‘EUROPEAN STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABLE AND CIRCULAR TEXTILE’ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The topic 

The fashion market represents a really profitable sector in the global economy, accounRng for 
almost 2% of the global GDP based on the data from StaRsta (2023a). At the same Rme, it is 
also one of the most polluRng industries, accounRng for around 1.02Gt of CO2 equivalents into 
the atmosphere (StaRsta, 2022b). In this context, the European market plays an important role 
by contribuRng for almost 20% of those profits (StaRsta, 2023a); on the other hand, this also 
implies that it also drives in terms of related emissions and other negaRve impacts.  

It comes that the fashion industry (from now on, the FI) needs to undergo a radical change to 
address its un-sustainable behaviours and performances, in favour of more conscious and 
cleaner acRviRes. If companies do not capture this call for acRons, it is in the hands of govern-
ments and other internaRonal insRtuRons to enable such change. The la.er in parRcular would 
enable a more consistent and homogeneous transiRon, common and shared by mulRple coun-
tries and ensuring that different perspecRves are taken into account. Thus, within the Eu-
ropean contexts, the European Commission (from now on, the EC) and its related insRtuRons 
definitely represent a mayor player. 

The EC has already started working on fostering a sustainable transiRon in different sectors of 
its economy, presenRng its intended acRon plan in the “European Green Deal” (European 
Commission, 2023). It then implemented, with the support of dedicated Directorate-General 
(from now on, the DG), dedicated strategy to address either a specific sector or aspect, such as 
the usage of chemicals. For the FI, the EC has created a dedicated plan to address certain mar-
ket failures that prevent it from undergoing the needed change, while also offering a set of 
supporRng tools and system to acRvely start the transiRon. This policy has been named the 
“European Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexRle” (from now on, the strategy), as it ad-
dresses the texRle sector as a whole, including its fashion and apparel segment (European 
Commission, 2022a). 

It is fundamental for a sound and effecRve policy to address exiRng problems, or failures, that 
the market is actually facing and have a structured idea of the intended direcRon to take. To do 
so, the EC may have conducted or outsourced an evaluaRon of the condiRons of the fashion 
and texRle market, to idenRfy areas that needed intervenRon before draving the strategy. This 
paper is conducRng a similar analysis, observing both the posiRve and negaRve characterisRcs 
of the market, paying more a.enRon to the second to spot key negaRve externaliRes that de-
fine the un-sustainability of the FI. By breaking down the content of the strategy, it is possible 
to understand the objecRves and intended acRons of the EC, which reflect the issues that the 
EC (or their consultants) have idenRfied. When comparing such observaRons with the idenR-
fied failures, an evaluaRon of the coverage is developed, and thus on accuracy of the policy in 
tackling the most crucial, and unsustainable, points of the market. 
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1.2. Relevance, moNvaNon and purpose of the research 

As anRcipated in secRon 1.1., the EC could ensure that a collecRve acRon is taken at European 
level, which represents a great share of the global market. Therefore, if effecRve measures are 
implemented in this territory, a step toward a greener industry is taken and it could work as a 
role model for other territories. For this to happen, it is important that policies are accurate 
and precise in the measure they intend to employ, thus it is relevant for academics and inter-
ested individuals, like ourselves, to observe whether the EC is operaRng considering a set of 
different instances. In this perspecRve, we would like to answer the following research ques-
Ron: How accurate are EU policies in tackling the un-sustainability of the fashion industry? 

Therefore, this paper aims at understanding whether the “European Strategy for Sustainable 
and Circular TexRle” is addressing exisRng issues in the European apparel market and the ex-
tent of included intervenRons. Such goal will be a.ained by, firstly, idenRfying problems that 
the FI is experiencing, as of 2022. At the same Rme, it will analyse the set of measures outlined 
in the strategy, in order to derive the policy goals and the intended path to obtain them. Lastly, 
by comparing the two findings, it will be possible to provide an interpretaRon of the accuracy 
of the strategy and possible areas of improvement.  

From a research across different academic arRcles databases, it resulted that no similar re-
searches have been conducted, or at least published, in the fashion industry, therefore this pa-
per and the topic it covers result a novelty in the sector. 

1.3. Structure of the paper 

The paper includes three main chapters dedicated to the in-depth development of the pre-
sented topic; these are then supported by an introductory part, a descripRon of the methodol-
ogy used for the analyses and a conclusive set of statements. The la.er will focus on the sum-
mary of the findings, and on other observaRons that arose during the wriRng process. 

The first chapter (numbered as 2) extensively describes the literature in the ma.er of the con-
diRons of the FI, its core characterisRcs and un-sustainable aspects. Specific secRons are dedi-
cated to two main topics: chemical inputs and recycling, which demonstrate to play an impor-
tant role in the sustainability of the industry as a whole. An addiRonal segment focuses instead 
on the importance of policy instruments and in general of the European insRtuRonal context, 
as to favour the understanding of the reasons why and how the strategy has been developed. 

The second chapter (numbered as 4) presents two different analysis: a market descripRon (sub-
chapter 4.1.) and a policy analysis (sub-chapter 4.2.). The former is dedicated to the observa-
Rons of the performances  of the FI and its characterisRcs, including the relaRonship between 
different aspects, as to understand the most important failures that define its un-sustainability. 
The second sub-chapter instead works on presenRng the ideas and intended acRons of the EC 
in fostering the circular and green transiRon in the FI.  
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The third chapter (numbered as 5) summarises and compares the finding of the previous two, 
as to understand the coherence and accuracy of the policy with the actual condiRons of the 
market. In case of gaps or inconsistencies based on evidences, observaRons are made and dis-
cussed, as to analyse the issue from mulRple perspecRves. 

3
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

The Fashion Industry (from now on, FI) can be defined as the sub-sector of the TexRle Industry 
devoted exclusively to the producRon and sale of clothes (Major & Steele, 2010). For the com-
pleteness of this paper, we would not consider further categorisaRons, such as the disRncRon 
between fashion (high-end items) and apparel (mass consumpRon goods) presented by Major 
& Steele (2010).   

As we will show, the FI plays an important role in the global economy, while it also represents 
one of the most polluRng and exploitaRve industries. Therefore, it is important to understand 
where it stands and how it should change. In this Chapter, we will report some main findings 
and theories about the state of the industry and its (un)sustainability. 

2.1. The Fashion Industry 

2.1.1. The Global PerspecNve 

As a whole, the FI represents one of the most important industries in the world, and its role is 
and will stay a constant in the global economic system. It is characterised by long value chains 
and strong interconnecRons with other sectors; in fact, manufacturing and distribuRon re-
quires the support and inputs from other markets, raging from energy supply and chemical 
addiRves, to mariRme transport (European Commission & Directorate-General for Internal 
Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2021). 

Western markets are heavily reliant on Eastern countries for the producRon of clothing, espe-
cially with respect to apparel items, with China and Bangladesh biggest exporters (EURATEX, 
2022). Among the reasons for this delocalisaRon and constant exchange, we can find cheap 
labour force, as well as weak regulaRons in respect to products qualiRes and working condi-
Rons (Köhler et al., 2021). By looking at market figures collected by Eurostat and presented 
later, it will be possible to observe that EU countries mostly, if not even exclusively, engage in 
trade for fashion products with countries located in Asia.  Therefore, from now on, we will con-
sider the generalisaRon of ‘consuming’ Western, EU, and ‘producing’ Eastern, Middle East and 
Asian states.   

As a consequence of such dependency, the industry may suffer from the side-effects of global 
instabiliRes and unpredictable events, such as conflicts and pandemics (McKinsey’s Retail Prac-
Rce & Business of Fashion, 2021). The implicaRons of such occurrences pose execuRves under 
great stress and need to start re-thinking their structures to prevent big disrupRons to occur 
again or to be ready to smooth the negaRve effects (McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of 
Fashion, 2022). In their annual reports properly denominated “The State of Fashion", McKinsey 
and Business of Fashion describe the condiRons of the market, including its performances, the 
main challenges it is facing and possible future scenarios. With no surprise, the past two edi-
Rons tackled the Covid-19 crisis and recovery, as well as the Russia-Ukraine conflict. Key find-
ings are presented here, as they are crucial for understand the current condiRons.  
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As for many other industries, the Pandemic represents one of the most striking examples of 
unpredicted events with heavy economic and social consequences. As McKinsey’s Retail Prac-
Rce & Business of Fashion (2021; 2022) observed, the crisis heavily affected the performances 
of clothing companies. From the producRon perspecRve, lockdowns and goods movement re-
stricRons implied parRal or total plants closures, thus slowdowns in manufacturing and conse-
quent delays in deliveries of new (seasonal/up-to-trends) products. This represented big losses 
for companies, that, on top, had to use financial supports to maintain their assets rather than 
covering for deficits, also not knowing Rming and extent of the recovery (McKinsey’s Retail 
PracRce & Business of Fashion, 2021). On the consumpRon side, restricRons limited the access 
to stores (with online purchases parRally off-se{ng), while job losses reduced the spendings 
on clothing and accessories (McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion, 2021). On the 
other hand, with the re-openings, customers that had experienced increasing savings, were 
more eager to spend, expecRng the fashion market to outperform other markets in recovery 
rates, especially in its luxury segments (McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion, 2021). 

To these days, rising energy prices and expected increasing inflaRon will result in increased 
costs for companies, thus possible higher prices, and consequent contracted consumers’ de-
mand. Indeed, transversal global value chains, from producRon to sale, are posed under threat. 
While it seemed that the industry had recovered from the pandemic, latest news are stressing 
execuRves and experts, forecasRng again a slow-down in the growth of the market and distort-
ed figures due to inflaRon (McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion, 2022).  

It is important to note that disRnct industry segments and companies could react differently, 
depending on their involvement with the phenomenon under analysis. At the same Rme, dif-
ferent states may experience different side-effects and with different intensiRes, based on both 
governmental decisions and the extent of the interconnecRon with other countries (McKinsey’s 
Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion, 2022). As an example, European Member States (MS) are 
among the ones that are suffering the most from the consequences of the Russia-Ukraine con-
flict and their implicaRons on energy costs. The following SecRon will describe more in details 
the state of the FI in EU territories. 

2.1.2. The European PerspecNve 

The European fashion market consRtutes one of the biggest shares of the global industry, but is 
also among the ones that suffered and suffers the most from current instabiliRes. It is interest-
ing to consider all MSs as a single element since, despite being independent under mulRple 
aspects, they are subject to same regulaRons for a mulRtude of topics and governments tend 
to agree on a number of prioriRes, working jointly to achieve them. Among those, a more sus-
tainable and circular FI appears (European Commission & Directorate-General for Internal Mar-
ket, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2021). 

EURATEX constantly observes the condiRons of the EU clothing and texRle market, analysing 
the behaviour of stakeholders and changes in key economic factors. In their yearly reports, like 
EURATEX (2022), they present the performances of the TexRle and Clothing Industry, breaking 
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down the figures to understand deficits and/or improvements. Their most recent document 
EURATEX (2022) shows the adherence of the European system to global trends, aligning also 
with the observaRons made by McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion (2022) about 
the state and the future of the European market. The Covid-19 Pandemic hit hard: brands ex-
perienced losses in their turnovers due to reduced access to stores, with online stores parRally 
covering, resulRng in decreasing number of employees and, in the worst cases, failures, thus 
reduced number of companies operaRng (EURATEX, 2022). If it looked as if the FI was recover-
ing, now it is expected to suffer from the energy crisis and the increasing inflaRon rate. Because 
of its proximity to the Russia-Ukraine conflict and the European heavy reliance on (Russian) 
natural gas for its energy mix, forecasts for the whole economy are not that bright. The results 
are increasing energy costs and high inflaRon, that together with low GDP growth expect the 
fashion market to contract again. The only excepRon could be the luxury sub-sector, preferred 
by non-EU visiRng consumers that are less affected (McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of 
Fashion, 2022). 

With respect to producRon, the European system consolidates itself as a strong player, second 
only to China in terms of exports (EURATEX, 2022). Among the MS, Italy and Germany lead as 
main exporters, with the former dominaRng also in terms of Turnover and Employment. The 
main markets for European products are Switzerland and the United Kingdom, with Women’s 
Clothing and Other Garments favourite exporRng products (EURATEX, 2022).  

The European system also dominates in terms of innovaRon and technological development, 
especially in the numbers of patent filed and industrial designs registered (EURATEX, 2022). 
Most of those new invenRons, whether producRon processes or inputs, aim at solving or 
smoothen problems that the FI is facing due to its high degree of un-sustainability, that will be 
summarised in the upcoming SecRon. 

2.1.3. Emerging Trends 

Because of its important role in the society, the fashion industries have to evolve and adapt to 
latest and emerging trends. Here we are presenRng the most popular and important to the 
(un-)sustainability of the industry. 

Fast Fashion: As explained, the FI is characterised by a global supply chain, which has been 
possible with the rise of globalisaRon, enabling outsourcing of producRon acRviRes in locaRons 
with cheaper labour force and inputs. This resulted in reduced prices for final consumers, thus 
in a “democraRsaRon” of fashion and latest trends (Bick et al., 2018). In the industry, this phe-
nomenon is defined as “Fast Fashion” and, over the past 20 years, has gained popularity, there-
fore market share, and increasing revenues (Gazzola et al., 2020). Despite represenRng an easy 
access to trendy products for lower-income consumers, items are usually of lower quality and 
intenRonally conceived with reduced product life. As Centobelli et al. (2022) explains, the busi-
ness idea is to create commodiRes that can be easily replaced, either because perceived out-
of-style or damaged, in order to sRmulate an impulse to constantly purchase. It becomes clear 
how this model is unsustainable from different perspecRves, highlighted in the next SecRon. 
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Online shopping: increasing connecRvity and portable devices enabled consumers to have ac-
cess to a wider set of products that can be purchased at any Rme from everywhere (Silva et al., 
2021). In a certain perspecRve, this also falls under the phenomena of “democraRsaRon” of 
fashion, represenRng an addiRonal opportunity for companies to reach out to a larger market. 
During the Covid-19 lockdown, online stores were actually the only ones open, allowing brands 
to sRll make some profits. Whether consumers were already used before or got accustomed 
during the pandemic, the trend of distance shopping is expected to stay, even to increase its 
market share, and companies have to keep that in their plans (McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & 
Business of Fashion, 2021). SRll, it carries its negaRve implicaRons. 

Second-hand shopping: Gazzola et al. (2020) argues that more consumers are becoming aware 
of the negaRve externaliRes of the FI, from both a social and environmental perspecRve. Re-
considering their purchasing habits is a way to express their concerns by boyco{ng exploita-
Rve brands; reuse instead of buying new is definitely the most popular acRvity (Gazzola et al., 
2020). Dedicated online pla|orm definitely fostered the spreading of such trend by enabling 
access to a larger variety of items and allowing also consumers to become seller, benefi{ng 
both financially and in terms of freeing some space (thredUP, 2022). This habit has also to be 
kept in the plans of consolidated brands that want to expand their sales channels, either on 
their own websites or via dedicated pla|orm: it is not only sustainable but also allows to profit 
mulRple Rmes from singular items (thredUP, 2022). Yet, again Gazzola et al. (2020) highlights 
how this trend as a cultural connotaRon, depending on the a{tude of countries and individu-
als toward second-hand shopping. For example, in Italy, used clothes are not considered “fash-
ionable” and their purchase is Red to low-income categories (Gazzola et al., 2020).  

We could disRnguish between two main types of second-hand shopping:   

 Resale: for profit sale of used items: products can be sold by individuals directly to the 
final customer or to markets and consignment stores, that then put them in the market. Both 
groups may take advantage of online dedicated pla|orms to have access to larger pool of pos-
sible clients (Evans et al., 2022). 

 ThriS and DonaNon: as the name suggests, clothings are donated by first owners to 
dedicated shops, where they are sold to new users and the profit is passed on to finance hu-
manitarian causes or charitable works (Evans et al., 2022). 

D’Adamo et al. (2022) instead present some downsides of this trend. They argue that it may be 
used as a greenwashing acRvity by companies or only increase consumpRon, in a so-called CE 
rebound, as products are ‘ensured’ a longer life in any case. It is important therefore to ensure 
that it works as a complement of to the tradiRonal market, moved by players that are actually 
commi.ed to extending the life cycle of products (D’Adamo et al., 2022). 

 D’Adamo et al. (2022) instead present some downsides of this trend. They argue that it may be 
used as a greenwashing acRvity by companies or only increase consumpRon, in a so called CE 
rebound, as products are ‘ensured’ a longer life in any case. It is important therefore to ensure 
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that it works as a complement of to the tradiRonal market, moved by players that are actually 
commi.ed to extending the life cycle of products (D’Adamo et al., 2022). 

RenNng: in the flow of the sharing economy, renRng is slowing gaining popularity in the fashion 
market. As clothes ownership loses its value (Gazzola et al., 2020), acquiring items for short 
periods, even for just a single event, and then giving them back starts having much more sense. 
In this case, products are up-to-trend, for those interested, yet are given the maximum possi-
ble life thanks to the mulRple consumers it is sold to (Shrivastava et al., 2021).  

Yet, it comes that for the three last points there is a need to revise the concepRon of how 
clothes are made: not for single use, but for mulRple owners over a long period of Rme. Also, it 
is important to consider how products reach consumers, as transport costs in both environ-
mental and financial terms should be kept in mind. 

2.1.4. The Un-sustainability of the industry 

From the economic perspecRve, the un-sustainability of the FI has been already explained, es-
pecially with respect to the European market. As discussed in the previous SecRons, the fash-
ion system is so global and interconnected, that it has become weak and can hardly cope with 
unpredictable disrupRons (McKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion, 2021). As a conse-
quence, the market is becoming progressively unstable and vulnerable; thus, it becomes im-
portant to consider how the situaRon can be improved. 

This undoubtedly results in social negaRve consequences and imbalances; on the other hand, 
inequaliRes between countries are among the main reasons behind the expansion of the sup-
ply chain. In fact, Southern and Eastern countries present weaker regulaRons that favour the 
applicaRon of worse working condiRons, up to causing the exploitaRons of workers and even 
children (Gazzola et al., 2020). In this respect, some acRons have already been taken, such as 
minimum standards and joint agreement between companies, but it’s sRll quite li.le.  

At environmental level, the situaRon is even worse: most clothing products are conceived un-
der a linear value chain, envisioning li.le or no reuse/recycle. On top, global producRon has 
steadily increased, as a result of some emerging trends and innovaRons in a vicious cycle. Con-
sequently, discarded items have skyrocketed, adding up to the already-high waste burden on 
the planet (European Environment Agency, 2019).  

Looking at producRon processes, the culRvaRon of inputs, in parRcular co.on, requires high 
levels of land use and water consumpRon, second only to food producRon. On this point, it is 
important to observe that the majority of the consequences of the exploitaRon of those two 
resources are suffered by non-EU countries, especially the Eastern and Southern states men-
Roned before as global exporters (European Environment Agency, 2019). It comes without fur-
ther explanaRons that this strengthens the social and economical imbalances between the 
Global North and Global South. Another factor that bends more on the side of exploited coun-
tries is the levels of CO2 Emissions: the FI is a great contributor, with improvements in the past 
years. Yet, reducRons took place mostly on the European territory (EURATEX, 2022), shiving 
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even more the negaRve implicaRons to producing countries. Lastly, water is not only consumed 
but also polluted during producRon processes, and, in some cases, even wrongly disposed. 
Among the biggest pollutants we can find (hazardous) chemicals, which play an important role 
in the treatment of raw materials and texRle producRons (European Environment Agency, 
2019). Because of their importance, they have been dedicated part of the following Sub-Chap-
ter. 

Moving to the consumers’ side, European consumpRon of texRle has the 4th highest impact on 
the environment and climate change, following in order habits related to food, housing, and 
mobility (European Commission, 2022a). As menRoned, products are designed to have reduced 
product life, thus increasing the post-consumpRon waste volumes (European Environment 
Agency, 2019). Online shopping instead contributes to increase FI’s emissions, with door deliv-
eries: calculaRons in this respect are even harder if we consider the opRon of returns, which 
amounts to almost 50% of sales according to Stöcker et al. (2021). It is not our intenRons to 
dive into the reasons for returning, yet it is important to emphasise its environmental burden. 
Not only it contributes in terms of emissions, but companies are not transparent on the post-
return treatments, with news talking about immediate burning or disposal in landfills (Business 
Insider, 2021). While also second-hand and renRng also encompasses the negaRve contribuRon 
of deliveries, their posiRve impact in terms of reducing the need to produce new items is more 
important. 

2.2.  Chemicals and Recycling  

The rising need for fast and low-cost producRon resulted in the employment and manufactur-
ing of cheap, in both financial and quality terms, items. Great results were obtained with the 
introducRon of chemicals, whose impacts were not considered at first. In the first part of this 
Sub-Chapter, we will present the role and implicaRons of the employment of chemicals in pro-
ducRon processes. In the second, we will instead discuss the a{tude of the FI toward recycling, 
an important aspect to foster the circularity of the market. 

2.2.1.  Employment of Hazardous Chemicals  

Chemical inputs are widely used in the FI at different stages of products’ lives and for mulRple 
purposes, represenRng important factor for the manufacturing chain. Yet, they also negaRvely 
contribute to the burden on the society and the environment. 

2.2.1.1. Advantages of Chemical Inputs 

European Commission et al. (2023) explains how chemical inputs are uRlised in the FI. They 
may take mulRple forms, starRng from addiRves to culRvaRon acRviRes of resources such as 
co.on, to finishing dyeing and polishing of clothing items. Chemical inputs serve different func-
Rons, as to obtain, among others, the following advantages. 

More efficient inputs producNon: non-human-made inputs, such as co.on and silk, have been 
culRvated for centuries to saRsfy the demand for clothing. Latest trends and the constant 
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growth of the FI have only exacerbated the need for such kind of materials, thus leading the 
industry to look for arRficial alternaRves or soluRons to improve inputs farming producRvity. 
With respect to the la.er, an interesRng perspecRve has been given with geneRcally modified 
inputs, from both an economic and environmental sustainability perspecRve as Morse and 
Mannion (2009) have analysed. More related to the topic of chemicals, a significant contribu-
Ron has been given by products such as ferRlisers, herbicides and pesRcides. Such kind of addi-
Rves posiRvely contribute to the increased producRvity of fields, by protecRng crops from in-
sect and diseases in the la.er cases, as well as offering them a more suitable ground to grow 
for the former (Aktar et al., 2009). 

In arRficial texRles, chemicals assume the form of primary inputs and treatment addiRves for 
the producRon of texRle. Shirvanimoghaddam et al. (2020) disRnguish between three main 
types of fibres: 1. natural: from organic resources - co.on, 2. regenerated, from natural re-
sources but requiring (chemical) treatment and processing - viscose, 3. syntheRc, from manipu-
lated non-renewable resources - polyester. European Commission et al. (2023) describes the 
different techniques to obtain in parRcular the two last types. The common denominator in all 
cases is the applicaRon of chemicals as starters, complementary inputs, as well as preparaRon 
agents to sRmulate and fasten manufacturing processes (European Commission et al., 2023). 

Improved clothing manufacturing: More in general, all stages of producRon may be improved 
with the adopRon of more efficient techniques. Beyond mere machineries, companies may 
decide to increase their chemicals requirements to reduce other costs. Among those strategies, 
we can menRon the cleaning of organic fibres with detergents fastening the process by reduc-
ing, for instance, the water temperature or amount required or energy consumpRon (European 
Commission et al., 2023). Another common acRvity is dyeing: while in the past it used to be 
performed with natural colouring processes, innovaRve addiRves enabled faster and more uni-
form results, in the same product and across mulRple items (European Commission et al., 
2023). 

Improved product quality: TexRle fibres may not be ready to be transformed into clothing 
items as they are, or finished products may need to undergo addiRonal treatments before be-
ing delivered to the market. To keep up with trends and requirement of the market, fashion 
companies may opt to adopt addiRonal acRviRes to arRficially modify their products. Refur-
bishing processes address both the aestheRc characterisRcs or the mechanical features of ap-
parel. Other treatments include the most common dyeing acRviRes (European Commission et 
al., 2023): modern inputs enabled to have access to a wider range of colours at lower costs. 
Other characterisRcs, such as intrinsic features of clothes, can also be modified either by in-
cluding addiRves in fibres or by treaRng them with covering layers (European Commission et 
al., 2023). This may be beneficial, for instance, to ensure a safer transport or wearability under 
extreme weather condiRons, like wind or water proofing.  

ConsumpNon habits: chemical inputs are uRlised also by consumers when taking care of their 
belongings. Detergents are part of the weekly habits to maintain their purchases wearable: 
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they range from simple soap to clean items, to other products to emphasise certain character-
isRcs, such as soveners or colour-brighteners. 

2.2.1.2.Disadvantages of Chemical Inputs

According to scholars and reports, there are mulRple categories of threats that chemical inputs 
result in. As a whole, the TexRle Industry is among the top three pressures on water and land 
use (European Commission, 2022); part of that burden is imputable to chemical materials and 
their increased employment.  

Waterbodies polluNon: European Commission et al. (2023) highlights the presence of chemical 
loads in water discharges from both producRon processes and consumers washing habits. 
StarRng from the former, impuriRes on texRles, accumulated during the producRon and treat-
ments (e.g., pesRcides, detergents...), are washed out before the finishing processing. These 
end up in the outgoing water flows from plants, with the addiRonal risk of not being properly 
discarded. Agents may be toxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic, clearly dangerous for rivers’ in-
habitants and their habitats. In parRcular, when considering colour dyes, the damage is not 
merely aestheRc, but they also prevent light penetraRon, thus reducing the rate of photosyn-
thesis and affect the living condiRons for the under-water populaRon (Lellis et al., 2019). Lellis 
et al. (2019) also points out that in developing countries such water discharges may be realised 
in flows that are commonly used for human-related purposes, such as agricultural irrigaRon, 
resulRng in damaging effects also for health of ciRzens of those regions. 

On top of the detergents burden, consumers’ washing habits instead contribute to almost 35% 
of the microplasRcs released in waterbodies. SyntheRc texRles break down into microfibres, so 
small in size that do not get trapped in filters, thus end up into rivers and seas. Also During 
producRon processes and averwards while floaRng in waterbodies, they tend to cumulate 
chemicals that are then released, provoking similar effects to those listed before to the envi-
ronment and animals (Boucher & Friot, 2017). 

Health Damages and Threats: To follow, we can introduce the health threats that chemicals 
impose on both populaRons located in producRon areas and consumers in general. Chemical 
toxicity may arise directly, as explained, with toxins dissolving in consumpRon water; indirectly, 
they may accumulate in fishes and animals, through the food chain all way to human beings 
(Lellis et al., 2019).  

At producRon level, employees are the most exposed subjects, especially the ones dedicated to 
treatment and dying processes. If safety measures, such as airing systems and individual pro-
tecRon devices, are not implemented correctly, workers may enter in direct contact with haz-
ardous products that can, immediately or in the long-run, cause heavy damages to their health 
(Bick et al., 2018). It comes, following up the points made about the social sustainability of the 
FI, that if in developing countries the situaRon is not well monitored, it is possible to assume 
that such accidents are not that rare (Bick et al., 2018). 
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On the consumers’ side, further researches sRll have to be developed, yet Iadaresta et al. 
(2018) conducted experiments to prove that certain chemicals, in parRcular Benzothiazole con-
tained in dyes and herbicides, can be dangerous. They can in fact penetrate the human skin 
and accumulate in bodies, with possible systemic consequences (both carcinogenic and non-
carcinogenic) if transported around (Iadaresta et al., 2018; Aktar et al., 2009). 

Land erosion: As of itself, farming of primary organic materials is highly land-intensive to fulfil 
the demand of the steady growing fashion market. To keep up, farmers employ chemical in-
puts, such as ferRlisers and pesRcides, as to boost and save their producRons. These carry their 
embedded negaRve implicaRons, related especially to the amount of heavy metals they are 
composed of. Over Rme, they may tend to cumulate in the soil causing actually damaging (op-
posite) effects, such as reduced land ferRlity, or end up in under-the-surface water flows and 
contaminate other areas and/or enter the food chain (Alengebawy et al., 2021). In parRcular 
for the former case, it comes that the negaRve effects convert into economic disadvantages for 
the producers in terms of increased costs and/or reduced profits. 

At the end of the chain, as pointed out before, clothes may be disposed in inappropriate ways, 
with one of the most common being cumulaRon in landfills (Business Insider, 2021). The risk in 
this case is for texRle to degrade and chemicals to decouple and permeate the ground, thus 
contaminaRng the soil where the landfill is located (Lellis et al., 2019). Especially in developing 
countries, this might be dangerous for the local populaRon if it ends up spreading also to the 
surrounding area, used for other purposes, such as agriculture (Bick et al., 2018). 

Other forms of environmental degradaNon: AlternaRvely, if the last steps of producRon pro-
cesses involve air treatments, chemicals can get transferred to the atmosphere, becoming a 
threat for workers and, again if not properly filtered, to the surrounding area (European Com-
mission et al., 2023). Lastly, if we extend the perspecRve of the producRon chain, arRficial tex-
Rle fibres are manufactured starRng from petrochemicals inputs. As the name suggests, they 
are derived from petrol, with the issues related to extracRons such as crust damages and pollu-
Ron. In addiRon, transformaRon into usable inputs implies the great CO2 emissions (Shen et 
al., 2010). 

2.2.2. The opNon of Recycling  

Waste (over-)producRon is acknowledge to be a rising problem, especially in urban socieRes, 
which is only expected to worsen if the global populaRon does not commit to adjust its habits, 
as explained by Hoornweg et al. (2013). Among all the root causes, material goods over-pro-
ducRon plays an important role, and as explained, fast fashion business model falls within this 
category (Cornelsen, 2023). To reduce the side-effects, it would become necessary to operate 
with prevenRve measures, adjusRng manufacturing processes, or with miRgaRon iniRaRves, 
opRng for circular acRviRes such as re-use and recycling acRviRes. This last point aligns with 
our arguments and will be presented in this Sub-SecRon. 

Firstly, it is important to make a clarificaRon: according to Sandin and Peters (2018), the two 
terms need to be disRnguished as Reuse “refers to various means for prolonging the pracRcal 
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service life of texRle products by transferring them to new owners [...], with or without prior 
modificaRon (e.g., mending)” (Sandin & Peters, 2018; page 354). Emerging trends such as rent-
ing and second-hand shopping fall within this category. On the other hand, Sandin and Peters 
(2018) define Recyling as the re-processing of waste for the producRon of both new texRle and 
non-texRle products. 

2.2.2.1.Types of Recycling

All recycling loops aim at the reintegraRon of (components of) ‘dead’ products in the value 
chain as to minimise waste and reduce the demand for virgin materials. AddiRonal advantages 
will be presented in the next SecRon. 

Sandin and Peters (2018) extensively describe different classificaRons of recycling types that 
are worth menRoning.  

Techniques: There exist three main recycling routes: mechanical, chemical and thermal. The 
second one will be more extensively presented in the secRon 2.3., while the last seems to be 
quite uncommon so we will only briefly present the first. According to Harmsen et al. (2021), 
mechanical recycling acRviRes imply breaking down the fabric as to retain the fibres via cu{ng, 
tearing, shredding or carding of the texRle. Products made of organic fibres, such as wool, can 
be almost exclusively get recycled via mechanical process (Harmsen et al., 2021). Man-made 
texRles and fibres may instead undergo mulRple processes, even in cascade chain of recycling 
acRviRes, starRng from mechanical. 

Fabric levels: Composing fabric of texRle products can be recycled at different levels. At the 
top, the fabric as a whole can be recovered and used in other clothing items; in this case, it can 
also be referred as material reuse as it is essenRally a transfer of purpose of the same fabric, 
without modificaRon. Further down, it is possible to disassemble the fabric, but keeping fibres 
enRre, operaRng then in the form of fibres recycling. At the lowest level, basic composing 
polymers are preserved and used to fabricate different fibres, then fabric (Sandin & Peters, 
2018). 

Quality of the output: Recycling acRviRes may also affect the quality of the fabric/fibres: thus, 
a further disRncRon can be made between up-cycling and down-cycling processes. In the case 
of the former, the quality of the output is higher than the one of the input waste. This tends to 
be more common for polymer recycling, as the process does not impact the inner structure. 
Instead, fabric and fibres recycling tend to produce items of lower quality than the original in-
put, as fibres and molecules are more prone to degradaRon both during the life of the product 
itself and in the course of the recycling process (Sandin & Peters, 2018). 

Open and closed loop: Recycled texRle fibres may be used for other purposes than clothing, 
but also recycled inputs for apparel may come from different industries. In the course of this 
analysis, only the first case is considered. If fabrics/fibres/polymers are kept within the FI, the 
recycling process can be defined as a closed loop. If, instead, components are transferred to 
another market, the strategy falls with the context of open loop (Sandin & Peters, 2018). Shir-
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vanimoghaddam et al. (2020) offers a graphical representaRon of (some of) the possible sec-
ond lives of texRle waste, presented in Figure 1: 

FIGURE 1 APPLICATIONS FOR RECYCLED TEXTILE WASTE IN DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES   

Source: Shirvanimoghaddam et al., 2020 

2.2.2.2.Stages of Recycling 

Clearly, the preferred path is re-use, as it requires no modificaRon, thus lower costs in both 
financial and environmental terms. Charitable and second-hand businesses are the most inter-
ested and invested in such kind of gathering acRviRes (Köhler et al., 2021). 

Ideally, alternaRvely, once clothing cannot be worn anymore, they may enter a recycling loop. 
Firstly, they are collected, either in stores or in dedicated bins offered by local municipaliRes 
and/or organisaRons in charge of waste management. Legal requirements and management 
differ between countries as no common ground has been se.led yet, also within the EU (Köh-
ler et al., 2021).  

Then, depending on the quality of the product, waste is transported to a recycling or recovery 
plants. While the second term includes the first, recovery acRviRes have been defined accord-
ing to Piribauer and Bartl (2019) as operaRons where “waste [is] serving a useful purpose by 
replacing other materials that would otherwise have been used to fulfil a parRcular funcRon, 
or waste being prepared to fulfil that funcRon, in the plant or in the wider economy” (Piribauer 
& Bartl, 2019; page 114). As an example, incineraRon is a form of thermal recovery process in 
the sense of waste-to-energy acRvity (Piribauer & Bartl, 2019). Yet, this falls beyond the scope 
of our analysis, thus we will focus on ‘pure’ recycling. 
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Before or once reached the recycling plants, items are sorted according to the level of the recy-
cling needed and the type of materials. According to this division, they will subsequently be 
treated in the most appropriated way, among for example the ones presented before and de-
scribed by Sandin and Peters (2018). UlRmately, resulRng products may stay within the industry 
or be included as primary input in other markets — open or closed loop — depending on the 
purpose of the plant and the company in charge of the recycling. (Piribauer & Bartl, 2019)  

The whole process can be summarised in the scheme in Figure 2: 

FIGURE 2 TEXTILE PROCESSING CHAIN AND RECYCLING PROCESSES   

Source: Adapted from Piribauer and Bartl, 2019 

2.2.2.3.ImplicaNons of Recycling 

It has been highlighted how exploitaRve the FI industry is, from both an environmental and 
social perspecRve. Yet, it also has a great potenRal to transiRon to a more sustainable supply 
chain, especially when considering the end of the life of clothing products. Big expectaRons are 
posed on the possibility to build up a more circular market, with recycling playing a really im-
portant role as this strategy offers a number of advantages, market as (+). 

(+) Higher circularity of the FI: Reducing the burden of the industry on the planet is fundamen-
tal for the global community; circularity is probably the most popular and feasible to imple-
ment in the short-term. According to the definiRon of the European Parliament (2023), Circular 
Economy is a producRon and consumpRon model that ensures the longest product life and re-
duces waste to minimum, by engaging in acRviRes such sharing, leasing and especially recy-
cling. Economically, this also opens up to new business opportuniRes focused on fostering and 
supporRng such transiRon. These can imply the birth of new companies or the development of 
a compeRRve advantage, in the form for example of reduced costs or unique value proposiRon. 
In a social perspecRve, it may translate into be.er living condiRons by offering job opportuni-
Res and be.er planet to live in (Köhler et al., 2021). More technical descripRons are provided 
in SecRon 2.4 

(+) ReducNon of virgin inputs: the possibility of repurposing some fibres for the same or differ-
ent purposes definitely represents a major advantage of adequate recycling techniques (Sandin 
& Peters, 2018). In fact, reintroducing exisRng fibres or originaRng them from other products, 
such as PET plasRc bo.les (Piribauer & Bartl, 2019), drasRcally reduce the demand for virgin 
materials. Li.le amounts of pure inputs may sRll be needed to compensate the loss of quality 
during recycling acRviRes, in the case of down-cycling processes (Sandin & Peters, 2018). As for 
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recycling for other purposes, fibres and texRles reduce the overall need for new resources in 
the whole economic system, with a large set of other connected posiRve implicaRons. 

(+) Lower burden on the planet: Reduced demand for virgin material may iniRate a domino 
effect of consequent diminishing impact on the environment (and on the related 
communiRes). In fact, by significantly affecRng, for instance, the need for virgin co.on, it is 
possible to indirectly address the usage of chemicals in agriculture and producRon. As a conse-
quence, toxicity implicaRons menRoned before are significantly miRgated (Köhler et al., 2021). 
The same reasoning holds for other negaRve consequences of exploitaRve behaviour of the FI. 

On the other hand, Knäble et al. (2022) collected informaRon from different sources to argue 
that recycling is definitely a good strategy, yet is sRll less efficient [(-)] than reuse and remanu-
facturing approaches. Here are their main arguments. 

(-) Increased energy demand: recycling is highly energy-intensive, thus it increases the demand 
for energy inputs of the industry, up to the point it may offset the above-menRoned environ-
mental benefits. OriginaRng energy from renewable resources may be a way around this issue 
(Knäble et al., 2022). 

(-) Loss of material flow: as presented, recycling acRviRes may downgrade the quality of the 
materials, thus leading to a decreased material inflow back in the economic system (Knäble et 
al., 2022). Improvement in recycling processes may reduce the amount of material lost, thus 
keeping the quality of products to almost the same level. 

2.2.3. RelaNons between Chemicals and Recycling 

Chemicals may play an important role in texRle recycling, especially when the chemical ap-
proach is preferred. According to Ribul et al. (2021), even though such strategy would enable 
great circularity of the industry, it has not yet acquired such a large industrial scale. InnovaRve 
techniques are working to find new soluRon that can reduce costs and improve efficiency. 

In chemical treatments, chemical inputs may be used to iniRate, fasten or contribute to reac-
Rons, such as enzymes to catalyse — cause or accelerate — polymer lysis — breakdown. Be-
cause of the depth of the process, those acRviRes target especially fibres and polymers recy-
cling. It is not uncommon for chemical recycling to come aver an iniRal mechanical process to 
break down fabrics and prepare them to undergo such processes (Köhler et al., 2021). Also, 
mulRple chemical reacRons may concatenate as to ensure a full chain and a more complete 
recycling, depending of the intended result and the iniRal material (Piribauer & Bartl, 2019). 
For instance, in case of fibre blends, chemicals can be used to dissolve one or more compo-
nents, as to then enable the recycling of the remaining part (Ribul et al., 2021). 

Piribauer and Bartl (2019) conclude by emphasising how highly-intensive chemical processes 
may not be sustainable, especially from an environmental perspecRve, and/or even not possi-
ble to perform. Therefore, latest and future researches may focus on alternaRve techniques, 
with lower impact: among those, it is worth menRoning bio-chemical recycling processes. 
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Here, as the name suggests, organic components are targeted or biological addiRves are em-
ployed, to perform (bio)chemical processes. This includes, for example, bacterias and micro-
organisms able to dissolve certain polymers or even produce other primary inputs starRng 
from waste (Ribul et al., 2021). 

As menRoned previously, chemical inputs can be also used to modify the characterisRcs of tex-
Rle products, such as dying and smoothening addiRves. These may represent a barriers to an 
efficient recycling process, but may also be recycled themselves (Ribul et al., 2021). In the first 
case, chemicals present on texRles may interfere with reacRons, making them hard or slower 
to occur; chemical removal would be the preparaRve treatment. ParRally related, dyes may 
also affect the re-employment of fibres in terms of coloured resulRng recycled materials. (Köh-
ler et al., 2021) Chemical de-colouring would be the first way, with the connected environmen-
tal and health threats, similar to the ones presented previously (Niinimäki et al., 2017). Alter-
naRvely, recycling of already-dyed fibres may work for some companies. According to Niinimäki 
et al. (2017), colour translaRon may be a valuable opRon: in this process, texRles are iniRally 
sorted by both fibre and colour. In this way, no de-colouring and subsequent dying is needed, 
pulps — result(s) of the recycling process — can be also mixed as to obtain different shades, 
with no need for new addiRves (Niinimäki et al., 2017). 

2.2.4. Circular Economy 

Recycling strategies are oven used as synonym for Circular Economy acRviRes; yet, in litera-
ture, the former is only one of the four main business models for the implementaRon of the 
la.er in the economic system (Knäble et al., 2022). 

According to Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon (n.d.), Circular economy can be defined as “A systems 
soluRon framework that tackles global challenges like climate change, biodiversity loss, waste, 
and polluRon. It is based on three principles, driven by design: eliminate waste and polluRon, 
circulate products and materials (at their highest value), and regenerate nature”. The concept 
has gained popularity over the past years, with the raising awareness about environmental 
concerns; however, as Stahel (2016) presents, successful implementaRons of CE principles and 
strategies trace back to the 1990s, while the Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon (n.d.-b) suggests that 
the idea of circularity and feedbacks can be even found in ancient philosophical schools. 

The Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon (n.d.-b) provides an extensive descripRons of the concept and 
funding values of CE, trying to summarising them in Figure 3, in page 17:  
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FIGURE 3 THE BUTTERFLY DIAGRAM   

Source: Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon, n.d.-b.

One of the fundamental disRncRons here is the Consumer - User dichotomy: the former can be 
used exclusively for biological materials (e.g. food), that are consumable while the la.er in-
stead is more appropriate for technical goods (e.g. car(s)). This dualism also poses the quesRon 
of the need for ownership, when the service the product provides is what consumers (actually, 
users) are looking for in the end. The example in this case is why owning a drill when what we 
need in the is a single hole in the ground. (Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon, n.d.-b) Related yet im-
portant, is the separaRon Biological - Technical Cycle: as said, the former is dedicated to biolog-
ical products, based on renewable flows and processes to reduce the impact on the environ-
ment (Abdelmeguid et al., 2022). The la.er instead is focused on the development of models 
to foster the first one, in the form of restoring and recovering resources via, for instance, re-
pairing, remanufacturing or recycling (Abdelmeguid et al., 2022). 

The ulRmate economic benefit menRoned in Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon (n.d.-b) is the decou-
pling — that is, breaking the direct link — of economic growth from virgin resources, while 
sRmulaRng a stronger and more resilient economic system. For the environment instead, the 
reduced burden on the planet in the form of diminished polluRon produced and resources ex-
tracted, would posiRvely contribute to the achievement of global climate goals (Ellen Mac-
Arthur FoundaRon, n.d.-b). 

More specifically for the fashion context, Dissanayake and Weerasinghe (2021; in Abdelmeguid 
et al., 2022) idenRfy four main strategies to implement CE: 
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I.      Improve resource efficiency, by using renewable, regeneraRve and non-toxic inputs 

II.     ApplicaRon of Circular Design, based on longevity and customisaRon, aiming at easier dis-
assembling, recycling and decomposing 

III.    Extend product life, via repair, lease, swap and rent acRviRes 

IV.   Ensure circularity at the very end of product’s life, fostering reuse or resale, as well as recy-
cling or remanufacturing. 

Considering the strengths of such business model and the need for transiRon in the FI, it be-
comes crucial to ensure its applicaRon in the current global economic system. A common de-
nominator across papers addressing different aspects of CE, such as Abdelmeguid et al. (2022) 
and Saccani et al. (2022), is the emphasis on the lack or li.le contribuRon of insRtuRons/gov-
ernments in the development of a sound framework to sRmulate companies in the applicaRon 
of CE principles and business models. As Stahel (2016) argues, governments and insRtuRons 
can play an important role by issuing laws, regulaRons and procurement rules. These should in 
fact favour companies and individuals that implement green and circular iniRaRves and pe-
nalise those that do not comply to such standardised behaviours (Stahel, 2016). More exten-
sive descripRon of the role of insRtuRons is presented in the next SecRon. 

AlternaRvely, Saccani et al. (2022) suggest the establishment, or be.er the idenRficaRon and 
the support, of the so-called ‘orchestrators’ in a supply chain to achieve a more systemic transi-
Ron. Saccani et al. (2022) defines, more in general, the concept of ‘circular supply chain orches-
traRon as “a set of deliberate acRons by a focal firm that coordinates and manages diverse in-
terests, ensures alignment among circular supply chain members, and structures, bundles and 
leverages resources to create circular value” (Saccani et al., 2022; page 480). Yet, we argue that 
orchestrators should and have to operate in a bigger context that favours their role, and here is 
where policies come back into acRon.  

2.3. European Policies 

Companies may not consider profitable nor interesRng for their business to implement a sus-
tainable transiRon. Clearly, it requires a certain level of investment that may not be repaid in 
the short-run but may not only bring monetary benefits. Because of that, it is in the best inten-
Rons of governments and internaRonal organisaRon to foster such change with dedicated poli-
cies and intervenRons. 

2.3.1. Sustainable Development and Fashion 

We would like to recall the definiRon of Sustainable Development: according to the Brundtland 
Report – also known as ‘Our Common Future’ --, the term implies  “[…] meeRng the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generaRons to meet their own needs” 
(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987; page 41). More detailed informa-
Ron on how to achieve such goal were disclosed in subsequent documents, including ‘The 
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2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’, adopted by UN MSs in 2015. At the core of the 
strategy, lie the Sustainable Development Goals (from now on, SDGs) which address key areas 
of improvement and advocate for partnership among actors. 

It comes that the situaRon presented in the previous secRons does not fulfill the definiRon of 
Sustainable Development and fails to meet the SDGs. The current state of the art describes a 
strong and powerful FI, that could definitely contribute to a more sustainable and equitable 
development, yet keeps opRng for exploitaRve and polluRng acRons (United NaRons Alliance 
for Sustainable Fashion, 2021). United NaRons Alliance for Sustainable Fashion (2021) de-
scribes in details the extent and the role that the FI can play in the achievement of the SDGs. 
We will summarise the findings based on the three main  categories of SDGs idenRfied in 
Palomares et al. (2021) and presented in Figure 4: 

FIGURE 4 CLASSIFICATION OF THE SDGS  


Source: Palomares et al., 2021  

Environment - SDGs 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15: As seen in previous secRons, the FI is extremely re-
source intensive: appropriate water management, both as input and waste, and employment 
of renewable resources are crucial. A lot can be also done on the consumpRon side, like boost-
ing customers’ informaRon about manufacturing and products to foster more conscious pur-
chases and usage. Ge{ng to chemicals and waste management, stricter strategies and more 
transparency should be implemented, also to contribute to maintenance of the carrying capac-
ity, especially of producRon locaRon. This, together with more targeted measure, may con-
tribute to the reversion land degradaRon and the regeneraRon ecosystems, as also to address 
other phenomena, such climate change (United NaRons Alliance for Sustainable Fashion, 
2021). These goals and intervenRons will be the main focus of our analysis. 

Economic - SDGs 1, 2, 3, 8, 9: The FI is highly exploitaRve also in respect to workers, especially 
those employed in developing countries. Not only wages are really low, they are also not of-
fered the same opportuniRes as their peers in EU territories. Key profiles such as cravsmen and 
designers are also located in those ‘remote’ areas, thus they need to be provided appropriate 
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condiRons for personal development and to foster innovaRon, therefore sRmulate the local 
economy. It all sums up into giving employees the rights to earn adequate income, while at the 
same Rme have a safe and fulfilling work life (United NaRons Alliance for Sustainable Fashion, 
2021). 

Social - SDGs 4, 5, 10, 11, 16, 17: Economic benefits can translate into improved social condi-
Rons, starRng for example from children’s rights. When parent earn adequate income and reg-
ulaRons are enforced, younger generaRons are guaranteed more enjoyable childhoods, free 
from work and dedicated to fun and educaRon. The majority of workers employed in the FI are 
women, yet they are not guaranteed the same treatment as their male colleagues and of their 
European corresponding. Ensuring gender equality not only pays in terms of producRvity, but 
also ensures be.er living condiRons for workers and their families. Lastly, the industry is reliant 
on migrant workers who are also not offered the same opportunity and condiRons of locals. It 
is in the best interests of companies to protect such group (United NaRons Alliance for Sustain-
able Fashion, 2021). 

In the light of all these points, it comes that governments and internaRonal organisaRons may 
play an important role to ensure standards and enforce regulaRons to monitor businesses 
commitment. 

We acknowledge the importance of all three areas and recognise the need to operate jointly 
and simultaneously on each one. On the other hand, for the purpose of this analysis, we will 
focus exclusively on the environmental perspecRve as we believe may offer more interesRng 
insights in respect to chemicals employment and recycling acRviRes. 

2.3.2. Policies for Sustainable Development through the FI 

InsRtuRons can operate to moderate markets by establishing a set of policies and regulaRon to 
impose common grounds. These may rage and cover a set of different aspects; for the seek of 
this paper, we will present only the ones that related to the employment of chemicals and re-
cycling. Later. We will also focus only on regulaRons to be implemented at European level and 
applied in all MSs. 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR): OECD (2022) defines EPR as “an environmental policy 
approach in which a manufacturer’s responsibility for an item is extended to the post-con-
sumer stage of a product’s life cycle”. In this sense, companies are responsible for the correct 
disposal and recycle of texRle products, once their usable life is over. Boiten and Ellen Mac-
Arthur FoundaRon (2022) offer their perspecRve and recommendaRons on aspects that have 
to be considered when drawing policies to foster texRle reuse and recycle. Among those, we 
can highlight the idenRficaRon of the right measurement tools and rates to evaluate brands’ 
performances, adequate framework and infrastructure to support differenRated collecRon and 
treatment, as well as the establishment of fees and eco-modulaRon strategies —increased fees 
for unsustainable products and reduced for conscious behaviours; these can be then invested 
in shared infrastructure for collecRon and recycle. More on the producRon side, it would be 
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important to sRmulate the innovaRon and revision of product designs that facilitate recycling 
and employ higher rates of non-virgin inputs (Boiten & Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon, 2022). 

Exports: SRll Boiten and Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon (2022) tackle the issue of export of texRle 
waste from the EU area as end point of the chain. Since it would not be possible to completely 
eliminate such trade, it is important to control the quality of outgoing products. High-quality 
unused items can in fact reach second-hand markets in other countries or donated to locaRons 
in need. Good-quality products can instead be correctly transformed and recycled into new 
pieces or other materials. The goal of this kind of policies should be to address the export of 
low-quality waste to desRnaRons where it will be directly (improperly) disposed — that is, in-
cinerated, also just to posiRvely affect recycling and waste treatments rates in European terri-
tories or to avoid stricter EU regulaRons (Boiten & Ellen MacArthur FoundaRon, 2022). 

Recycling: TexRle recycling lies at the heart of EPR, yet, has demonstrated, it is far to be exten-
sively implemented. According to Hole and Hole (2020), recycling in the FI can be improved by 
learning from effecRve policies in other sectors. The starRng point would be to offer adequate 
infrastructure to enable consumers and companies to properly dispose waste, especially with 
dedicate collecRon points/bins. The more accessible they are, even door-to-door and for free, 
the less actors would feel the burden of properly dispose their unused items. Once collecRon is 
improved, it is possible to start working on more innovaRve and efficient recycling techniques 
and plants. This relaRonship is important as strong collecRon and sorRng is already a posiRve 
factor for more proper material treatment (Hole & Hole, 2020). 

Raising Awareness: Among the policies analysed by Hole and Hole (2020), iniRaRves to inform 
consumers about sustainable development and recycling play an important role. When told 
about the consequences and un-sustainability of certain industries, ciRzens seem to be more 
keen to acRvely contribute to collecRon acRviRes. Generalised intervenRons may include, for 
example, educaRonal workshops in schools and in work places. More wide-spread informa-
Ronal campaigns and adverRsements, also in collaboraRon with brands from the industry, may 
definitely also play an important role, by emphasising the importance of collaboraRon and the 
concrete commitment of firms (Hole & Hole, 2020). 

Imports: As presented before, the EU is a net importer of inputs and texRle products (Eu-
ropean Environment Agency & European Topic Centre, 2022). On one hand, this represents an 
economic and social opportunity for producing countries, if and only if the condiRons for ade-
quate living and working condiRons are respected. On the other hand, it corresponds to in-
creasing transport costs, not just expressed in monetary terms. They also include augmented 
greenhouse gases and transport emissions, as well as increased packaging, thus waste, to en-
sure a safe journey (European Environment Agency & European Topic Centre, 2022). Lower 
impact transport systems should be preferred, even if may require more Rme as products are 
not perishable. Reusable and more sustainable packaging could also be developed, against 
plasRc and single-use wrappings.  
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Chemicals: Going back in the value chain and more to our focus, as already presented, chemi-
cals have a strong presence in the manufacturing process of texRle products. Producing coun-
tries outside of the EU may be subject to different regulaRons therefore it becomes crucial to 
require companies imporRng products to ensure that no hazardous substances have been em-
ployed. To support, controls can be enforced to evaluate the presence of such chemicals on 
items that reach the EU market (European Chemical Agency, n.d.). The same reasoning would 
hold also for the import of inputs, for instance co.on, verifying that no banned substances 
have been employed in growing and treatment, just as for food (Aktar et al., 2009). 

It comes that there is a need for an harmonised framework of laws and regulaRons that cover 
different aspects of the value chain. In European MSs, this can be achieved at higher level with 
common legislaRon and cooperaRon between the different sectors. If properly implemented, 
the Union can become an example and a reference point in respect to policy for more sustain-
able industries, working toward its own sustainability and jointly for the achievement of the 
SDGs world-wide. 

It is also important to note that EU MSs may appear to have a lower impact on the planet in 
terms, for example, of greenhouse emissions or water polluRon. Yet, these are not realisRc fig-
ures as they mostly only take into account negaRve impact that occur in those territories, while 
as we have shown, manufacturing takes place in other locaRons, thus summing up to the bur-
den of those countries. In reality, those states do not ‘benefit’ from the products obtained 
from that negaRve impact, therefore it is not fair to count the negaRve externaliRes as theirs 
(European Environment Agency & European Topic Centre, 2022). EU Policies should therefore 
start considering the wider picture, considering the actual negaRve effect of the whole chain. 

2.3.3. Other key principles 

As we tried to explain, achieving a greater sustainability of the FI is crucial considering its social 
and environmental impact, not only to reduce the burden on the planet but also to posiRvely 
contribute to the achievement of SDGs at global level. While there is need for consistent acRon 
at both insRtuRonal and corporate level, some individual agents are already working on their 
own iniRaRves.  

However, it is important to disRnguish between effecRve acRons and greenwashing tacNcs. 
According to Fashion RevoluRon (n.d.), Greenwashing can be defined as “[…] when brands, 
corporaRons, organisaRons or governments co-opt sustainability narraRves to portray an envi-
ronmentally responsible image without sufficiently responsible acRon”. This may imply refer-
ring to themselves as sustainable while only changing a few aspects of their business models, 
for instance improving a really small porRon of their offerings, or implemenRng take-back pro-
gram to alleviate guilt from new purchases (Adamkiewicz et al., 2022). It is important for both 
consumers and insRtuRons to idenRfy such players in order to sRmulate them to adopt more 
construcRve acRons. On the other hand, it is in the best interest of government and in-
ternaRonal organisaRon to provide the right framework for such kind of iniRaRves to not take 
place. Adamkiewicz et al. (2022) observes how, at the moment, eco-labels and cerNficaNons 
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can actually be misleading and favour companies engaged in greenwashing acRviRes. Such sys-
tems may, in fact, use ambiguous terms/keywords, require low level of informaRon, thus de-
creasing the demand for transparency, or be not-so-independent from companies seeking for 
those seals of approval (Adamkiewicz et al., 2022). Yet, Courtat et al. (2023) suggest that eco-
labels as a form of business-to-consumer communicaRon can actually be reliable if stronger 
rules are imposed; and that does not apply only to texRle, but can be extended to other prod-
uct categories. The claim here is that the complete life cycle of items should be considered — 
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) as core pillar —, based on concrete scienRfic evidences to support 
claims and foster transparency (Courtat et al., 2023). 

To conclude, governments and companies should really start considering operaRng under pre-
cauNonary principle. It "is an approach to risk management, where, if it is possible that a given 
policy or acRon might cause harm to the public or the environment and if there is sRll no scien-
Rfic agreement on the issue, the policy or acRon in quesRon should not be carried out” (Publi-
caRon Office of the EU, n.d.) Considering that not only the environmental and social threat are 
public and well-known, exisRng damaging operaRons are required to be addressed to reduce, 
up to eliminate, their negaRve impact. Policies and intervenRons shall therefore be created 
with the intenRon to not provoke any addiRonal harm and to address the effects of previous 
ones. In respect to innovaRons and frameworks to sRmulate technological development, they 
have to be conceived already with a posiRve connotaRon and their effects have to be taken 
into account before they are actually placed in the market. It is important to reduce the risk of 
incurring into unforeseen negaRve effects arising as a consequence of inappropriate use of cer-
tain substances or techniques, when pre-employment analysis could have been conducted 
(Greenpeace InternaRonal, 2012). 

2.3.4. The European Framework 

As ‘SDG 17 - Partnership for the goals’ emphasises, there is a need for collaboraRon between 
actors to achieve the bold, yet crucial, objecRves of the 2030 Agenda. In this perspecRve, syn-
ergies between MSs and with EU insRtuRons becomes fundamental. Due to their supranaRonal 
and mulR-topic competences, they play an important role in ensuring a consistent legislaRve 
and regulaRve framework across the European territory. Defining key objecRves and outlining 
operaRng strategies, approved and applied by all MSs, works also in this direcRon. Such 
framework is an intricate system, which comprises a set of different bodies, procedures and 
instruments. We believe that it is worth giving a brief introducRon as it provides a brief and 
general explanaRons of the different tools included in the policy instrument(s) presented later. 

2.3.4.1.European (LegislaNve) Bodies 

The EU comprises a set of different official bodies; within the legislaRve framework, in parRcu-
lar in the decision-making process, three insRtuRons are mainly involved: 

European Parliament (EP): gathering representaRves democraRcally elected by ciRzens of the 
EU MSs. It works as a co-legislator with the Council, as it can adopt and amend legislaRve pro-
posals and decide on the budget; it also supervise the work of the Commission. In order to do 
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so, it organises itself in commi.ees, drawing up, amending and adopRng legislaRve proposals 
and own-iniRaRve reports, to be presented at the plenary assembly (European Parliament, 
n.d.). 

Council of the European Union: comprising naRonal government ministers from each MSs, 
grouped according to the policy area tackled. It coordinates MSs’ policies and collaborates with 
the EP in negoRaRng and adopRng legislaRve acts (The Council of the European Union, n.d.).  

 European Council: to not be confused with the Council of the EU. It is not a legislaRve 
body and gathers the head of states or government (depends on the assigned responsibiliRes 
in each MS), meeRng to define the poliRcal direcRon and priority (The Council of the European 
Union, n.d.). 

European Commission (EC): composed of 27 Commissioners appointed every 5 years, it takes 
decisions on the poliRcal and strategical direcRon of the Union. It is organised in departments, 
or Directorates-General (DGs), which are dedicated to specific policy areas; each DG develops, 
implements and manages policy, law, and funding programmes in their respecRve field of ex-
perRse. 

In the legislaRve process, the Commission proposes new policy iniRaRves, based on reports 
defined as “impact assessment”, outlining the potenRal economic, social and environmental 
impact and possible advantages and disadvantages. To be as complete as possible in their eval-
uaRons, inputs are outsources to non-governmental organisaRons, experts and naRonal au-
thoriRes, but also ciRzens are given the opportunity to express their opinions (European Union, 
n.d.). 

Once the proposal is draved, it is passed on the Parliament and the Council of the EU, which 
can present amendments. If the three insRtuRons do not agree on the text, the proposal can 
be either withdrawn or a new reading round can take place. New amendments are brought up 
and if all bodies agree, then the policy is adopted (European Union, n.d.). 

2.3.4.2.European Instruments 

The EU is based on the rule of law: this implies that every acRon is founded on treaRes that 
have been approved democraRcally by its members. 

There exist different types of of legal acts, which have different implementaRon processes and 
coverages. The first disRncRon that can be made is between Primary and Secondary Law. The 
former refers to the EU TreaRes, which set out fundamental principles, objecRves and func-
Rons of the EU itself, its insRtuRons and composing MSs. They are and have been negoRated 
by all MSs and raRfied by respecRve parliaments; new members have to amend them upon 
entrance in the EU. The most important ones are, chronologically, The Maastricht Treaty [1993] 
and The Lisbon Threat [2009]. The former established the European Union as we know it and 
outlines the drawing joint policy areas, including common foreign and security (CFSP), as well 
as jusRce and home affairs (JHA). The Lisbon Threat instead reformed the previous structure of 
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the EU and its funcRoning: in parRcular, it introduced the European Council as official insRtu-
Ron, with its full-Rme president (The Council of the European Union, n.d.). 

From those founding treaRes, secondary law instruments are drawn (European Commission, 
n.d.). The main ones are presented in European Union (n.d.): 

RegulaNons: binding acts, applied in their enRreness in all MSs, automaRcally from the date of 
applicaRon. In some cases, individual naRonal measures to grant the implementaRon may be 
needed, from either insRtuRons or regulatory bodies and agencies.   

DirecNves: sets out goals that all EU countries must achieve, with the individual MSs having to 
draw their own laws in that direcRon within a certain Rmeframe. This process requires the in-
corporaRon dedicated laws in naRonal legislaRon; in case of delays or improper implementa-
Ron, the EC opens infringement procedures. In worst cases, the issue may be brought to the 
Court of JusRce of the European Union and sancRons may be imposed on the failing country. 

Decisions: binding law only for whom it is addresses, whether country or organisaRon, on a 
specific ma.er. 

RecommendaNons: do not represent any form of obligaRon, used to present the view of the 
issuing body and suggest a line of acRon for further iniRaRves. 

Opinions: allow all main EU insRtuRons to make a statement in a non-binding way. 

It is important to note that policy instruments within the European context are organised as to 
refer to each other and complement or further implement each other’s measures.  

2.3.5. Policy Instruments 

One of tasks assigned to the Council of European Union and the EC, as menRoned before, is 
the draving and proposal of dedicated policies, tackling specific topics and subjects. These par-
Rcular instruments are not legislaRons per-se, but rather a plan or strategy developed by either 
public insRtuRons (as in our case) or private organisaRons to address a parRcular situaRon 
(Cambridge DicRonary, 2023). To then implement policies, it may become necessary to imple-
ment one, or more probably, many of the binding or non-binding instruments presented in the 
previous SecRon.  

Specifically in the case of the EU, policies ensure, to the extent possible, that the same reason-
ing and overarching goal is agreed and followed across MSs. Policies topic can range from food 
and agriculture, to migraRon and security; sustainability transiRon is also included, as well as in 
its fashion subset. 

According to the policy theories framework, as a general rule, policies should be based on 
three pillars, presented in Weiss (2000): 
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Clear picture of the phenomena to be address - Problem Theory: defining the problem, its 
origins and consequences is fundamental to understand where acRon is needed and why. It 
can be objecRvely described but the importance may be subject to personal preference (Weiss, 
2000). Issues tackled by policies can be also defined as failures; this term includes different 
categories, among those market failures in parRcular are relevant in this paper. These specifi-
cally can be defined as violaRons of the basic assumpRons that characterise perfectly compeR-
Rve economies, and therefore interfere with the efficiency of producRon and consumpRon. 
Weimer and Vining (2017) provides an extensive descripRon of the four most common market 
failures, which are:  

• public goods: products that are non-rivalrous in consumpRon and/or non-excludable in con-
sumpRon; Weimer and Vining (2017) uses naRonal defence as an example. 

• externaliNes: “any valued impact (posiRve or negaRve), resulRng from any acRon (whether 
related to producRon or consumpRon) that affects someone who did not fully consent to it 
through parRcipaRon in voluntary exchanges” (Weimer & Vining, 2017; p. 93). On the nega-
Rve side, they can be, for instance polluRon from producRon while an example of posiRve 
externality is the herd-immunity from vaccinaRon.   

• natural monopolies: it describes a case in which an individual firm can produce at a cost that 
is lower than any other. However, it results in a problem of undersupply in the market. 

• informaNon asymmetry: it occurs when the consumer is not provided with the right amount 
of informaRon to perform an informed purchases. 

Clearly, there exist some other type of problems, a part from the market failures listed here. 
Among those, as it is relevant for the upcoming analysis, structural issues of the market are 
parRcular relevant. These can be considered as intrinsic characterisRcs that may harm its func-
Roning. 

Seeked outcome - Desired Outcome Theory: yet related to the previous, it presents the poten-
Ral sources of improvement, in both terms of desired outcome and actors that have control 
over its occurrence. Depending on how ambiRous the goals is and how heavily its undermines 
the status quo, intervenRons may be harder or easier to drav and, subsequently, implement 
(Weiss, 2000). 

Intended means of intervenNon - IntervenNon Theory: outlining the plan to influence actors 
and/or foster a change in the exisRng situaRon. It has to include: the agent(s), the one(s) inter-
vening, the target(s), those whose acRons are being changed, the mechanism, how to inter-
vene, the Rme and place, when and where the acRon is happening (Weiss, 2000).  

This theory provides a solid theoreRcal ground for our research, which will be presented more 
in details in the next SecRon and Chapter. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

In this part, we are presenRng the general methodology and research design that will be im-
plemented in the following Chapters. We are starRng by describing the topic more in details 
and then later discuss the research strategy. 

3.1. The research topic 

In this secRon we would like to present more in details what the topic of our research is and 
which quesRons we would like to answer. 

3.1.1. Topic descripNon 

As presented in the Literature Review in secRon 2.1., the FI is one of the most polluRng sectors 
and needs to undergo a radical change. If companies fail to understand the gravity of the cur-
rent situaRon, ciRzens and insRtuRons, but especially governments, must advocate for and 
sRmulate a more consistent sustainable transiRon with dedicated intervenRons. On the legisla-
Rve side, policies and regulaRons are probably the strongest tools naRonal authoriRes may 
uRlise. 

SDG 17 - ‘Partnership for the goals’ addresses the need to collaborate as to achieve equitable 
and strong development for all; individual acRon sRll counts, but joint intervenRons are more 
powerful. In this perspecRve, the EU represents a great opportunity to build up a shared and 
complete framework, agreed and applied by all member states. Therefore, EU insRtuRons and 
European countries need to work together and develop a common network at supra-naRonal 
level to address pressing issues and draw common guidelines for future steps. If properly im-
plemented, the Union can actually become a reference point in terms of legislaRon and iniRa-
Rves working toward the sustainable transiRons of mulRple industries. 

In respect to the FI, its role in the EU market has been recognised by insRtuRons, but also its 
negaRve implicaRons have received the needed a.enRon. Conscious of the environmental and 
social burden, EU legislaRves have already started working on intervenRons to regulate the FI 
within the EU borders. The most recent iniRaRve in the field is the ‘EU Strategy for Sustainable 
and Circular TexRles’, released in the European Commission on March 30, 2022 and presented 
in sub-chapter 4.2..  

Considering the extent of the iniRaRve and the importance of the sustainability transiRon, it 
becomes relevant to evaluate the progress of the iniRaRve and the actual coverage of the 
strategy. Yet, it is not possible to assess the impact of the instrument, due to its recent imple-
mentaRon — 30th of March 2022 —, and therefore the lack of market data for the post-pub-
lishing year and the need for a period of transiRon for the policy to start working. For this rea-
son, we will instead focus on the assessment of the accuracy of insRtuRons in idenRfying key 
market failures and aspects of the FI that need to be addressed, to sRmulate a more sustain-
able and circular system. Industry and market figures for years before 2022 are available and 
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the strategy is published for consultaRon, thus it is possible for us to compare the two and 
make our own conclusions. 

3.1.2. Research quesNons 

In the light of the previous observaRons and the context of the Literature Review, the general 
research quesRon (RQ) that we would like to answer goes as follows: 

 RQ: How accurate are EU policies in tackling the un-sustainability of the fashion in-
dustry? 

As presented in secRon 2.3.5. in the Literature Review, policy instruments are developed start-
ing from observed market (or governmental) failures. With our analysis, we would like to un-
derstand which deficits in the FI the Commission has considered and to which extent, in order 
to assess the intended coverage of the developed policy instrument(s). 

Based on the research and findings useful to answer the RQ, we will also try to address the fol-
lowing sub-quesRons (SQ): 

 SQ 1: Which stages of the supply chain are targeted by the EU Strategy for Sustain-
able and Circular TexNles? 

Considering the global extent of the supply chain, it is important to understand if policies are 
targeRng only the porRon(s) that takes place in EU Territories or consider the supply chain as a 
whole. 

 SQ 2: To what extent (other) polices can be implemented in the fashion industry to 
reduce the usage of hazardous chemicals and virgin materials in producNon? 

As explained in secRon 2.3.4.2., EU policies operate in a bigger legislaRve framework and tend 
to reference to each other. We would like to observe which other instruments and where they 
are involved, especially in the context of usage of chemicals and virgin materials. 

 SQ 3: How are policies tackling the recycling of texNle fibers? 

Recycling plays an important role in CE, therefore we would like to observe how it is planned to 
be sRmulated, for example by fostering R&I or raising awareness and engagement of consumer. 

3.1.3. Research structure 

In order to answer the inquiries outlined in secRon 3.1.2, the paper will cover the following 
aspects: 

Market DescripNon: We will conduct an evaluaRon of the condiRons of the market, starRng 
from the main characterising figures, including revenues and employment, to understand the 
role of the EU fashion market in the global economy and its changes over Rme. Subsequently, 
we will observe more in details informaRon about the demand (and therefore, the producRon) 
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for clothing products, the employment of chemical materials in products and the recyclability 
and recycling rate of texRle. The goal is to idenRfy the exisRng market failure(s), that, for what 
we have observed, could be described as negaRve externaliRes.  

Policy Coverage — EU Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexNles: Subsequently, we will 
perform a content analysis of the EU Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexRles. We would 
like to observe how the current state of the art in the ma.er of EU policies for a more sustain-
able fashion industry is operaRng, which aspects it is tackling and how it intends to operate and 
under which overarching goal(s). We will then compare the market failures idenRfied with the 
set of acRons and legislaRon included in the policy, to assess the extent of the coverage. 

Remarks — InterpretaNons and SuggesNons: Based on the content of the previous point, we 
would like to provide some general observaRons concerning the applicability and the possible 
effecRveness of the strategy. With these evaluaRons, we will answer the research quesRons 
listed before. To conclude, we will try to formulate some suggesRons for adjustments and fur-
ther acRons to take in order to ensure a more consistent transiRon. 

Clearly, to present such content, we will perform a set of researches and analysis that need to 
follow a logic scheme. This framework is now presented in secRons 3.2.1. and 3.2.2.. 

3.2. The research structure 

In this sub-chapter, we will present the research strategy that will guide the subsequent analy-
sis in the upcoming Chapter. We will start by describing the methodology more theoreRcally, to 
then tailor it to our needs. 

3.2.1. Research strategy 

Considering the parts of analysis presented in secRon 3.1.3 — the market descripRon and the 
policy coverage — a qualitaNve research approach is the most suitable method. It is structured 
as a descripRve analysis of secondary data aimed at offering a detailed picture of the character-
isRcs of the European apparel market and a specific policy instrument, addressing the un-sus-
tainability of such sector. 

A QualitaRve Research has been defined by Corbin and Strauss (1990) as “any type of research 
that produces findings not arrived at by staRsRcal procedures or other means of quanRficaRon. 
It can refer to research about […] organisaRonal funcRoning, social movements, cultural phe-
nomena, and interacRons between naRons” (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, page 11). The topic of our 
research fall within this category, as we intend to observe, among others, the funcRoning of 
the European market, including its interacRons with the global FI.  

This method can also be defined as a Flexible Strategy, as its structure and characterisRcs en-
able to space across several aspects of the topic considered (Mwita, 2022). In addiRon, it al-
lows the researcher to explore a number of different interpretaRons of described data (Mwita, 
2022) that, in our case, are market figures and phenomena occurring.  
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On the other hand, this subjecRve connotaRon may cause an excessive inclusion of writers’ 
ideas and preferences, which could compromise the analysis (Mwita, 2022). The output may 
therefore be contested by other parRes that do not agree with observaRons and conclusions.  

AddiRonal barriers or disadvantages specific of the methodology implemented for our analysis 
will be presented as we describe it more in details. 

As briefly introduced, in our specific case, data will not be personally collected, considering 
both the extend of the market and the amount of informaRon we need to offer a well-structure 
analysis. Instead, we will observe and extract them from available databases; more details on 
the procedure will be introduced in secRon 3.2.3. Considering that we will be working with 
secondary data, and taken into account our research quesRon, we are opRng for a DescripRve 
QualitaRve Analysis. We are not trying to prove hypothesis, but rather offering a view of the 
current state of the art and how it is meant to be challenged. 

To summarize, our research will work with two subsequent stages: 

1. IdenNfying market failures: from secondary data available on public databases, we will ex-
tract relevant data regarding the performances on the European market in terms of produc-
Ron, trade with non-EU countries, recycling and chemicals employment. Such informaRon 
will be presented as to offer a picture of the evoluRon over Rme and, if possible, idenRfy 
reasons for those differences based on other related informaRon. From this data, we will be 
able to draw some conclusions about the unsustainable characterisRcs of the market that 
need to be addressed by policies. This will be done by using of two managerial tools, the 
SWOT and PESTEL analysis, presented in secRon 3.2.2.. These instruments enable to classify 
and summarise idenRfied findings from observed data.  

2. Adherence of policies to the market failures: the EU Strategy for Sustainable and Circular 
TexRle is the main instrument dealing with the sustainability transiRon of the texRle indus-
try, including its subset dedicated to apparel products. Therefore, the included set of acRons 
should be tackling issues that such market is currently facing or embodying. The analysis will 
firstly present the instrument in its enRreness to then compare the observed failures with 
the listed acRons. The ulRmate goal is to understand which issues are considered and how 
they are tackled, as to evaluate the adherence of the instrument to the needs of the market. 

We will then conclude by providing an overall evaluaRon of the accuracy of the instrument and 
offer suggesRons on how it can be further implemented in future revisions  

3.2.2. AnalyNcal tools uNlised 

As menRoned in secRon 3.2.1., we are uRlising both a SWOT and PESTLE Analysis to offer a 
clearer descripRon of the characterisRcs of the European apparel market, to then emphasise 
the exisRng market failures. We have opted for such tools because of their slimness and their 
intrinsic characterisRcs, that we will now present. 
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The SWOT Analysis is a fundamental managerial tool that helps to idenRfy idenRfies the inter-
nal and external factors that affect, in this case, market performances. In fact, SWOT is an acro-
nym for Strengths, Weaknesses, OpportuniRes and Threats. The first two describe internal 
characterisRcs of the context analysed: specifically, the strengths idenRfy posiRve funcRons 
while weaknesses represent features that may impede or hinder the performance (Gürel & Tat, 
2017). Instead, opportuniRes and threats are external factors can be either be exploited to in 
favour of the market, in the case of the former, or that can undermine and obstacle it, as for 
threats (Gürel & Tat, 2017). In the context of the market descripRon that we will provide, 
weaknesses and threats can, in some cases, represent market failures. Thus, the SWOT Analysis 
offers a first perspecRve to idenRfy negaRve externaliRes that need to be addressed. 

The PESTLE Analysis instead works as a support tool to analyse and monitor macro-environ-
mental factors, by offering a classificaRon by themaRc areas (Washington State University, 
n.d.). These are included in the acronym and are: PoliRcal, such as stability, trends…; Economic, 
including growth or other performance indicaRons; Social, demographics, behaviours…; Tech-
nological, exisRng or possible future innovaRons;  Legal, such as standards and regulaRons; En-
vironmental, everything that relates to the burden on the planet (Washington State University, 
n.d.). IdenRfied factors can have both a posiRve or negaRve connotaRon, specificaRons are lev 
to the analyst or to a subsequent SWOT analysis. For this last reasons, the two tools can be 
used separately or jointly, to offer a more complete classificaRon of the characterisRcs of the 
subject of the analysis. As menRoned already, for our market descripRon, we have decided to 
implement both.   

3.2.3. Data selecNon process 

As menRoned in the previous secRons, we have opted for a qualitaRve methodology, with the 
usage of secondary data from publicly available source. Dedicated websites offer the opportu-
nity of selecRng and applying filters and criteria to tailor the research and data extracRon to 
the needs of the analysis. These include, for instance, selecRng Rme frames, countries or in-
dustries included.  

We are will now provide more detailed informaRon on the data selecRon processes, based on 
the analysis we will subsequently perform. 

Market descripNon: As menRoned before, we would like to build a complete picture of the 
current state of the fashion market. Therefore, extracted data will present monetary perfor-
mances of internal markets in each member state (MS) and companies operaRng within their 
borders in terms of producRon, sales and waste. For our analysis, we will extract the most re-
cent data (latest from 2022, 2021 or 2020, depending on the availability) back to 2014, only for 
EU-27 and, when possible, only apparel sector or alternaRvely apparel and footwear. In the 
case of monetary and financial figures, we consider Euro (€) as our standard currency and tons, 
or mulRples, for weights. Considering our geographical preference, we will mostly uRlise Eu-
ropean databases, in parRcular Eurostat , as main source of informaRon about the general 1

 h.ps://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/main/home1
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state of the fashion market. For global figures and more detailed informaRon about, for in-
stance about sales channel and second-hand market, we would instead rely on external or ded-
icated insRtuRonal sources, including StaRsta  and EURATEX . Please note that, in the case of 2 3

the former databases, we may have to consider financial informaRon in US dollars ($); when 
possible, we would sRll apply the preference for €. 

Policy coverage: as already menRoned, the main body of policy that tackles the sustainability 
transiRon of the FI is the “EU Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexRle”. Therefore, for the 
policy coverage analysis, we will analyse in detail the content of this document as to idenRfy 
the different areas of intervenRons and the intended measures to implement, including refer-
ence to exisRng or future legislaRon and dedicated tools. We will sRll menRon them and de-
scribe when they come into acRon. To fully understand the intended acRons of European insR-
tuRons, we have to look directly to their publicly disclosed documents, as there is no other way 
to access such kind of informaRon. Therefore, the policy analysis will be conducted on released 
publicaRons from EU and EC bodies, that can be easily accessed through EUR-Lex  or other in4 -
sRtuRonal websites/linkages. 

3.2.3.1.LimitaNons related to the availability of data 

During the extracRon of data, it is not always possible to separate apparel items from general 
texRle products, for example in parRcular when tackling waste and waste disposal acRviRes. 
Therefore the analysis is based on data available on fibres and texRle products and it is as-
sumed that those conclusions are also valid for apparel products, being the la.er a subset of 
the former. However, to the largest extent, figures retrieved are exclusively from the FI. 

On another note it needs to be added that the analysis includes the assumpRon of treaRng the 
EU as a single element, taking into account the centralised legislaRve process. Yet, we have to 
remind that the Union is comprised of MS, and we specifically considered the so-called EU-27 - 
those are: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, CroaRa, Republic of Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxem-
bourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and Sweden -. 
Clearly, each country has its own cultural, social, economic characterisRcs which makes their 
a{tude towards fashion and the performances of the FI different across MSs; some will also be 
presented. Therefore, the upcoming analysis has to be considered as a generalisaRon or an 
average of the behaviour of all components of the EU, leaving behind such variaRons and di-
versiRes. However, this is an important point that will influence our conclusions and is worth 
menRoning. 

Lastly, we have to remind that most firms manufacture in countries outside of EU conRnental 
borders, especially in developing naRons, as we will present in the upcoming chapter. There-

 h.ps://www.staRsta.com2

 h.ps://euratex.eu3

 h.ps://eur-lex.europa.eu/homepage.html4
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fore, we have to consider that some informaRon about behaviours of companies, especially for 
instance in respect to chemicals employment, may not be easily accessible. In that respect, we 
can only consider the porRon of products sold whose manufacturing process occurs within the 
EU and for which data are available. On the other hand, considering the centralisaRon of legis-
laRon and monitoring acRviRes, we do not expect that large heterogeneity in definiRons and 
informaRon in respect to data and publicaRons collected within European boarders. 

3.2.4. Intended output 

Selected data and policy instruments will be carefully analysed as to deliver observaRons in 
two main areas: market failure and policy coverage. 

Sec$on 4.1.5.3. - Market failure(s): by analysing the state of the apparel market, on the basis 
of staRsRcal data and monetary figures, we would be able to idenRfy key market failures, that 
prevent the FI from undergoing a consistent sustainability transiRon. In parRcular, the focus will 
be on (negaRve) externaliRes which, in the context of the clothing market, are the biggest con-
tributors to its (un-)sustainability. It is important to note that, despite the objecRve and numer-
ical nature of the data selected, market failures will be presented and treated as non-numerical 
and more subjecRve, as they are conclusions derived from our personal observaRon and analy-
sis of data. The reason behind the choice of this form is that, in this way, they assume the same 
descripRve form as the policy coverage, enabling the comparison between the two. 

Sec$on 4.2.5. - Policy coverage: by breaking down the content of the selected policy, it would 
be possible to establish which failures it is targeRng and which instruments it will implement. 
This analysis would develop a more complete understanding of the idea of sustainable FI that 
European insRtuRons have in mind and what are their plans to reach it.  

Chapter 5 - Discussion of findings: we will summarise our findings by comparing the two 
groups of observaRons, as to evaluate the accuracy of EU insRtuRons (the EC in parRcular) in 
draving a strategy that meets the needs of the market. CompaRbility between the two high-
lights the ability of insRtuRons to understand the funcRoning of the market and its weak 
points. On the other hand, differences could emphasise areas of improvements for future poli-
cy iniRaRves, as adjustments or new instruments, that we will also formulate in the last Chap-
ter of this document.  
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4. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES 

4.1. Market Analysis 

In this SecRon, we will present and analyse available data on the condiRons of the European FI, 
its role in the global economy and its engagement in chemicals employment and recycling ac-
RviRes. 

Data have been collected from European and Global Databases, as well as private collectors. 
Sets have not been modified, yet they may have been manipulated to fit the extent of the 
analysis, es explained in secRon 3.2.3.. 

4.1.1. The Global Market 

As menRoned, the FI is one of the most solid sectors and plays an important role in the global 
economic system. In this secRon, a general overview of the financial performance of the fash-
ion market over the past 10 years and in respect to the global economic system is provided. 

4.1.1.1.General DescripNon & ObservaNons 

As of 2021, the revenues of the apparel world market summed to a total of $1,55trillions (Sta-
Rsta, 2023a), roughly €1,31trillions if we consider the 2021 average conversion rate of 1$ = 
€0.846, the lowest of the past 6 years (Internal Revenue Service, 2023). In Table 1 reporRng 
from StaRsta (2023a), we are presenRng the revenues of the apparel industry over 8 years to 
understand its fluctuaRons and the alignment with the behaviours of the global economy.  

TABLE 1 REVENUE OF THE APPAREL MARKET WORLDWIDE FROM 2014 TO 2027 (IN TRILLION $). 
ExtracRon unRl 2021, as not to include forecasts. % Change calculated on Excel, based on available data.  
Source: StaRsta, 2023a 

Trillion $ 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

GDP Global 
Economy

79.45 74.97 76.23 81.05 85.97 87.28 84.89 96.31

% Change 
(n – (n-1))

-5.64 1.68 6.32 6.07 1.52 -2.74 13.45

Revenues 
Appaerl 
Market

1.54 1.45 1.46 1.52 1.58 1.58 1.40 1.55

% Change 
(n-(n-1))

-5.84 0.69 4.11 3.95 0.00 -11.39 10.71

% Share of 
Global 
Economy

1.94 1.93 1.92 1.88 1.84 1.81 1.65 1.61
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AccordingMcKinsey’s Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion (2021; 2022), the two years charac-
terised by the global pandemic, that are 2020 and 2021, exhibit lower revenues than the previ-
ous years. According to our calculaRons of % change, in 2020 the FI experienced a loss [in red 
in Table 1] in revenues of more than 11% compared to the previous period. In the following 
year instead the industry managed to recover a li.le, yet not able to catch up with the perfor-
mances and trend of the period 2014-2019. We would suggest, and agree with experts’ per-
specRve in the Literature Review, that such big loss is due to two main factors: emergency re-
stricRons to daily life acRviRes, including shopping in physical stores, and slow downs in the 
supply chains, including reduced trades between Eastern and Western markets. In fact, we will 
demonstrate how EU MSs (and other countries around the world) are heavily reliant on Eastern 
Asian countries , in parRcular China and Bangladesh, to saRsfy their internal demand. More 
accurate descripRon of such relaRonship will be presented later in this chapter. 

When considering the apparel market within the context of the overall global economy, we can 
visualise that, as of 2022, it contributed for 1.61% of global GDP. Yet, this figure has decreased 
over Rme, despite the overall constant growth in revenues of the apparel market. This could 
indicate that consumers are either spending more on other goods or, alternaRvely that prices 
of clothing products did not fluctuate at the same rate as other goods. Since the first analysis 
would be too long to perform, we would instead verify the last point by looking at inflaRon 
rates, presented Table 2. 

TABLE 2 INFLATION RATES OF THE GLOBAL MARKET AND OF THE APPAREL MARKET, FOR THE TIME PERIOD 2014 TO 2021.
% Change and CorrelaRon calculated in Excel.  
Source: Global market: macrotrends, 2023; Apparel: Official Data FoundaRon | Alioth LLC, 2023. 

The correlaRon rate for the two inflaRon rates is 0.6, which is the limit to indicate a posiRve 
strong correlaRon. This means that the two rates have a posiRve relaRon - when one increases, 
the other does so too -, yet not perfect, meaning that the may not vary always by the same 
extent. This is also visible when looking at the % changes, which are always larger for the ap-
parel industry. If we now look exclusively at the value of inflaRon rates, we can observe how 
the apparel industry has always rates lower than the overall global market, meaning that its 
prices increase at a lower rate than other goods. Therefore, it could be that the reduced shares 
of contribuRons to the global market is due to the lower, in respect to other goods, prices. It 
would be interesRng to further invesRgate the reasons behind this difference: one that comes 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Global Market

InflaNon Rate 2.35% 1.43% 1.55% 2.19% 2.44% 2.19% 1.92% 3.50%

Change -0.91% 0.12% 0.64% 0.25% -0.25% -0.27% 1.57%

Apparel

InflaNon Rate 0.08% -1.26% 0.11% -0.34% 0.03% -1.28% -4.81% 2.47%

Change -1.34% 1.37% -0.45% 0.37% -1.31% -3.53% 7.28%

CorrelaNon 0.6
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to our mind is the low costs of producRons arising from the poor working condiRons, including 
low salaries, of texRle workers in Eastern locaRons. However, this falls beyond the scope of our 
analysis and will therefore be lev as an open issue. 

Now, we can break down the apparel market into its naRonal markets, to idenRfy its main con-
tributors and the interacRons between different geographical locaRons, menRoned before. 

If we observe the rank of the top 5 countries in the world in terms of revenues, we  can ob-
serve that none of the European MSs contributes as significantly as other individual states 
around the planet. However, taken collecRvely as EU-27, they would represent the second or 
third - depending on the year - biggest global market, which Germany, Italy , France and Spain 
contribuRng the most  (StaRsta, 2023a). 

TABLE 3 REVENUE OF THE APPAREL MARKET WORLDWIDE BY COUNTRY IN 2022 (IN BILLION $).  
Extracted 5 highest values, included Germany, Italy, France and Spain.  

Source: StaRsta, 2023a.  

The general global trend for the pre-Covid era was of increasing revenues, at different intensi-
Res in the different major markets. However, 2020 represents an excepRon to this phe-
nomenon, recording significant losses in revenues for the apparel market. USA, China and the 
EU were in the class of the biggest clusters of COVID-19 infecRons (World Health OrganisaRon, 
2023), and as a consequence, were subject to strict restricRons to limit the spreading. Among 
those, closure of physical stores reduced the possibiliRes for companies to gain revenues; other 
emergency restricRons also slowed down producRon processes of primary inputs and finished 
products, as well as limited trade across countries. The following year 2021, the only one for 

Billion $ 2018
% Share 

of global 
revenues

2019
% Share 

of global 
revenues

2020
% Share 

of global 
revenues

2021
% Share 

of global 
revenues

Global 
Revenues

N/A N/A 1580 100 1400 100 1550 100

United 
States

315.3 19.96 320.8 20.3 296.4 21.17 317.6 20,49

China 277.0 17.53 274.9 17.4 256.2 18.3 303.3 19.57

Japan 83.61 5.29 84.87 5.37 66.57 4.76 75.89 4.9

India 74.63 4.72 80.02 5.06 66.54 4.75 73.18 4.72

United 
Kingdom

73.18 4.63 73.64 4.66 66.77 4.77 76.37 4.93

EU27 305.28 19.33 291.46 13.89 259.27 18.52 287.69 18.56
% Share 

of EU 
revenues

% Share 
of EU 

revenues

% Share 
of EU 

revenues

% Share 
of EU 

revenues
Germany 71.08 23.28 68.83 31.36 63.69 24.57 70.59 24.54

Italy 62.46 20.45 56.87 2591 49.26 19 54.3 18.87

France 40.42 13.24 38.08 17.35 32.81 12.65 36.81 12.8

Spain 25.75 8.43 24.46 11.15 20.53 7.92 22.94 7.97
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which we already have data, already shows signs of recovery, with growing revenues, in line 
with the trends of the pre-pandemic era, yet not as profitable as the peak of 2019. 

We can now turn to the interdependencies of countries around the world for the trade of ap-
parel goods. 

TABLE 4 LEADING EXPORTING AND IMPORTING COUNTRIES OF CLOTHING WORLDWIDE BY VALUE IN 2021 (IN BILLION $).  
Extracted 5 highest values.  
Source: StaRsta, 2023c 

Considering the role in imports and exports of USA, China and the EU, it comes why and how 
performances in one market and restricted interacRons with another affected the global fash-
ion market and economic system. For instance, China is the leading exporter of clothing prod-
ucts: in case of reduced producRon volumes in these countries, depending imporRng countries 
suffer from lower amount of goods available for sale, thus could experience reduced revenues. 
On the other hand, restricRons to sales in imporRng countries, including closure of stores for 
sanitary reasons, may force imporRng countries to stop or reduce purchases from exporRng 
countries, thus affecRng the economic system in producing country.  

Monetary values provide a clear idea of the (posiRve) economic contribuRon of the FI to the 
global economy. On the other hand, the industry is based on the producRon and trade of ma-
terial goods, that are manufactured at the expenses the environment and, in some cases, of 
the communiRes that depend on producRon plants or input culRvaRon. In parRcular for the 
former, main focus of the enRre document, it is possible to further build upon figures about 
the environmental impact. 

According to StaRsta (2023a), the global apparent consumpRon of apparel products summed 
up to 168.42billion pieces in 2021, and was even more in 2019, around 183.15billion units.  

Billion $

Leading ExporNng Countries 2021 Leading ImporNng Countries 2021

China 176 EU 195

EU 151 USA 106

Bangladesh 34 Japan 27

Viet Nam 31 United Kingdom 23

Türkiye 19 China 12

Billion 
pieces

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Children's 
Apparel

65.36 65.75 66.01 66.38 67.47 68.2 58.5 61.82

Men's  
Apparel

36.25 36.81 37.4 38.01 39.05 39.85 34.78 37.05
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TABLE 5 APPARENT CONSUMPTION OF APPAREL WORLDWIDE FROM 2013 TO 2026.  
ExtracRon unRl 2021, as not to include forecasts.  
Source: StaRsta, 2023a. 

The UN StaRsRcs Division (n.d.) defines the apparent consumpRon as a “proxy measure for 
consumpRon of a product or material, defined as producRon plus imports minus exports of the 
product or material”. Considering that the ones in StaRsta (2023a) are worldwide figures, we 
assume that no imports or exports have been factored in, therefore such numbers can be used 
as approximaRon of the number of apparel pieces manufactured in each year. Here again, we 
can observe a drop in producRon [in red in Table 5] due to COVID-19 related restricRons and 
economic consequences.  

Some items might be discarded in the same year they are produced, raising the quesRon of the 
low quality of products and volaRlity of trends, contribuRng negaRvely to the burden on the 
planet under mulRple aspects - exploitaRon of resources, waste treatment processes, etc. 
Those that are kept for longer Rme, stay in wardrobes and therefore increase the number of 
exisRng pieces owned by the global populaRon, which therefore increases over the years. This 
already provides an iniRal idea of the environmental impact of apparel manufacturing. In the 
next pages, we will try to develop some other consideraRons. 

According to StaRsta (2023c), the FI is accountable for the emission of 1.02gigatons of carbon 
dioxide equivalents into the atmosphere. 

TABLE 6 CALCULATIONS OF THE ANNUAL PER-CAPITA EMISSION FROM APPAREL PRODUCTION IN 2019.  
CalculaRons of the equivalent of kg CO2 Equivalents emi.ed from apparel manufacturing km of petrol car driving. 
All calculaRons were performed in Excel. 

Source: Total Emissions: StaRsta, 2023c. CO2 Equivalents petrol car: Our World in Data (2020). 

Women's 
Apparel

71.41 71.88 72.14 72.69 74.04 75.1 65.49 69.55

Total 173.02 174.44 175.55 177.08 180.56 183.15 158.77 168.42

Change 
(n to n-1)

0.82 0.64 0.87 1.97 1.43 -13.31 6.08

As of 2019 Units

Total Emission 1.02 Gt CO2 Equivalents

Apparel ProducNon 183.15 Billion units

Emissions per unit 5.56921 Kg/unit

Average Units per capita 24.77

Per capita emissions 137.94922 Kg CO2 Equivalents

Per capita emissions from driving 
petrol car

48.00 g CO2 Equivalents per km

km equivalents 2,873.94
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From Table 6, we can conclude that the annual producRon of apparel emits 137.95 kg of CO2 
equivalents per person. To make it more comparable, according to Our World in Data (2020) an 
individual driving a petrol car emits 48g of CO2 Equivalents per km. Therefore, to emit 137.95 
kg an individual would have to ride almost 2,874 km by car, which is even more than the dis-
tance between Vienna and Porto, Portugal [around 2,766km].  

This is one of the many calculaRons that is possible to perform regarding the negaRve impact 
of the clothing producRon. Based on the publicly available data, it is also possible to esRmate 
the per unit consumpRon of water based on the data available from 2016 in StaRsta (2018). 

TABLE 7 CALCULATIONS OF THE ANNUAL PER-CAPITA WATER WITHDRAWAL FROM APPAREL PRODUCTION IN 2016.  
calculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: StaRsta, 2018; 2023a. 

We would like to emphasise that these are average figures and approximate esRmaRons of the 
emissions/withdrawals. With respect to the first point, these figures are hypotheRcally the 
same for each individual in the world; however, we have to be aware of imbalances between 
the different regions of the planet. We could therefore assume such numbers are way bigger 
for individuals located in more developed countries, with easier and greater access to apparel 
products.  

When talking about emissions and withdrawals, also StaRsta (2022b) points out that figures 
they present are based on esRmaRons, and that primary data may be incomplete, thus their 
and our calculaRons can be definitely considered as underesRmaRons of the actual - negaRve) - 
contribuRon of the FI to the burden of the global economy on the planet. 

As explained above, one of the strongest emerging trends and a good iniRaRve to parRally re-
duce the negaRve impact on the environment is second-hand shopping. As we can see from 
StaRsta (2022b), this pracRce has gained popularity over the past years. 

As of 2016 Units

Water Withdrawals 215 Billion m3

Apparel ProducNon 183.15 Billion units

Withdrawals per unit 1.17 Kg/unit

Average Units per capita 24.51

Per capita withdrawals 28.77 m3

1 m3 of water = 1,000 Litres

Per capita withdrawals 28,772.32 Litres

Billion $ 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Resale 1 1 2 3 5 7 9 14

% Change 
(n - (n-1))

100 100 50 67 40 29 56
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TABLE 8 SECOND-HAND APPAREL MARKET VALUE WORLDWIDE FROM 2012 TO 2021 (IN BILLION U.S. DOLLARS).  
% Change calculated on Excel.  
Source: StaRsta, 2022b. 

As we can see from Table 8, second-hand shopping is steadily conquering higher and higher 
revenues, with resale shopping growing at higher rates. This can be due to the more favourable 
a{tude toward purchasing used clothes, while thriv shopping has more of a negaRve connota-
Ron in mulRple cultures. On top of that, dedicated online pla|orms for customer to customer 
[C2C] sales have been developed in the past decade and the majority of such trades occur 
there. The existence of such websites/apps can be considered as the main component of the 
resilience of the Resale market during the pandemic, considering that they were not affected 
by emergency restricRons. Instead, thriv and donaRons are based on direct contact and in-
stores purchases suffered from the closures, and experiences loss in revenues, almost to the 
same extend as the primary goods market. Yet, the recovery was far stronger in terms of per-
centages: it is debatable whether it is a good or bad news. While it can be that more and more 
people are becoming aware of the negaRve impact of the FI, we have to remember that the 
COVID-19 pandemic had strong economic consequences, thus it may be that more and more 
people have to visit such stores to stay within strict and restricted budgets. 

4.1.1.2.Market Forecasts 

StaRsta (2023a) also provides forecasts for almost all data presented in the previous subsec-
Rons which are presented here.  

We would like to state that these projecRons “are obtained using an exponenRal trend smooth-
ing to illustrate the conRnuous market development. […] Once the status quo has been estab-
lished, we assess the recent market growth and the macroeconomic environment of the coun-
try or territory in quesRon and its region. Then we move on to trend scouRng, looking out for 
business-criRcal developments in the industries that provide the basis for the future growth of 
the markets. “ (StaRsta Consumer Market Outlook, 2021) 

With respect to the revenues of the apparel worldwide for the upcoming years, figures are pre-
sented in Table 9. 

ThriS &  
donaNons

13 14 16 17 19 21 18 21

% Change 
(n - (n-1))

7.69 14.29 6.25 11.77 10.53 -14.29 16.67

Total Second-
Hand

14 15 18 20 24 28 27 35

% Change 
(n - (n-1))

7.14 20 11.11 20 16.67 -3.57 29.63 

Trillion $ 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenues 1.53 1.74 1.79 1.84 1.89 1.94
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TABLE 9 FORECASTS OF REVENUE OF THE APPAREL MARKET WORLDWIDE FROM 2022 TO 2027 (IN TRILLION $). 
% Change calculated on Excel.  
Source: StaRsta, 2023a. 

These projecRons are in line with the predicRons presented in the Literature Review from McK-
insey’s Retail PracRce & Business of Fashion (2021): the market is expected to recover from the 
pandemic and ge{ng back to a steady growth rate, fixed at an average of around 2.75%. Con-
sidering also the explanaRon of the methodology used for such forecasts, we are un sure 
whether StaRsta is considering a business-as-usual scenario of - unsustainable - producRon as 
main source of revenue or if, instead, they embrace their own forecasts for the development of 
some submarkets. Specific clarificaRon on individual datasets suggests that forecasts are based 
a projected steady growth, driven by GDP per capita and consumer spending per capita; no 
clarificaRon on the market distribuRon is made. (StaRsta, 2022a)  

Yet, as again presented in the ‘Emerging Trends’ SubsecRons - Literature Review, 2.1.3. -, cer-
tain segments are expected to grow even more in the upcoming years, as a consequence of the 
raising awareness of environmental and socials issues. StaRsta (2023a) also acknowledges 
these phenomena and presents its valuaRons and projecRon for the Second-Hand Market in 
Table 10: 

TABLE 10 FORECASTS OF SECOND-HAND APPAREL MARKET VALUE WORLDWIDE FROM 2022 TO 2026 (IN BILLION $).  
% Change calculated on Excel.  
Source: StaRsta, 2023a. 

As said before, the second-hand market is expected to keep growing: if we compare the % 
changes over the years, we can observe that the growth is expected to decrease in rate, yet at 
higher intensiRes than the overall apparel market [in Table 9]. 

On the other hand, producRon is also expected to increase to complement the expected in-
crease in revenues and fulfil increasing demand, related also to the forecasted increasing popu-

% Change  
(n - (n-1))

13.73 2.87 2.79 2.72 2.65

Billion $ 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Resale 20 28 37 46 51

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

40 32.14 24.32 10.87

ThriS & donaNons 23 26 28 30 31

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

13.04 7.69 7.14 3.33

Total Second-Hand 43 54 65 76 82

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

25.58 20.37 16.92 7.89
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laRon. StaRsta (2023a) draw its projecRons based on the available informaRon also in terms of 
units produced, as visualised in Table 11: 

TABLE 11 FORECASTS OF APPARENT CONSUMPTION OF APPAREL WORLDWIDE FROM 2022 TO 2027.  
% Change calculated on Excel.  
Source: StaRsta, 2023a. 

As for revenues, forecasts for units produced exhibit increasing volume, yet at a decreasing 
rate. We could assume that this is parRally due to the increasing importance of the second-
hand market. 

As a consequence of the sRll increasing number of manufactured pieces, the environmental 
impact would sRll be present. The ulRmate goal would be the decoupling of growth from nega-
Rve consequences, or even the inversion of such direct relaRon. However, forecasts are sRll 
quite non-opRmisRc in that perspecRve, as they draw an increasing number of megatons of 
CO2 equivalents emi.ed, as presented in Table 12. 

TABLE 12 PROJECTED CARBON DIOXIDE EQUIVALENT EMISSIONS OF THE APPAREL INDUSTRY WORLDWIDE FROM 2019 TO 
2030 (IN MEGATONS).  
Data extracted from 2020. CalculaRons performed in excel. 

Source: StaRsta, 2022b. 

If we compare such values with producRon, it comes that emission will keep growing at a 
steady rate, while producRon will increase at a decreasing rate. We could hypothesize that 
these predicRons are based on the assumpRon that manufacturing processes will keep being 

Trillion $ 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Children’s 
Apparel

61.99 68 68.74 69.40 70.03 70.67

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

9.70 1.09 0.96 0.91 0.91

Men's Apparel 36.71 40.65 41.44 42.18 42.91 43.64

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

10.73 1.94 1.79 1.73 1.70 

Women's Apparel 68.02 75.43 76.54 77.59 78.60 79.62

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

10.89 1.47 1.37 1.30 1.30

Total 166.70 184.10 186.70 189.20 191.50 193.90

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

10.44 1.41 1.34 1.22 1.25

Billion $ 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Yearly 
emissions

1,067 1,110 1,155 1,202 1,251 1,301 1,354 1,409 1,466 1,526 1,588

% Change  
(n - (n - 1))

4.03 4.05 4.07 4.08 4.00 4.07 4.06 4.05 4.09 4.06
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unsustainable and no improvements are made. Under these assumpRon, we may have to con-
clude that the desired decoupling of economic growth from emissions is unrealisRc.  

We could conclude this part by re-compuRng the calculaRons for per-capita CO2 Equivalents 
emissions: 

TABLE 13 CALCULATIONS OF THE ANNUAL PER-CAPITA EMISSION FROM APPAREL PRODUCTION IN 2027.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.   
Source: StaRsta, 2022b; 2023a. 

Even though the average units per capita would decrease from 2019, the per capita emissions 
are expected to increase dramaRcally, of almost 29% [both in red in Table 13]. To make it com-
parable as before, if an individual emits 48g per km of petrol car driving, it would be the equiv-
alent of driving from Vienna, Austria to Baku, Azerbaijan [around 3,480km]. 

4.1.2. The European Market 

As we just saw, the European market is the third biggest contributor in terms of sales [Table 3] 
and the second for exported value [Table 4]. Considering its important role in the global econ-
omy, we believe it deserves to be further analysed in detail.  

4.1.2.1.ProducNon 

As seen in the analysis of the Global Market, the EU is among the leader exporters of clothing 
products, which implies that MSs have a consistent level of manufacturing acRviRes in the FI 
occurring in their territories. By looking at informaRon contained in the Eurostat (2023c) 
datasets, the total value of producRon in 2020 was around €56 billion, yet decreasing over Rme 
and not only as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

As of 2027 Units % Change from 2019

Emission 1.409 Gigatons CO2 Equivalents 38.13

Apparel ProducNon 193.9 Billions Units 5.87

Emissions per unit 7.27 Kg/unit 30.48

Average Units per capita 24.4 -1.49

Per capita emissions 177.30 Kg CO2 Equivalents 28.53

% Change from 2019 28.53 In 2019 -40.56

In km equivalents 3,693.87 28.53

Billion € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Change 
2020 to 

2014

Total 62.94 61.4 61.58 63.98 64.69 66.22 56.02 -6.92

Change 2.88 -1.54 0.18 2,4 0,71 1,53 -10.2

% Change 4.8 -2.45 0.29 3.9 1.11 2.37 -15.4 -10.99
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TABLE 14 PRODUCTION VALUE, MANUFACTURING OF WEARING APPAREL FROM 2014 TO 2020.  
Conversion million € to billion € and calculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: Eurostat, 2023c. 

Over the past 10 years, as seen in Table 14, the EU manufacturing of wearing apparel has lost 
value for more than €6billions, almost 11% of the 2014 producRon. This reflects a general ten-
dency of EU composing countries, with some excepRons; we could hypothesise, in line with the 
findings presented in the Literature Review, that such loss in value is due to the increasing 
globalisaRon of the industry and the relocaRon of suppliers in Eastern countries, with lower 
standards and cheaper labour force. This claim will be supported by addiRonal findings pre-
sented in the rest of this secRon. 

If we have a look at the biggest manufacturer MSs, they coincide with the ones that contribute 
the most in terms of revenues to the global economy, as presented in Table 2. We can there-
fore state that Italy, Germany, France and Spain are among the strongest players in the EU fash-
ion market. If we compare such figures with the number of enterprises operaRng in those terri-
tories, we could try to understand the quality/level of products manufactured in those areas.  

Italy 27.89 27.76 28.04 30.82 31.13 31.85 27.27 -0.62

Germany 8.38 7.37 7.74 7.66 6.91 6.98 5.88 -2.5

France 7.83 6.97 6.11 5.33 6.51 7.25 5.45 -2.38

Spain 4.2 4.58 4.64 4.5 4.41 4.42 3.7 -0.5

Milion € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Italy

Value 27,887.8 27,760.9 28,041 30,819.5 31,129.2 31,854.4 27,273.3

Enterprises 29,442 28,865 28,317 29,253 29,709 29,774 28,312

Average 0.94 0.96 0.99 1.05 1.04 1.07 0.96

Germany

Value 8,382.9 7,374.3 7,735.3 7,657.3 6,913.2 6,977.2 5,876.8

Enterprises 2,910 3,015 2,993 2,625 2,961 3,306 3,306

Average 2.88 2.44 2.58 2.91 2.33 2.11 1.78

France

Value 7,825.1 6974.3 6108.7 5333.4 6512,00 7253.7 5453.3

Enterprises 10,996 9,767 10,632 9,694 12,175 13,482 15,840

Average 0.71 0.71 0.57 0.55 0.53 0.53 0.34

Spain

Value 4,201.9 4,576.6 4,638.1 4,498.7 4,408 4,423 3,704.1

Enterprises 8,796 8,632 8,557 8,540 9,008 9,009 8,991

Average 0.47 0.53 0.54 0.52 0.49 0.49 0.41

Poland

Value 1,760 1,880.4 1,924.1 1,907 2,308.6 2,250.2 2,274.5

Enterprises 12,092 11,944 12,867 12,688 14,350 13,965 13,310

Average 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.17

Czechia

Value 562 598.4 622.2 666.4 693 733.1 692

Enterprises 11,280 11,739 12,563 12,917 13,684 14,294 14,459
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TABLE 15 PRODUCTION VALUE AND NUMBER OF ENTERPRISES, MANUFACTURING OF WEARING APPAREL FROM 2014 TO 
2020.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  

Source: Eurostat, 2023c. 

By looking at the whole table of number of enterprises operaRng in each EU27 countries, we 
noRce a discrepancy with the leading countries in producRon value. In fact, the leading four 
MSs in number of enterprises will be, in order, Italy, Poland, Czechia and Spain. The two middle 
states yet have a producRon value that is far below the other two; then we would like to ob-
serve if there is any kind of relaRon between the producRon value and the number of enter-
prises. We decided to compute an average producRon value per enterprise: it came out that 
producing value leading countries are leaders also in this addiRonal variable. Poland and 
Czechia have lower values for average producRon value, despite the great number of enter-
prises present. We could therefore suggest that, in those countries, producRon of lower-end/
cheaper products, might take place. Instead, Italy and Germany may be dedicated especially to 
higher-quality producRon. 

One addiRonal observaRon that we could make, in respect to the number of enterprises, is the 
number of employees working in apparel manufacturing. Again, in Table 16 we present the top 
countries in terms of number of enterprises and their related number of employees. 

Average 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04

Units 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Italy

Enterprises 29,442 28,865 28,317 29,253 29,709 29,774 28,312

Employees 198,506 197,292 199,047 207,478 207,050 209,703 202,492

Average 6.74 6.83 7.03 7.09 6.97 7.04 7.15

Poland

Enterprises 12,092 11,944 12,867 12,688 14,350 13,965 13,310

Employees 89,083 88,463 89,268 85,406 95,583 90,211 82,026

Average 7.37 7.41 6.93 6.73 6.66 6.46 6.16

Czechia

Enterprises 11,280 11,739 12,563 12,917 13,684 14,294 14,459

Employees 24,841 25,717 26,222 26,421 26,163 26,322 25,654

Average 2.20 2.19 2.09 2.04 1.91 1.84 1.77

Spain

Enterprises 8,796 8,632 8,557 8,540 9,008 9,009 8,991

Employees 44,343 42,550 44,385 43,210 43,715 42,396 39,633

Average 5.04 4.93 5.18 5.06 4.85 4.70 4.41

Romania

Enterprises 4,584 4,759 4,812 5,037 5,137 5,121 5,130

Employees 160,147 157,296 150,003 139,965 128,401 114,833 96,412

Average 34.94 33.05 31.17 27.79 24.99 22.42 18.79

Bulgaria

Enterprises 4,379 4,324 4,405 4,381 4,373 4,428 4,419

Employees 108,708 106,101 104,806 103,446 100,536 95,849 91,731

Average 23.61 22.99 21.65 20.76 19.83 19.12 18.27
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TABLE 16 NUMBER OF ENTERPRISES AND PERSONS EMPLOYED, MANUFACTURING OF WEARING APPAREL FROM 2014 TO 
2020.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: Eurostat, 2023c. 

We observe that leading countries in terms of number of enterprises are not necessary the 
leaders for number of employees. In fact, the highest values in this last variable are presented 
by Italy, Romania, Bulgaria and Poland. While the first and the last one has also quite some en-
terprises operaRng in the territories, the other two haven’t. We could therefore assume that 
the first couple, Italy and Poland, have either smaller firms, in terms of employees, even maybe 
individual enterprises or arRsanal producRon, or are more technology intensive. The second 
couple, Romania and Bulgaria, could have the opposite characterisRcs. It could be interesRng 
to then monitor the labour condiRons in those two countries, to ensure that high-labour inten-
sity is well-paid and standards are respected. We could also argue that, maybe in the first two 
countries, there may be cases of undeclared work: in fact, according to European Commission 
(2017), Italy esRmates that 15.7% of its labour force works under undeclared working condi-
Ron, while for Poland the same variable is around 4.5%. 

We could therefore conclude that manufacturing in EU territories is quite heterogeneous, both 
in terms of value of producRon, enterprises operaRng in the market and number of employees. 
The only country that dominates in all three categories, always in the leading posiRon, is Italy. 
It is with no surprise that we come this conclusion as, in pop-culture, Italy is always considered 
a synonym of fashion and style. Yet, if we look at the leading retailers from EU operaRng in the 
Union, none of them is actually Italian. According to StaRsta (2023b), in fact, the top three 
leading retailers in Europe, based on their turnover within its borders, are Inditex [Spain] and 
H&M [Sweden] (StaRsta, 2023b). Yet, as we will see in the next Sub-SecRon in Table 18, these 
companies have suppliers and mostly factories located in Eastern locaRons of the world. 

4.1.2.2.Extra-EU Trade 

Again, as presented in the previous SecRon in Table 3, the EU is a leader in terms of  both im-
ports and exports. This implies that, despite the good level of producRon, the EU is heavily re-
liant on trade with Eastern countries for clothing products. 

Billion € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2021 to 

2014

Total 
Imports

64.41 71.01 72.18 73.95 76.65 79.93 68.49 72.22 7.81

from China 23.71 25.10 23.40 23.06 23.11 23.11 20.57 21.87 -1.84

% Share 36.81 35.35 32.42 31.18 30.15 28.91 30.03 30.28 -6.53

from 
Bangladesh

9.37 11.54 12.59 12.93 13.92 14.96 12.32 14.29 4.92

% Share 14.55 16.25 17.44 17.48 18.16 18.72 17.99 19.79 5.24
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TABLE 17 VALUE OF IMPORTS OF ARTICLES OF APPAREL AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES IN THE EU FROM 2014 TO 2021. 
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: Eurostat, 2023e. 

In line, again, with the observaRons of Table 3, the majority of imports come for China, Bangla-
desh and Turkey. Imports have steadily increased over the years, following the increasing de-
mand of cheap products and the augmented globalisaRon of the value chain, causing a delocal-
isaRon of producRon processes in - Eastern - locaRons. Following the generalised trend, the 
only excepRonal year is 2020, following the consequences of the reduced trades between 
countries due to COVID-19 restricRons. For imporRng countries, shares have been stable over 
the years, that could be interpreted as a sign of the stability of European market. With respect 
to importers, China has slightly lost share, yet keeping the leading posiRon, probably in favour 
of other locaRons with “less strict” regulaRons or with lower internaRonal tensions  - e.g. trade 
taxes and sancRons. SRll, this situaRon endangers the resilience of the EU market, making it 
more subject to disrupRons occurring around the planet in supplying and importer counRes. In 
addiRon, if no regulaRons or controls are placed on producRon plants, outsourcing to those 
locaRons may sRmulate exploitaRon of resources and individuals, against the guiding principles 
of the SGDs. 

If we look at the leading retailers menRoned before, that are Inditex [Spain] and H&M [Swe-
den], we can observe where their business partners come from and their alignment with the 
Union’s trends. (StaRsta, 2023b) 

from 
Turkey

7.60 7.79 8.00 8.18 8.40 8.81 8.03 9.22 1.62

% Share 11.80 10.97 11.08 11.06 10.96 11.02 11.72 12.77 0.97

to 
Germany

16.95 18.50 18.37 18.52 18.41 18.54 16.94 16.97 0.02

% Share 26.32 26.05 25.45 25.04 24.02 23.20 24.73 23.50 -2.82

to Spain 8.37 9.68 10.49 11.49 12.08 12.69 10.16 11.23 2.86

% Share 12.99 13.63 14.53 15.54 15.76 15.88 14.83 15.55 2.55

to France 9.59 10.38 10.11 10.43 10.66 11.23 9.68 10.35 0.76

% Share 14.89 14.62 14.01 14.10 13.91 14.05 14.13 14.33 -0.56

H&M 
(Sweden)

Suppliers % Share Factories % Share Inditex 
(Spain)

Factories % Share

China 366 39.96 430 31.76 China 415 29.68

Bangladesh 139 15.17 235 17.36 Turkey 194 13.88

Turkey 105 11.46 179 13.22 Morocco 173 12.37

EU MSs 80 0 126 9.31 Spain 162 11.59

India 75 8.19 154 11.37 Portugal 151 10.80

Indonesia 44 4.80 70 5.17 Bangladesh 129 9.23

Vietnam 35 0 49 3.62 India 99 7.08
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TABLE 18 NUMBER OF MANUFACTURING FACTORIES AND SUPPLIERS, INDITEX (SWEDEN) AND INDITEX (SPAIN).  
EU MSs clustering and calculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: Eurostat, 2023b. 

It is interesRng to present such informaRon as it is important to observe how major (fast) fash-
ion retailers only keep a porRon of their manufacturing within the borders of the Union. In par-
Rcular, in the case of H&M, it does not even engage in acRviRes in its country of origin: this is 
not surprising considering that, according to Eurostat (2023c), in 2018 Sweden had manufac-
turing value of around €230millions - 0.36% of the European total - and counts “only” 1,915 
enterprises operaRng in the FI (1,5% of the European total). Yet, sRll a small porRon of H&M’s 
partners, around 9%, are European, whereas for the Inditex group this figure raises to more 
than 20% [Spain and Portugal together]. This last point is in line with the figures relaRve to EU 
producRon presented earlier, considering the leading role especially of the first country. How-
ever, it is important to note that the group encompasses mulRple brands and they all have dif-
ferent target groups budget-wise, thus they probably also have different manufacturing stan-
dards and locaRons.  Anyhow, for both H&M group and Inditex, it is evident how reliant they 
are on Eastern countries, especially China; again, this is in line with the observaRons made be-
fore according to Table 17. 

Back to the MSs, despite their leading posiRons in manufacturing, as seen in Table 14, Ger-
many, Spain and France dominate also in terms of import of apparel and clothing products. If 
compared with their export figures, we could understand whether, in theory, they would be 
able to saRsfy their internal demand by themselves, that is whether they are net importers or 
exporters. 

Myanmar 26 0 40 2.95 Pakistan 48 3.43

Pakistan 18 0 29 2.14 ArgenNna 14 1.00

Cambodia 9 0 18 1.33 Vietnam 9 0.64

Morocco 6 0 16 1.18 Cambodia 3 0.21

South Ko-
rea

9 0 4 0.30 Brazil 1 0.07

Ethiopia 4 0 4 0.30 Total 1398 100

Sweden 0 0 0 0

Total 916 100 1354 100

Billion € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Change 
2021 to 

2014

Total Exports 26.38 27.68 28.43 31.29 33.04 35.60 30.39 33.09 6.71

to USA 2.25 2.69 2.71 2.76 2.93 3.20 2.41 3.20 0.95

% Share 8.53 9.72 9.53 8.82 8.87 8.99 7.93 9.67 1.14

to Russia 2.79 2.01 2.00 2.21 2.32 2.36 2.00 2.25 -0.54

% Share 10.58 7.26 7.03 7.06 7.02 6.63 6.58 6.80 -3.77
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TABLE 19 VALUE OF EXPORTS OF ARTICLES OF APPAREL AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES FROM THE EU FROM 2014 TO 2021. 
CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Eurostat, 2023e. 

TABLE 20 NET TRADE OF ARTICLES OF APPAREL AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES IN THE EU FROM 2014 TO 2021.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel. Net Trade = Imports - Exports 

Source: Table 18 and 19; Eurostat, 2023e. 

As a whole, the EU is a net importer of clothing products (in red in Table 20), that is its internal 
market is reliant on trade with extra-EU27 countries to fulfil its internal demand. The only ex-
cepRon to this tendency is represented by Italy (in green in Table 20). In line with the observa-
Rons made before, we could assume that the type of producRon exported by Italy results in 

to China 1.03 1.22 1.24 1.36 1.70 1.79 1.80 2.81 1.78

% Share 3.90 4.41 4.36 4.35 5.15 5.03 5.92 8.49 4.59

from Italy 9.25 9.50 9.78 10.16 11.03 12.19 10.19 11.56 2.31

% Share 35.06 34.32 34.40 32.47 33.38 34.24 33.53 34.94 -0.13

from  
Germany

3.82 3.87 3.82 5.33 5.60 5.83 5.05 5.17 1.35

% Share 14.48 13.98 13.44 17.03 16.95 16.38 16.62 15.62 1.14

from Spain 3.58 4.23 4.70 5.13 5.28 5.46 4.15 4.97 1.39

% Share 13.57 15.28 16.53 16.40 15.98 15.34 13.66 15.02 1.45

from France 3.46 3.79 3.69 3.84 4.15 4.49 3.84 4.42 0.96

% Share 13.12 13.69 12.98 12.27 12.56 12.61 12.64 13.36 0.24

Billion € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

EU

Imports 64.41 71.01 72.18 73.95 76.65 79.93 68.49

Exports 26.38 27.68 28.43 31.29 33.04 35.60 30.39

Net Trade 38.03 43.33 43.75 42.66 43.61 44.33 38.10

Germany

Imports 16.95 18.5 18.37 18.52 18.41 18.54 16.94

Exports 3.82 3.87 3.82 5.33 5.60 5.83 5.05

Net Trade 13.13 14.63 14.55 13.19 12.81 12.71 11.89

Spain

Imports 8.37 9.68 10.49 11.49 12.08 12.69 10.16

Exports 3.58 4.23 4.70 5.13 5.28 5.46 4.15

Net Trade 4.79 5.45 5.79 6.36 6.80 7.23 6.01

France

Imports 9.59 10.38 10.11 10.43 10.66 11.23 9.68

Exports 3.46 3.79 3.69 3.84 4.15 4.49 3.84

Net Trade 6.13 6.59 6.42 6.59 6.51 6.74 5.84

Italy

Imports 7.20 7.82 7.56 7.64 7.86 8.10 7.16

Exports 9.25 9.50 9.78 10.16 11.03 12.19 10.19

Net Trade -2.05 -1.68 -2.22 -2.52 -3.17 -4.09 -3.03
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greater monetary flows, thus economically benefi{ng the country when import is of lower-
prices products. 

We will now proceed to understand what causes such trade, that is the market demand and 
the purchases within the EU. 

4.1.2.3.ConsumpNon 

The EU is “performing” well also in terms of consumpRon; as of 2021, European ciRzens have 
purchased for a total of more than €243billions. (StaRsta, n.d.) Yet, as for producRon, such fig-
ures fluctuate a li.le over Rme and vary a lot between different MSs. The great heterogeneity 
observed across countries in terms of manufacturing figures replicates also for spending data. 
As of 2021, the top spenders were, in order, Luxembourg [€1,686.9], Denmark [€1,172.2] and 
Austria [€1,124.6]. Yet, these numbers are in absolute terms, therefore it is interesRng how 
they related to other wealth indicators, such as Disposable Income. Such comparison is pre-
sented in Table 21. 

TABLE 21A RANKING OF THE PER CAPITA CONSUMER SPENDING ON CLOTHING & FOOTWEAR IN EUROPE BY COUNTRY 2021. 
Data converted from $ to € using average conversion rate of 2021, 1$=0,95304€. CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Ranking:  StaRsta, 2022a. Disposable Income: Eurostat, 2023f. 

It comes that there is quite an heterogeneity in the spendings on clothing products across EU 
MSs. Those than spend more in absolute term may not invest that much when compared to 
their Disposable Income, such as Austria. It may indicate that they have preferences over other 
type of products. These same countries no not appear in our previous analysis based on manu-
facturing figures as leading producers, implying that that even more may rely on imports from 
other EU and non-EU countries to saRsfy their demand. Only Italy leads in both pictures, again 
sRckying to the stereotype; yet, this may indicate that, theoreRcally, the country may be able 
to cover for its own demand but further analysis is needed. On the other hand, the lowest ab-
solute spenders are also the lowest in relaRve terms. Yet, CroaRa, Czechia and Hungary do not 

€ Country Spending Disposable Income Rate

Highest Spending 
(Absolute Values)

Luxembourg 1,686.90

Denmark 1,172.20

Austria 1,124.60

Highest Spending 
(Compared to 
Disposable Income)

Luxembourg 1,686.90 36,319 4.64%

Denmark 1,172.20 25,698 4.56%

Italy 1,038.80 23,460 4.43%

Portugal 781.50 19,315 4.05%

Lowest Spending 
(Absolute Values & 
Compared to  
Disposable Income)

CroaNa 390.70 16,433 2.38%

Czechia 343.10 21,100 1.63%

Hungary 266.90 17,335 1.54%
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exhibit the lowest disposable incomes in the EU, meaning that despite their relaRvely high ca-
pabiliRes, are not that interested in clothing products. 

TABLE 21B RANKING OF THE PER CAPITA CONSUMER SPENDING ON CLOTHING & FOOTWEAR IN EUROPE BY COUNTRY 2021. 
Data converted from $ to € using average conversion rate of 2021, 1$=0,95304€. CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Ranking:  StaRsta, 2022a. Disposable Income: Eurostat, 2023f. 

If we now observe the highest and lowest figures for DI: with no surprise, Luxembourg leads 
again. Despite the high DI, Germans seems to prefer other type of products as they spend less 
than 3% of their DI on clothing [in red in Table 21b]. On the other hand, Greeks invest a great 
porRon of their DI in fashion products, with rates definitely not consistent with other counRes 
in the same group [in green in Table 21b]. 

We would like to suggest a possible reason for such striking differences: the costs of living 
across countries. It is not a secret that there are evident differences across MSs in terms eco-
nomic standards and well-being. This is reflected also in the cost of goods and what is consid-
ered a living income and sufficient DI; as a consequence, ciRzens may have different (“im-
posed” or natural) preferences in terms of purchases, with higher DI going for higher-end 
products and lower DI to fast fashion items. We would also highlight that, as of 2021, CroaRa 
also had a different naRonal currency, which poses the addiRonal burden of conversion rates 
on the sense and the actual contribuRons of this analysis. 

Taken this into account, it might have been more interesRng to consider the amount of units 
purchased, rather the monetary spendings, as it would have been a more objecRve and com-
parable measurement unit. However, this data is not available. Therefore, for our qualitaRve 
analysis, this secRon builds up on the point that the EU is highly heterogeneous. 

We can now go back to the overall EU market and break it down into some of its segments. 
Women’s apparel is the most profitable one, worth more than €130 billion in 2021. 

€ Country Spending Disposable Income Rate

Highest Disposable 
Incomes

Luxembourg 1,686.90 36,319 4.64%

Germany 886.30 30,462 2.91%

Netherlands 1,096.00 28,700 3.82%

Lowest Disposable 
Incomes

Slovakia 447.90 15,920 2.81%

Greece 657.60 16,343 4.02%

CroaNa 390.70 16,433 2.38%

Billion € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Children's 
Apparel

30.73 31.08 31.64 32.52 32.99 33.17 28.82 30.80

% Change 1.14% 1.80% 2.78% 1.45% 0.55% -13.11% 6.87%
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TABLE 22A REVENUES BY SEGMENT (IN BILLION €).  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: StaRsta, n.d. 

In line with global trends, 2020 exhibited lower revenues due to COVID-19 restricRons and re-
duced purchases in physical stores. The general trend is of increasing revenues, coherent with 
the trend of increasing consumpRon; Children’s apparel purchases seem to grow at a lower 
rate than the two other categories, maybe also as a consequence of the decreasing natality 
rate affecRng MSs at different intensiRes. StaRsta (n.d.) also provides esRmates for the follow-
ing years, which we find quite interesRng. 

TABLE 22B FORECASTS FOR REVENUES BY SEGMENT (IN BILLION €).  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: StaRsta, n.d. 

We do understand the opRmism in terms of recovery from the pandemic [in green in Table 
22b], yet we do consider such intense increase as quite excessive, considering the figures of 
the pre-COVID era. If we consider 2019 and 2023, they forecast an increase of more than 19%, 
which is definitely an outlier in the trend of a 2-3% annual increase. In addiRon, as for the 
global market, it feels like there is consideraRon for the raising awareness of the populaRon 
over the impact of the FI on the environment and society. We will only accept such figures if 
they include  - yet, we do not have any prove - the increase in revenues due to the growth 

Men's Ap-
parel

78.28 79.50 81.47 84.11 85.86 86.48 75.51 80.89

% Change 1.56% 2.48% 3.24% 2.08% 0.72% -12.69% 7.12%

Women's 
Apparel

129.40 131.10 133.90 137.90 139.60 140.70 122.80 131.40

% Change 1.31% 2.14% 2.99% 1.23% 0.79% -12.72% 7.00%

Total 238.40 241.70 247.00 254.50 258.50 260.30 227.20 243.10

% Change 1.38% 2.19% 3.04% 1.57% 0.70% -12.72% 7.00%

Billion € 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Children's Ap-
parel

31.41 39.18 39.69 39.94 40.17 40.42

% Change 24.74% 1.30% 0.63% 0.58% 0.62%

Men's Apparel 82.84 103.90 105.90 107.10 108.20 109.10

% Change 25.42% 1.92% 1.13% 1.03% 0.83%

Women's Appar-
el

134.40 168.60 171.80 173.90 175.60 177.00

% Change 25.45% 1.90% 1.22% 0.98% 0.80%

Total 248.70 311.70 317.40 321.00 323.90 326.40

% Change 25.33% 1.83% 1.13% 0.90% 0.77%
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trend of second-hand shopping, a by far more sustainable segment that can be also split in the 
three categories menRoned before. In fact, StaRsta (n.d.) considers a consistent increase in 
such business model, together with sustainable products. 

TABLE 23A SECONDHAND APPAREL SHARE; SUSTAINABLE APPAREL SHARE.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: StaRsta, n.d.. 

TABLE 23B FORECASTS FOR SECONDHAND APPAREL SHARE; FORECASTS FOR SUSTAINABLE APPAREL SHARE.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: StaRsta, n.d. 

As we can see from the table, both Second-hand Shopping and sustainable products are grow-
ing exponenRally, at rates around 10%. This is definitely good news as it shows the potenRal for 
such kind of segment of the apparel market. We could suppose that the increasing presence of 
dedicated pla|orm is posiRvely contribuRng to such trend. 

TABLE 24 SALES CHANNELS.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel. Forecasts highlighted in grey.   
Source: StaRsta, n.d. 

Billion € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Secondhand 3.1 3.6 4.0 4.4 5.0 5.6 6.3

% Change 16.13% 11.11% 10.00% 13.64% 12.00% 12.50%

Sustainable 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.7

% Change 6.67% 6.25% 8.82% 8.11% 7.50% 9.30%

Total 6.1 6.8 7.4 8.1 9.0 9.9 11

% Change 11.48% 8.82% 9.46% 11.11% 10.00% 11.11%

Billion € 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Secondhand 7.1 8.4 9.8 11.4 13.4 15.6 18.2

% Change 12.70% 18.31% 16.67% 16.33% 17.54% 16.42% 16.67%

Sustainable 5.2 5.6 6.1 6.7 7.3 8.0

% Change 10.64% 7.69% 8.93% 9.84% 8.96% 9.59%

Total 12.3 14 15.9 18.1 20.7 23.6 18.2

% Change 13.82% 13.57% 13.84% 14.36% 14.01% -22.88%

Share 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Offline 86.9% 84.6% 81.8% 77.4% 70.1% 67.8% 64.5% 60.5% 56.3%

Online 13.10% 15.40% 18.20% 22.60% 29.90% 32.20% 35.50% 39.50% 43.70%

Change 2.3% 2.8% 4.4% 7.3% 2.3% 3.3% 4% 4.2%
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As we can see from Table XX, online shopping is slowly conquering the favour of EU consumers. 
In parRcular, during the COVID-19 Pandemic [year 2020], the online segment has gained 
around 7 percentage points, almost double the yearly growth figure. As already explained, this 
is probably due to the fact that restricRons limited the access to physical stores, so consumers 
had to adapt to the situaRon. Yet, the segment is also expected to keep such trend, yet at low-
er levels. This is a sign that the transiRon happened and will stay. 

Now that we have presented some general figures about the economic performances of the EU 
market for apparel, we can turn to the two main sub-topics of this dissertaRon: chemicals and 
recycling.  

4.1.3. Chemical inputs 

As presented in the Literature Review in secRon 2.2., chemicals played and play an important 
role in the FI. They have both their advantages and disadvantages, which in part also affect the 
life cycle of products in both their duraRon and end-of-cycle treatments. Therefore, it is inter-
esRng to observe the amount of the chemicals inputs in EU producRon. We will therefore take 
two main direcRons: chemicals as inputs in general and producRon of chemical fibres. 

4.1.3.1.Chemicals as input 

Chemicals can work as both addiRves to producRon, to make processes more efficient or ob-
tain goods encompassing certain characterisRcs. As introduced before, this is parRcularly im-
portant in Fast Fashion producRon, which works on the manufacturing of large quanRRes, all 
idenRcal and costs as low as possible. We are already suggesRng that EU producRon is quite 
heterogeneous in terms of quality of producRon, therefore we could observe the same be-
haviour in respect to chemical inputs. To make such comparison, we take again the MSs with 
the highest number of enterprises, in order, Italy, Poland, Czechia and Spain; we also recall that 
the first and the last dominate over the two in terms of average producRon value per enter-
prise, therefore could theoreRcally produce at higher qualiRes. 

Million € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

EU

Total Inputs 192,127.58 193,168.47 191,138.76 195,565.20 196,518.15 195,276.38

Chemicals 867 964 732 716 825 785

% Chemicals 0.45% 0.50% 0.38% 0.37% 0.42% 0.40%

Italy 
Total Inputs 82,065.46 82,696.90 81,347.50 83,188.70 86,454.30 85,771.40

Chemicals 492.43 411 347.00 338.10 350.30 313.10

% Chemicals 0.60% 0.50% 0.43% 0.41% 0.41% 0.37%

Poland 
Total Inputs 6,494.02 6,876.44 7,212.85 7,577.61 7,597.69 7,643.12

Chemicals 16.14 18.21 17.99 20.67 19.44 27.48

% Chemicals 0.25% 0.26% 0.25% 0.27% 0.26% 0.36%

Czechia

Total Inputs 2,650.30 2,715.63 2,810.55 2,907.98 2,955.38 2,998.52

Chemicals 39.08 43.50 37.58 35.97 36.42 33.13
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TABLE 25A SUPPLY TABLE AT BASIC PRICES IN THE EU FROM 2014 TO 2019, TOTAL PRODUCTS AND CHEMICAL AND CHEMI-

CAL PRODUCTS FROM MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILES, WEARING APPAREL, LEATHER AND RELATED PRODUCTS.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: Eurostat, 2023d. 

It is with surprise that we observe that our predicRon is kind of respected for Italy and Czechia, 
with the former employing a relaRvely low percentage of chemical inputs yet in line with the 
European average and a higher share for Czechia. Instead, Poland aligns with Italy and Spain 
with Czechia, changing the pair from our previous analysis. We could suggest that, while Italy 
may be opRng for more “natural” processes, Spain is more engaged in manufacturing closer to 
Fast Fashion, considering that the Inditex group is from there and is engaged with the territory 
for its producRon [see Table 18], yet of higher perceived quality. We could further develop the 
analysis but considering the two other biggest manufacturing states, that are from Table 14, 
Germany and France. 

TABLE 25B SUPPLY TABLE AT BASIC PRICES IN THE EU FROM 2014 TO 2019, TOTAL PRODUCTS AND CHEMICAL AND CHEMI-

CAL PRODUCTS FROM MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILES, WEARING APPAREL, LEATHER AND RELATED PRODUCTS.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel.  
Source: Eurostat, 2023d. 

To some extent, Germany respects our predicRon as it employs a lower percentage of chemical 
inputs in its producRon, thus may opt for more sustainable pracRces. We doubt that the figures 
for France are actually realisRc as we do not consider feasible a purchase of 0% of chemical 
products. If that was the case, the country would be a role model. It might be interesRng to 
observe more in details the reasons for such figure; in the dataset Eurostat (2023d), no special 
comments have been made next to those figures so we cannot make a straight-forward conclu-
sion and it needs a deeper analysis. 

Other arRficial components employed in clothes producRon are rubber and plasRc products; in 
these cases, inputs can contain chemicals as traces from the treatment process or as primary 

% Chemicals 1.47% 1.60% 1.34% 1.24% 1.23% 1.10%

Spain

Total Inputs 19,900.00 20,762.00 19,640.00 20,095.00 19,985.00 19,434.00

Chemicals 179.20 295.30 187.00 180.50 240.60 252.00

% Chemicals 0.90% 1.42% 0.95% 0.90% 1.20% 1.30%

Million € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Germany

Total Inputs 23,494 22,507 22,936 23,384 22,929 22,020

Chemicals 14 50 15 20 68 59

% Chemicals 0.06% 0.22% 0.07% 0.09% 0.30% 0.27%

France

Total Inputs 15,884 16,318 16,121 16,431 17,027 17,263

Chemicals 0 0 0 0 0 0

% Chemicals 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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addiRve in their manufacturing. In addiRon, presence of such materials may affect a possible 
future recycling process. It is therefore interesRng, as for general chemical input, to observe 
the extent of their presence; we will again consider the same six MSs. 

TABLE 26 SUPPLY TABLE AT BASIC PRICES IN THE EU FROM 2014 TO 2019, TOTAL PRODUCTS AND RUBBER AND PLASTIC 
PRODUCTS FROM MANUFACTURE OF TEXTILES, WEARING APPAREL, LEATHER AND RELATED PRODUCTS. 
CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Eurostat, 2023d. 

The first and more obvious observaRon that can be made is that, again, France does not em-
ploy Rubber and PlasRc Products. We do not want to say that it could not be possible, yet fur-
ther exploraRons may be interesRng, but it falls beyond the scope of this analysis. 

Million € 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

EU

Total Inputs 192,127.58 193,168.47 191,138.76 195,565.20 196,518.15 195,276.38

Rubber & 
PlasNc (R&P)

1,814.32 1,514.97 1,542.72 1,587.66 1,657.97 1,733.91

% R&P 0.94% 0.78% 0.81% 0.81% 0.84% 0.89%

Italy 

Total Inputs 82,065.46 82,696.90 81,347.50 83,188.70 86,454.30 85,771.40

Rubber & 
PlasNc (R&P)

442.68 349 397.1 398.3 498.7 676.6

% R&P 0.54% 0.42% 0.49% 0.48% 0.58% 0.79%

Poland 

Total Inputs 6,494.02 6,876.44 7,212.85 7,577.61 7,597.69 7,643.12

Rubber & 
PlasNc (R&P)

87.95 97.81 134.04 143.02 143.79 134.23

% R&P 1.35% 1.42% 1.86% 1.89% 1.89% 1.76%

Czechia

Total Inputs 2,650.30 2,715.63 2,810.55 2,907.98 2,955.38 2,998.52

Rubber & 
PlasNc (R&P)

100.12 97.6 90.88 106.89 115.08 110.93

% R&P 3.78% 3.59% 3.23% 3.68% 3.89% 3.70%

Spain

Total Inputs 19,900 20,762 19,640 20,095 19,985 19,434

Rubber & 
PlasNc (R&P)

342.6 192.2 176 201.4 172.1 152

% R&P 1.72% 0.93% 0.90% 1.00% 0.86% 0.78%

Germany

Total Inputs 23,494 22,507 22,936 23,384 22,929 22,020

Rubber & 
PlasNc (R&P)

322 308 305 299 295 254

% R&P 1.37% 1.37% 1.33% 1.28% 1.29% 1.15%

France

Total Inputs 15,884 16,318 16,121 16,431 17,027 17,263

Rubber & 
PlasNc (R&P)

0 0 0 0 0 0

% R&P 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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On the other hand, almost all countries, with the excepRon of Italy and Spain in more recent 
years, uRlise a greater quanRty of such materials than the EU average, with Czechia leading the 
way with percentages that are more than three Rmes higher. This means that somehow indi-
rectly, chemicals sRll enter European texRle producRon through other components, even when 
producRon does not directly employ them, as in the case of Germany. In this case, it is not only 
a ma.er of the quality of products, but also of the type: rubber can be in fact uRlised to pro-
duce fake leather products, which can be then employed in a number of other clothing items 
(Ciava.a Pantoja, 2004).  

4.1.3.2.Chemical fibres 

As presented earlier, chemical inputs can be used as addiRves or for manufacturing chemical 
texRles and fibres. According to StaRsta (2022c), the EU producRon of chemical fibres accounts 
for 2% of global producRon, with Germany worth an addiRonal 1% by itself. This could explain 
why large amount of rubber and plasRc products are employed in the German texRle manufac-
turing industry, transforming them into chemical fibres. On the other hand, a sum of 2% of the 
rest of the EU is not that much if we compare with the two main producers, respecRvely China 
73% and India 7% (StaRsta, 2022c).  

It is important to note that, despite the fact that maybe the EU does not produce large quanR-
Res of chemical fibres, they may sRll reach the market directly in the form of finished clothes. 
This observaRon comes from the alignment of the large quanRRes of clothing imports from 
China and India and their large amount of chemical fibres producRon. 

Unfortunately, there is li.le informaRon about volumes produced in the EU, therefore we will 
proceed our analysis considering the 3% [2% EU + 1% DE] share over the over the global pro-
ducRon. Data about monetary values and other producRon-related figures are available in Eu-
rostat (2023d) and will be presented later. 

As a consequence of the increasing demand for clothing products, the manufacturing of texRle 
fibres has to follow the same trend to support producers’ need. 

1.000 metric 
tons

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Aver-
age

Total TexNle 
Fibres

90,800 89,900 95,100 98,500 105,600 107,500 108,300 113,600

% Change -0.99% 5.78% 3.58% 7.21% 1.80% 0.74% 4.89% 3.29%

of which  
Chemical

63,300 66,800 71,200 71,00 73,400 80,500 80,900 88,200

% Change 5.53% 6.59% 0.56% 2.51% 9.67% 0.50% 9.02% 4.91%

% of Total 69.71% 74.30% 74.87% 72.69% 69.51% 74.88% 74.70% 77.64% 74.09%

European  
ProducNon (3%)

1,899 2,004 2,136 2,148 2,202 2,415 2,427 2,646
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TABLE 27A PRODUCTION VOLUME OF CHEMICAL AND TEXTILE FIBRES WORLDWIDE FROM 1975 TO 2021. 
Extracted from 2014 to 2021. CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: StaRsta, 2022c. 

We can observe that the global producRon of texRle fibres has progressively increased over 
Rme, as suggested from previous observaRons. What we consider interesRng is the different 
growth rates in producRon: in fact, chemicals fibres manufacturing has steadily raised by an 
average of almost 5%, while total fibres around 3.3%. This of course has determined an in-
creasing share of chemical fibres over the whole texRle fibre producRon.  

This phenomenon is definitely related to the need for cheap fibres and that encompass certain 
characterisRcs to support the fast fashion segment. This observaRon also comes from the 
analysis of the type of chemical fibres produced, in Table 27b. 

TABLE 27B CHEMICAL FIBRE PRODUCTION WORLDWIDE FROM 2000 TO 2021, BY FIBRE TYPE. 
Extracted from 2014 to 2021. CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: StaRsta, 2022c. 

The majority of fibres produced, more than 91%, are of the syntheRc type: as Preston (2022) in 
the Encyclopedia Britannica explains, these are enRrely produced in chemical plants and labo-
ratory, using arRficial addiRves and from by-products of petroleum and/or natural gases, like 
acrylics. Cellulose fibres instead start from organic inputs, such as co.on and wool, to be then 
chemically altered in labs; rayon and acetate fall within this category (Preston, 2022). It comes 
that the former result in cheaper fibres produced, thanks or due to their primary inputs, even 
though we could argue that costs may fluctuate as a consequence of changes in prices or pe-
troleum and natural gases, now becoming quite expensive due to the conflicts. Another nega-
Rve aspect could be the difficulty in recycling processes of syntheRc texRle caused by the large 
number of chemical addiRves, working as a barrier. Further informaRon in this respect will be 
presented in the next SecRon.  

1.000 metric tons 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Total 
Chemical Fibres

63,300 66,800 71,200 71,600 73,400 80,500 80,900 88,200

% Change 5.53% 6.59% 0.56% 2.51% 9.67% 0.50% 9.02%

of which Cellulose 6,200 6,100 6,400 6,700 6,800 7,000 6,800 7,400

% Change -1.61% 4.92% 4.69% 1.49% 2.94% -2.86% 8.82%

% of Total Chemi-
cal

9.79% 9.13% 8.99% 9.36% 9.26% 8.70% 8.41% 8.39%

of which syntheNc 57,100 60,700 64,800 64,900 66,600 73,500 74,100 80,900

% Change 6.30% 6.75% 0.15% 2.62% 10.36% 0.82% 9.18%

% of Total Chemi-
cal

90.21% 90.87% 91.01% 90.64% 90.74% 91.30% 91.59% 91.72%
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4.1.4. Recycling AcNviNes 

At the end of their useful life, clothing products are disposed, as any other material good. The 
problem of waste overproducRon is widely recognised as a major issue that the modern soci-
ety is contribuRng to and is heavily threatening the planet (Hoornweg et al., 2013); unfortu-
nately, as presented earlier, also texRle plays role. It is therefore important to understand the 
extent of the contribuRon and a{tude of the European FI toward the miRgaRon this phe-
nomenon. 

4.1.4.1.Waste ProducNon 

According to Eurostat (2023a), in 2020 the EU, as both households and industries, has pro-
duced more than 2 Gt [2,000 Mt] of waste; of those, around 1 Mt [0.001 Gt] was in the form of 
texRle products. To make the picture clearer, we present some key figures in Table 28. 

TABLE 28 GENERATION OF WASTE AND OF TEXTILE WASTE IN THE EU FROM 2006 TO 2020.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Eurostat, 2023a. 

From Table 28 we can observe that texRle disposals represent only a minimum part of the total 
amount of waste produced within the EU, around 0.05%. This is a good starRng point as it im-
plies that the FI is not playing a major role in waste over-product. Yet, we do not deny that 
those numbers are sRll relevant and that the issue is present, therefore both prevenRon and 
miRgaRon measure are needed. It is important to noRce how the amount of texRle waste has 
decreased from the beginning of the period analysed yet maintained quite stable in the 2010s. 
On top, by looking at the two producing groups considered, we can observe that shares have 
progressively inverted: if in 2006 industries were the major contributors, in 2020 the amount of 
waste discarded by households has surpassed the other actor and even reached the highest 
value of the 21st century. This phenomenon may have two explanaRons: if we factor in the ob-

Megatonnes 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Total Waste 2,276 2,145 2,213 2,246 2,244 2,259 2,338 2,153

% Change -5.76% 3.17% 1.49% -0.09% 0.67% 3.50% -7.91%

of which texNle 3.58 2.15 1.96 1.62 2.01 1.98 2.17 1.95

% Share of Total 0.16% 0.10% 0.09% 0.07% 0.09% 0.09% 0.09% 0.09%

% Change -39.94% -8.84% -17.35% 24.07% -1.49% 9.60% -10.14%

from Apparel 
Industry

2.08 0.92 0.74 0.54 0.7 0.60 0.65 0.51

% Share of Total 58.10% 42.79% 37.76% 33.33% 34.83% 30.30% 29.95% 26.15%

% Change -55.77% -19.57% -27.03% 29.63% -14.29% 8.33% -21.54%

from Households 0.69 0.43 0.42 0.49 0.57 0.71 0.74 0.79

% Share 19.27% 20.00% 21.43% 30.25% 28.36% 35.86% 34.10% 40.51%

% Change -37.68% -2.33% 16.67% 16.33% 24.56% 4.23% 6.76%
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servaRons made before, we can state that waste producRon may have decreased because the 
total manufacturing of the texRle producRon within the EU has significantly decreased during 
this century, as seen in Table 14. AlternaRvely, we may take it as a sign that stricter controls got 
imposed in the FI, especially in respect to disposals produced by the texRle industry. 

Anyhow, it comes that greater a.enRon should be paid to the purchasing and discharging be-
haviours of consumers, working on their educaRon and raising awareness about the environ-
mental impact of their habits. At the same Rme, it is needed to offer ciRzens the right infra-
structures to implemenRng sustainable behaviours, for instance by strengthening the separate 
collecRon system as presented by Köhler et al. (2021) and suggested by Hole and Hole (2020). 

Indeed, a certain threshold of discarded material has to be taken into account: in this case, it is 
worth noRng the a{tude of the Union toward waste and texRle waste products. There are two 
possible direcRons: disposal, and then further treatment, or export, with unknown end of life.  

4.1.4.2.Waste Treatment 

Waste Trade: We will start by considering the second opRon, export to other locaRons outside 
the EU. MSs may decide to trade their waste with other countries, as either they do not have 
the capability or availability to properly dispose it or because arrival desRnaRons requested it. 
We can now present some general figures about the trade of waste to non-EU countries from 
EU MSs. 

TABLE 29 TRADE IN WASTE AND IN TEXTILE WASTE IN THE EU FROM 2012 TO 2020.  
CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Eurostat, 2022. 

We have to admit that we find strange that texRle export reaches such dramaRc levels, far 
away than the rest of the waste produced. Yet, this observaRon is in line with the analysis of 
the European Environment Agency (2023), which also highlights the danger of such figures. In 
fact, it is not publicly stated which process such materials undergo once they reach the final 
desRnaRons and therefore, it is not possible to define whether they are given a second life or 
are unsustainably disposed. In parRcular, reading from the analysis performed by the European 

Megatonnes 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Total Waste 2,246 2,244 2,259 2.338 2,153

Of which Exported 31.93 28.39 29.23 30.94 32.81

% Share of Total 1.42% 1.27% 1.29% 1.32% 1.52%

TexNle Waste 1.62 2.01 1.98 2.17 1.95

Of which Exported 1.12 1.16 1.24 1.38 1.36

% Share of Export 69.14% 57.71% 62.63% 63.59% 69.74%

Of which syntheNc and 
exported

1.04 1.07 1.16 1.28 1.29

% Share of TexNle Export 92.86% 92.24% 93.55% 92.75% 94.85%
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Environment Agency (2023) based on data from Eurostat (2022), greatest shares of such waste 
are exported to African and Asian countries, where, as said, restricRons and controls are less 
strict, thus the chances that they are improperly disposed is higher. If we then consider that 
the majority, meaning more than 90% of that texRle waste is syntheRc, thus chemically pro-
duced or altered, the threat to the environment and communiRes of imporRng locaRon be-
comes even more frightening. 

We consider it a crucial point of our analysis in the ma.er of waste treatment and some ac-
Rons need to be taken within the policy framework implemented at Union level.  

Disposal AcNviNes: if instead the end of the life takes place within the EU, it is possible to mon-
itor the type of disposal treatment. With this term we would like to focus on acRviRes that im-
ply the destrucRon or the “abandoning” of waste; we have selected, in line with latest news as 
the one menRoned in the Literature Review from Business Insider (2021), two main acRviRes, 
disposal in landfill and incineraRon; these are the figures in the EU. 

TABLE 30 TREATMENT OF WASTE AND OF TEXTILE WASTE IN THE EU FROM 2012 TO 2020. 
CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Eurostat, 2023b. 

Both disposal in landfills and incineraRon have negaRve implicaRons: among all, the discharge 
of hazardous materials in the ground or in the air, following the treatment especially of syn-
theRc materials composed of arRficial fibres, rich in chemicals. The breakdown of such sub-
stances, from both incineraRon or degradaRon in landfills, may be harmful for the environment 
and human in the proximity of those locaRons, if not properly controlled. Luckily, figures in this 
respect in the EU are quite saRsfactory: texRle waste is definitely performing be.er than the 
rest of waste in the ma.er of disposal in the landfills. Yet, it tends to be more incinerated than 
other types of waste, but the percentage here is very small. It is important to noRce that incin-
eraRon acRviRes do not imply the recovery of energy, presented in the next point. Anyhow, 

Megatonnes 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Landfills

Total Waste 2,246 2,244 2,259 2,338 2,153

Disposed 923.35 896.72 844.44 830.53 631.77

% Disposed 41.11% 39.96% 37.38% 35.52% 29.34%

TexNle Waste 1.62 2.01 1.98 2.17 1.95

Disposed 0.12 0 0.11 0.15 0.15

% Disposed 7.41% 5.97% 5.56% 6.91% 7.69%

IncineraNon

Total Waste 2.246 2.244 2.259 2.338 2.153

Incinerated 29.89 25.77 17.53 14.32 9.72

% Incinerated 1.33% 1.15% 0.78% 0.61% 0.45%

TexNle Waste 1.62 2.01 1.98 2.17 1.95

Incinerated 8 6 9 11 11

% Incinerated 0.49% 0.30% 0.45% 0.51% 0.56%
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figures in Table 30 represent a good news as such staRsRcs are pre.y small and these ap-
proaches are definitely not among the most sustainable ones. As a consequence, we would 
suggest that there should be another preferred way to end the lifecycle of texRle products, 
hopefully more sustainable such as recycling, as reuse figures are not available nor possible to 
esRmate. 

Recovery AcNviNes: in this case, waste is serving a useful purpose in the economic system; as 
explained in the Literature Review, a more appropriate treatment of (texRle) waste would be 
recycling. Yet, also energy recovery falls within this category as energy created in the process 
can be used, for instance, for power generaRon. Figures in this ma.er are actually reassuring, 
as presented in Table 31. 

TABLE 31 TREATMENT OF WASTE AND OF TEXTILE WASTE IN THE EU FROM 2012 TO 2020. 
CalculaRons performed in Excel. 

Source: Eurostat, 2023b. 

As anRcipated, recycling figures for texRle waste are way be.er than staRsRcs for the same 
treatment on all type of waste. In fact, despite some fluctuaRons, texRle recycling always 
stayed above 50%, whereas it never reached more than 37% for all waste. This is definitely a 
good starRng point for a more sustainable industry; yet, there are no specificaRons on the type 
of recycling treatment, especially whether it is closed loop (materials stay within the FI) or an 
up-cycling process - outputs of the same quality as inputs). As presented in the Literature re-
view, these are the preferred approaches, especially the last one as it ensures a lower need for 
new virgin inputs. 

With respect to incineraRon for energy recovery instead, figures are bigger than general waste; 
on one hand, this is not ideal as we would prefer to avoid such kind of treatment. On the other 
hand, it is not mere incineraRon but used for purpose, that is energy generaRon, therefore it at 

Megatonnes 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Recycling

Total Waste 2,246 2,244 2,259 2,338 2,153

Recycled 749.26 749.61 768.90 826.20 784.80

% Recycled 33.36% 33.41% 34.04% 35.34% 36.45%

TexNle Waste 1.62 2.01 1.98 2.17 1.95

Recycled 0.77 1 1.12 1.16 1.02

% Recycled 47.53% 53.23% 56.57% 53.46% 52.31%

Energy Recovery

Total Waste 2,246 2,244 2,259 2,338 2,153

Burned 99.26 103.45 118.27 125.73 124.25

% Burned 4.42% 4.61% 5.24% 5.38% 5.77%

TexNle Waste 1.62 2.01 1.98 2.17 1.95

Burned 0.12 93 0.14 0.17 0.18

% Burned 7.41% 4.63% 7.07% 7.83% 9.23%
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least contributes to the society in some way. 

We have now concluded the market analysis, based on figure extracted from European and 
InternaRonal databases. From such data, we can derive some, more or less, subjecRve observa-
Rons presented in the next Sub-Chapter. 

4.1.5. ObservaNons from the market 

In this secRon, we will summarise the key findings idenRfied in the market descripRon. We will 
use two main tools to classify our observaRons: a SWOT Analysis and a PESTLE Analysis. In this 
way, we are able to disRnguish the posiRve connotaRons of the FI and the areas that have to be 
addressed by policy instruments. 

4.1.5.1.SWOT Analysis 

As presented in secRon 3.2.2., strengths idenRfy posiRve funcRons while weaknesses represent 
features that may impede or hinder the performances of the market (Gürel & Tat, 2017). In-
stead, opportuniRes and threats are external factors can be either be exploited to in favour of 
the market, in the case of the former, or that can undermine and obstacle it, as for threats 
(Gürel & Tat, 2017).  

Based on the market analysis and related interpretaRons presented in secRons from 4.1.1. to 
4.1.4, we have developed the following SWOT Analysis, presented in table 32.  

Strenghts Weaknesses

I. Consolidated Reality: the EU market has demon-
strated to have gained and maintained an important 
role in the global economy, including in the FI.

I. High Heterogeneity: despite its good performances, 
there are quite some differences across MSs, with 

some playing a major role and contribuRng the most to 
the market. This may cause some inefficiencies when 

applying common policies and strategies.

II. Industries are already working in a good direcNon: 
industries operaRng in the market are already working 
toward a sustainability transiRon in some aspects of 
their supply chain.

IIa. Net Importer of products: globalisaRon fostered 
the delocalisaRon of manufacturing to Eastern coun-
tries, making the EU reliant on internaRonal trade to 

saRsfy its internal demand.

III. FI as a good example: in certain aspect, the FI is 
already outperforming other industries and can there-
fore work as a role model for the rest of the economic 
system.

IIb. Lack of transparency of imported products: it is 
not always possible (for consumers and insRtuRon) to 

control the supply chain of imported product, thus 
informed purchases may be not occur. See also, Weak-

ness - Vi and Threat - II.

III. Great Exporter of waste: the majority of texRle 
waste is exported to non-EU counRes, making it hard or 
even impossible to the ensure that it is granted a prop-

er end-of-life treatment (e.g. reuse of recycle).

IV. Great reliance on chemical products: the majority 
of fibres produced in EU territories and in the world are 

either fully or parRally obtained via chemical treat-
ment. This may result in a number of threats to the 

environment and communiRes.
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TABLE 32 RESULT OF THE SWOT ANALYSIS OF THE EUROPEAN APPAREL MARKET. 
Based on the findings of conducted market analysis. 

Source: Findings from secRons 4.1.1, 4.1.2., 4.1.3., 4.1.4.. 

4.1.5.2.PESTLE Analysis 

The PESTLE Analysis, as introduced in secRon 3.2.2., focuses on classifying and grouping market 
characterisRcs in six categories. These are included in the acronym and are: PoliRcal, such as 
stability, trends…; Economic, including growth or other performance indicaRons; Social, demo-

V. OverproducNon: to keep up with the increasing de-
mand and to increase exponenRally their profits, com-

panies operaRng in the FI are boosRng their produc-
Ron. This leads to a set of negaRve implicaRons, includ-

ing an augmented employment of chemical products 
and exploitaRon of natural and human resources etc. 

AddiRonal negaRve consequences arise from the plac-
ing of such products in the market and the rest of their 

lives.

VI. Low transparency of products: in staRsRcs, as well 
as in labels, inputs are not clear to be idenRfied. In 

addiRon, they do not reflect the process that products 
have gone throw, its implicaRons or in general its char-

acterisRcs and how it should be handle during and 
aver its life (e.g. washing, repairing or disposal).

OpportuniNes Threats

I. Raising Awareness: consumers are becoming more 
aware of sustainability issues and demand for more 
conscious products. The sustainability transiRon (and 
the related investments) will find market and will be 
repaid in the long run.

I. Low Resilience: Reliance on internaRonal trade 
makes the EU more subject to the consequences of 

internal and inter-state disrupRons occurring in other 
areas of the globe. The COVID-19 Pandemic was a strik-

ing example.

II. PosiNvely Contribute to the achievement of SDGs at 
global level: by imposing quality and producRon con-
trol on imported products, the EU can posiRvely con-
tribute to increase quality of life and reduce the burden 
on the planet in outsourcing locaRons.

II. NegaNvely contribute to the achievement of SDGs 
at global level: with no control and increased demand 

and raising waste export, the EU may fulled the ex-
ploitaRon of workers and resources, as well as increas-
ing the burden on the planet and communiRes outside 

the EU.

IIIa. Consolidated supporNng system: as seen for recy-
cling, overarching systems seems to work already pret-
ty well, therefore it might be interesRng to benefit from 
it and improve it even more.

III. Increasing demand: despite the raising awareness 
of a share of the global populaRon, the overall demand 

for clothing products is steadily increasing. Globalisa-
Ron and increased connectedness ensures that it gets 
fulfilled, entering a vicious cycle Red with overproduc-

Ron from companies. This results in a greater burden 
on the planet due to the increasing need for manufac-

turing of fibres and products, with the related negaRve 
implicaRons.

IIIb. Strong insNtuNonal system: the EU and (the part-
nership with) other internaRonal and non-profit organ-
isaRon offer a great environment and supporRng struc-
ture to foster the transiRon toward a more sustainable 
FI.
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graphics, behaviours…; Technological, exisRng or possible future innovaRons;  Legal, such as 
standards and regulaRons; Environmental, everything that relates to the burden on the planet. 

Table 33 summarises the key features idenRfied in the market descripRon, according to the 
PESTLE tool. Symbol (+) idenRfied posiRve characterisRcs, whereas (-) negaRve features. 

PoliNcal Economic Social

Ia, (-). EU ComposiNon: the EU is 
composed of independent MSs, 
which may result in an obstacle to 
the implementaRon of a unique 
strategy, harming the coherence 
and homogeneity across MSs.

I, (+). The FI is an important sector: 
FI has demonstrated to be a fun-
damental sector in the global econ-
omy, considering the cultural and 
economic importance of clothing. It 
posiRvely contributes to the solidity 
of the global and European econo-
my and could posiRvely contribute 
to the achievement of SDGs at 
global level, becoming a role model.

Ia, (-/+). Avtude toward apparel 
[from P I]: another sign of the het-

erogeneity of MSs is the cultural 
differences between MSs. Some 
countries have preferences over 

apparel products rather than others 
etc or purchase more sustainable 

items/second hand etc. It can be an 
advantage for sustainable transi-

Ron, yet makes it harder to design 
common markeRng or awareness 

campaigns.

Ib, (-). EU Heterogeneity: as a con-
sequence of the independence of 
MSs, there is a certain level of het-
erogeneity. ObservaRons have 
therefore to be made at EU level as 
an average of performances of 
composing countries.

II, (+). The EU is a strong market 
and player for the global Fi: both as 
producer and consumer, the EU 
plays an important role in the global 
market for apparel product.  
Forecasts only expects the EU to 
maintain its leading posiRon.

Ib, (-/+). Spendings [from P I]: 
again, different MSs have different 

economic performances, which 
translate into incomes and possible 
spendings of their inhabitants. As a 

consequence, they may find it more 
or less easy to afford more sustain-

able product.

III, (-). EU Dependency on other non-EU countries: EU consumpRon is 
heavily reliant on Eastern producRon; this poses the Union in the condiRon 
of suffering from the negaRve consequences of event occurring some-
where else in the world, thus harming its resilience. 

II, (+). Raising awareness: con-
sumers are becoming more aware 

of sustainability issues, thus are 
taking measures to reduce their 

impact. 

IV, (-/+). ContribuNon to SDGs: Considering its involvement in the global 
market, the EU plays an important role in the achievement of SDGs at 

global level, both in a negaRve and posiRve sense. At the moment, it is 
mostly fuelling a value chain that takes advantages of poor working condi-

Rons/standards. On the other hand, with stricter controls and legislaRon, it 
could force companies operaRng in the EU to pose stricter and more sus-

tainable value chains.

V, (-). Low Transparency, Greenwashing: to take advantage of the raising 
awareness of the populaRon, companies may play with their performances 

to portrait a nicer picture. As a consequence, consumers are misled or 
confused, and no concrete acRon toward a sustainable transiRon is carried 

out. 

VI, (+/-). Current business models 
are profitable for companies: cur-
rent business models, especially 
fast fashion, have demonstrated to 
be extremely profitable for compa-
nies. Thus, they are not really incen-
Rvised to invest and perform a sus-
tainability transiRon.
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TABLE 33 RESULT OF THE PESTLE ANALYSIS OF THE EUROPEAN APPAREL MARKET.  
Based on the findings of conducted market analysis. 

Source: SecRons 4.1.1, 4.1.2., 4.1.3., 4.1.4.. 

4.1.5.3.IdenNficaNon of market issues 

The SWOT and the PESTLE Analysis served to idenRfy weak or unstable points of the market 
that could serve as an obstacle to the sustainable transiRon. Among all the points included in 
Table 32 and 33, we are now lisRng the ones that actually represent problems that need exter-

Technological Legal Environmental

I, (+). Recycling is already at a good 
level: apparel recycling is perform-
ing be.er than other type of waste, 
therefore we would like to suggest 
that it can only improve. This also 
points that technology for such kind 
of disposal acRvity is already in the 
good track and that only more effi-
cient machineries can be devel-
oped.  
SupporRng systems can improve, 
for instance with easier access to 
collecRon bins.

I, (+). EU policy system: the EU 
works under an intricate system of 
policies and instrument that work 
together as a solid framework. 
Therefore, they point at each other 
for more targeted soluRons; in this 
perspecRve, latest policies do not 
have to explicitly target a certain 
aspect of the issue, but can instead 
refer to a more specific instrument.  

Note: We acknowledge that it might 
be confusing and too intricate to be 
followed to a less expert eye.

I, (-/+). ContribuNon to SDGs: Con-
sidering its involvement in the glob-

al market, the EU plays an impor-
tant role in the achievement of 

SDGs at global level, both in a nega-
Rve and posiRve sense. At the mo-

ment, it is mostly fuelling a value 
chain that imposes a heaving bur-
den on the planet both at the be-

ginning and end of the life of prod-
ucts. On the other hand, with 

stricter controls and legislaRon, it 
could enforce stronger sustainabili-
ty strategies and get companies on 

board.

II, (-). Chemicals are (too) present: 
chemicals have brought their ad-
vantages to the manufacturing of 
apparel products (e.g. speed, ho-
mogeneity…). Yet, they have some 
negaRve side effects, mostly on the 
environment, considering for exam-
ple discharges. They may also ham-
per the possibility of products to 
receive an appropriate end-of-life 
process or increase the negaRve 
impact in case of improper disposal.

II, (-). Lag between strategy and 
impact: as for any other policy, it 
takes some Rme to be developed 
and put into acRon. In addiRon, it 
may take some Rme for it to have 
the desired effects, therefore the 
(hopefully posiRve) consequences 
have a more long-run perspecRve.  

Note: We would like to emphasise 
that this is the main reason why this 
paper deals with the analysis of the 
market failures to be addresses in 
the policies rather than the effects 
of the instrument, as it has been 
established more or less a year ago, 
too li.le Rme to have visible effects.

II, (-). OverconsumpNon: despite 
the raising awareness of a share of 

the global populaRon, the overall 
demand for clothing products is 

steadily increasing. GlobalisaRon 
and increased connectedness en-

sures that it gets fulfilled, entering a 
vicious cycle Red with overproduc-

Ron from companies. This results in 
a greater burden on the planet due 
to the increasing need for manufac-

turing, with the related negaRve 
implicaRons.

III, (+). Researches are on-going: 
more and more companies are real-
ising the negaRve implicaRons of 
chemical substances and are com-
mi.ed to their reducRon and in 
finding more sustainable alterna-
Rves.  

Note: Yet, we have to warn that we 
can not disregard the fact that 
maybe such innovaRons may be 
disregarded in the future because 
negaRve effects will be idenRfied, as 
it happened for chemicals.

III, (-). LegislaNon is more applica-
ble on products manufactured in 
the EU: legislaRon is legally en-
forceable in EU MSs, making it ap-
plicable on products manufactured 
in the Union. It may extend to im-
ported products, but controls are 
hard to carry out.

III. (-). OverproducNon [shared 
with social]: to keep up with the 

increasing demand and to increase 
exponenRally their profits, compa-

nies operaRng in the FI are boosRng 
their producRon. This leads to a set 

of negaRve implicaRons, including 
an augmented employment of 

chemical products and exploitaRon 
of natural resources etc. AddiRonal 
negaRve consequences arise from 
the placing of such products in the 

market and the rest of their lives.
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nal (policy) intervenRon, as to adjust the funcRoning of the European market and fostering its 
transiRon to a more sustainable system. As presented in secRon 2.3.5., exisRng problems can 
be categorized in different groups, according to the way it affects the market. We are also clas-
sifying each idenRfied problem according to the categories listed in secRon 2.3.5.. 

i) Structural problem - EU is a net importer of apparel products; decreasing resilience of the 
European market: the European manufacturing system is not capable of fulfilling its internal 
demand, both in terms of quanRty and quality of products. As a result, it is reliant on import 
from Eastern Asian countries, making the EU apparel market more sensiRve to shocks and 
instabiliRes emerging in those countries (SecRon 4.1.2.2.). 

ii) Asymmetric informa$on and nega$ve externality (market failures) - Low control and 
transparency of imported products: European legislaRon is enforceable (depending on the 
type) on products manufactured within its boarders, thus generaRng inequaliRes between 
EU and non-EU producers, as well as between their goods (SecRon 4.1.2.2. and 4.1.2.3.). As 
a consequence, consumers do not have complete informaRon the characterisRcs of pur-
chased products. This could endanger both customers and their health, as well as the envi-
ronment in the case of improper treatment and disposal of goods. 

iii) Structural problem and asymmetric informa$on (market failure) - Large amount of ex-
ported waste, for unknown disposal treatment: SecRon 4.1.2.4. demonstrated that large 
amount of texRle waste is exported to non-EU countries. In those cases, it is not possible to 
report the applied disposal acRviRes, resulRng in a lack of transparency on that stage of the 
life cycle and, in the worst case, contribuRng to the negaRve environmental burden of the 
industry. 

iv) Structural problem - Large usage of chemical input: In secRon 4.1.2.3., we have demon-
strated that large quanRRes of chemical inputs introduced in producRon processes, either as 
component to syntheRc fibres or addiRves. In both cases, they negaRvely affect the sustain-
ability of products and the industry, in different ways presented in secRon 2.2.1.2. 

v) Structural problem and nega$ve externality (market failure) - OverproducNon: current 
business models, in parRcular the fast-fashion industry, are highly exploitaRve toward the 
environment and socieRes. The constant inflow of new products and their low prices fuels 
the over-consumerisRc a{tude of consumers that, a as presented in secRon 4.1.2.1., defines 
the related growth in the negaRve impacts of the FI. 

vi) Structural problem and nega$ve externality (market failure) - OverconsumpNon: current 
business models, in parRcular the fast-fashion industry, are enabled fast and cheap availabili-
ty of new products, that got consumers accustomed to such variety and sRmulated their 
ever-increasing demand, as seen in in secRon 4.1.2.2.. This trend enters a vicious cycle with 
overproducRon, in a spiral that only contributes to un-sustainability of the industry.   

vii) Nega$ve externality (market failure) - NegaNvely contribute to the achievement SDGs at 
local and global level: as a consequence of points IVa and IVb, the European fails to con-
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tribute to the achievement of SDGs at local and global level, in all groups of goals but espe-
cially at environmental level.   

viii) Structural problem - High quanNNes of non-recycled products: other acRviRes rather than 
recycling sRll occupy a large share of disposal iniRaRves of MSs and companies, as presented 
in secRon 4.1.2.4., resulRng in a loss of material products and potenRal addiRonal negaRve 
impacts on the environment and socieRes, as listed in secRon 2.2.2.3..   

As we can observe, the majority of the idenRfied problems are either structural issues, due to 
the internal organisaRon of the apparel system, or market failures, either negaRve externaliRes 
or asymmetric informaRon. From secRon 4.1.2., we could not detect any sign of public goods 
nor natural monopoly, given the definiRons provided in secRon 2.3.5.. With respect to the for-
mer, apparel products cannot be considered as public: by being offered only for sale, people 
are obliged to pay for them in order to use/possess them. They are also offered in limited 
amount, which implies that purchases prevent other consumers to have access. Also, the FI 
cannot be considered as a natural monopoly since there is a large number of firms present in 
the market; the great compeRRon actually sRmulated the rise of new trends, such as the fast 
fashion presented in secRon 2.1.3. 

With this concluding and summarising secRon, we can now move to the analysis of the instru-
ment that is being considered as the main policy in fostering the sustainability transiRon of the 
European FI, the European Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexRle. 

4.2. Policy Analysis 

In the ma.er of sustainable fashion, the most recent policy document is the “European Strate-
gy for Sustainable and Circular TexRle” [from now on, referred as ‘the strategy’]. As menRoned, 
mulRple Rmes across this paper, our main focus will be now on breaking down the content of 
this document. We would then use such analysis to understand whether it actually tackles the 
main issues idenRfied in secRon 4.1.5.3., therefore whether the policy coverage matches the 
exisRng market problems. 

Anyhow, we will start by outlining the overarching policy instrument that influenced and in-
cludes the strategy: The European Green Deal (European Commission, 2023).  

4.2.1. The European Green Deal 

The European Green Deal is the Commission’s iniRaRve to fight climate change and environ-
mental degradaRon. It will do so by transforming the Union into a modern, resource-efficient 
and compeRRve economy (European Commission, 2023). Presented in 2019, it aims at making 
Europe the first climate neutral conRnent by 2050 and to reduce emissions by at least 55% by 
2030, compared to 1990 levels (European Commission, 2021). The Commission is planning to 
achieve this goal by working into the following direcRons: 
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•   Sustainable Transport for all: the green transiRon aims at offering accessible, affordable and 
clean transport. In parRcular, intervenRons are targeRng the progressive reducRon of CO2 
emissions from all types of means of transport, up to reaching the goal of 0 emissions from 
new cars in 2035 (European Commission, 2021). 

•   Clean energy system: also in the light of the current Ukraine-Russia conflict, the Commis-
sion commits to increase the share of renewable sources used for the European energy mix, up 
to a target of 40% by 2035, as set by the European Commission (2021). On top, energy con-
sumpRon needs to be reduced as to address related emissions and costs; therefore, other in-
tervenRons will address the improvement of energy efficiency (European Commission, 2021). 

•   RenovaNng buildings for greener lifestyles: renovaRons and improvements in housing can 
improve living condiRons from both a social, economic and environmental perspecRve. Work-
ing on energy efficiency, insulaRon and aeraRon systems can benefit the health of inhabitants, 
reduce heaRng and energy costs, as well as limiRng emissions (European Commission, 2021). 

•   Protect planet and health: restoring nature and biodiversity is a core goal, which would en-
able also to increase absorpRon of CO2 and make the environment more resilient to climate 
change. This also imply a more sustainable and circular management of natural resources, in-
cluding forests, soils, wetlands and peatlands. Lastly, the Commission also commits to a decar-
bonizaRon of the economy, up to a reducRon of 310 Mt of natural carbon removals (European 
Commission, 2021). 

•   BoosNng global climate acNon: the EC advocates for a global acRon to achieve its targets 
and SDGs. This implies collaboraRon between MSs, with other internaRonal organizaRons, as 
well as with private companies and individuals (European Commission, 2021). 

•   Third Industrial RevoluNon: the green transiRon and the previous points represent an op-
portunity to shiv and create new markets for cleaner and more sustainable products. Both the 
transiRon itself and the new business models are expected to generate new jobs and employ-
ments opportuniRes. Considering the globalized supply chains, the EC commits to avoid that 
efforts by European industry to cut emissions are undermined by unfair compeRRon from 
abroad, especially countries with less strict regulaRons; therefore, measures to discourage im-
ports, including carbon fees, will be placed (European Commission, 2021). 

These three last points guide the intended acRons for transiRon of the FI. In fact, the European 
Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexRles falls within the large number of intervenRons in-
cluded in the Green Deal, as we are explaining more in details in secRon 4.2.2.. 

To implement other areas, the Commission has drawn dedicated plans targeRng either specific 
industries, SDGs or societal aspects. For instance, the ‘European Research Area (ERA)’ for 
stronger research and innovaRon system or the ‘Union of Equality: Gender Equality Strategy 
2020-2025’ to foster gender equality in the Union. More interesRng to this research are the 
‘New Circular Economy AcRon Plan’ and the ‘Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability’. These are in 
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fact applied also in the context of the fashion industry, by guiding and aligning the interven-
Rons included in the European Strategy for Sustainable and Circular TexRles. 

4.2.2. Overview of the strategy 

On the 30th of March 2022, the EC adopted the European Strategy for Sustainable and Circular 
TexRles. It represents the intended intervenRons of the Union to address the un-sustainability 
of the producRon and consumpRon of texRle, including apparel products. In line with the 
framework of the European Green Deal, the New Circular Economy AcRon Plan and Industrial 
Strategy. As a whole and in line with other overarching instruments, the strategy aims at creat-
ing a greener, more compeRRve FI, more resistant to global shocks. In this perspecRve, as pre-
sented by European Commission (2022b), intended intervenRons included in the strategy will 
work in the following direcRons: 

• Se{ng design requirements for products that will last longer and be easier to repair and re-
cycle  

• Introducing clearer informaRon on texRles and its characterisRcs, as well as introducing a 
digital product passport 

• Empowering consumers and addressing greenwashing acRviRes, by ensuring the accuracy of 
companies’ green claims 

• Stopping over-producRon and over-consumpRon, and discouraging the destrucRon of un-
wanted items  

• Harmonising EU Extender Producer Responsibility rules for texRle products and introduce 
economic incenRves for more sustainable products 

• Addressing the unintenRonal micro-plasRcs releases from syntheRc fibres 

• Facing the challenges of the export of texRle waste   

• AdopRng an EU Toolbox against counterfeiRng 

• Publishing a TransiRon Pathway: ‘an acRon plan for actors in the texRles ecosystem to suc-
cessfully achieve the green and digital transiRons and increase its resilience. 

            Note on the TexRles Ecosystem TransiRon Pathway: it was planned to be published by 
the end of 2022 then postponed to March 2023. As of May 2023, it is not available yet.  

In working on such goals, The Strategy can rely on number of pieces of legalizaRon and other 
policies that target specific elements of the FI that need to be tackled. In figure 5, we have 
schemaRzed the most important instruments that are explicitly menRoned in the Strategy, how 
they are interconnected and how they fit the fashion framework. 
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FIGURE 5 NETWORK OF POLICIES AND INSTRUMENTS MENTIONED IN THE STRATEGY. 
Green symbols idenRfy instruments that are developed under the framework of the European Green Deal. 
Yellow symbols idenRfy instruments already exisRng in the framework of EU legislaRons. 

Source: European Commission, 2022a. 
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4.2.3. Policy Content 

In this secRon, we are reporRng the actual content of the policy, in the way it is presented in 
the official document, referred as European Commission (2022a).  

The strategy is organized as to include three main points of acRons; we will now present them. 
We would like to emphasize that each point is directly connected to the others, se{ng the 
condiRons for and/or reacRng to acRons and intervenRons also included in the Strategy. This is 
again in line with the whole concept of European legislators being interdependent. 

4.2.3.1.A new pazern for Europe: key acNon for sustainable and circular texNles 

This secRon addresses more on the characterisRcs of products, and how they can be modified 
as to enable higher circularity and sustainability of the related markets. The strategy will work 
on this point with six main groups of acRviRes, which will now be presented and connected. 
The main body of legislaRon it refers to in this area is the Ecodesign for Sustainable Products 
RegulaRon (European Commission, 2022a). By definiRon, a regulaRon is a binding act, which 
makes the content immediately applicable in all member states; therefore, it is a strong tool to 
foster the intended sustainability transiRon. The intended acRviRes are: 

    I. Introducing mandatory Ecodesign requirements: ecodesign requirements would extend 
the life of texRle products, by increasing their durability and recyclability. The intenRon here is 
to enlarge exisRng voluntary schemes, in parRcular the EU Green Public Procurement [GPP] 
Criteria for TexRle Products and Services and the EU Ecolabel Clothing and texRles [Figure 6] as 
to include also the environmental footprint of products. (European Commission, 2022a) In fact, 
the current Ecolabel in parRcular, tackles exclusively: 

• “Limited use of substances harmful to health and environment”  

• “ReducRon in water and air polluRon” 

• “Colour resistance to perspiraRon, washing, wet and dry rubbing 
and light exposure”  

(European Commission, DG Environment, n.d.) 

FIGURE 6 LOGO FOR THE EU ECOLABEL CLOTHING AND TEXTILES. 


Source: European Commission, DG Environment, n.d. 

On the side of chemicals, the Strategy refers to the REACH RegulaRon (REACH - RegistraRon, 
EvaluaRon, AuthorizaRon and RestricRon of Chemicals), enforced in 2007 and updated over the 
years (European Commission, DG Environment, 2022). As it is a regulaRon, the content is legal-
ly binding to MSs from the date of applicaRon. To target more specifically the texRle industry, 
the Commission is planning to develop and add criteria to subsRtute or reduce as much as pos-
sible the presence of chemicals in texRle products, within the framework of the Chemical 
Strategy for Sustainability launched in 2020. This also aims at increasing the protecRon of 
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workers, as defined by the strategic framework on health and safety at work 2021-2027. Yet, 
this framework is not legally binding (European Commission, 2022a). 

Lastly, the Strategy will update the exisRng Ecodesign for Sustainable Products RegulaRon, as to 
include binding product-specific ecodesign requirements to address specifically performances 
in terms of durability, reusability, reparability and recyclability (European Commission, 
2022a). This falls within the planned update of the Ecodesign RegulaRon, firstly released in 
2009: the next extension proposed 2022 aims at enlarging the coverage of the instrument, 
which was limited only to energy-related products (European Commission, DG CommunicaRon, 
2022b). This new proposal also refers to the introducRon of a Digital Product Passport, also 
included in the Strategy in the next point. 

                        II. Introducing informaNon requirements and a Digital Product Passport (for tex-
Nle): as menRoned before, as part of the measures include in the Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products RegulaRon, the European Commission (2022a) will introduce a Digital Product Pass-
port for texRle, based on mandatory requirements on disclosing informaRon on circularity and 
other environmental characterisRcs. To ensure consistency with the exisRng framework, the 
TexRle Labelling RegulaRon will be revised to include more transparent labelling on fiber com-
posiRon and possible animal origins. AddiRonally, the EC will set mandatory disclosure for in-
formaRon regarding sustainability and circular parameters, product size and manufacturing 
country(ies) (European Commission, 2022a). 

                        III. Stopping the destrucNon of unsold or returned texNle: in this context, the 
Commission (2022a) has to main goals within the context of the Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products RegulaRon. Firstly, to increase transparency obligaRons to publish number of prod-
ucts discarded and destroyed, and their further treatment in terms of preparing for reuse, re-
cycling, incineraRon or landfilling. As a consequence, they also target the complete banning of 
destrucRon of unsold items. In the meanwhile, to reduce the number of items that could enter 
this cycle, the Commission will jointly work on the development of digital tools to reduce rates 
of returned items and improve the efficiency of manufacturing process, for instance with on-
demand producRon, to address the overall carbon footprint of e-commerce (European Com-
mission, 2022a). 

                        IV: Tackling MicroplasNc PolluNon: again, in within the framework of the Ecode-
sign for Sustainable Products RegulaRon, the Commission (2022a) intends to set binding design 
requirements to impact on unintenRonal release of microplasRcs. In addiRon, other measures 
will target manufacturing acRviRes, from machineries to individual processes - e.g. washing  
(European Commission, 2022a). 

                        V. Green claims for truly sustainable texNles: two main iniRaRves will amend on 
the exisRng body of legislaRon on the truthfulness of claims and statement. The Empowering 
Consumers for the Green TransiRon will update the incumbent Unfair Commercial PracRces 
DirecRve [published in 2005] and the Consumer Rights DirecRve [released in 2011]. The Em-
powering Consumers for the Green TransiRon iniRaRve will ensure that informaRon about a 
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guarantee of durability as well as informaRon relevant to repair, are provided at the point of 
sale. Instead, the Green Claims IniRaRve will work on minimum criteria for all types of envi-
ronmental claims, with Environmental Footprint methods represenRng an important tools to 
communicaRng statements (European Commission, 2022a).  Also, in line with point 4.2.1.3.1.I., 
reviews to the EU Ecolabel Clothing and texRles will ensure that General environmental claims, 
such as “green”, “eco-friendly”, “good for the environment”, are proven by posiRve environ-
mental performances cerRfied by third-parRes. Lastly, by aligning the Green Claims IniRaRve 
and the criteria for EU Ecolabel Clothing and texRles, the European Commission (2022a) will 
introduce binding product-specific ecodesign requirements, to limit open-loop recycling acRvi-
Res from the plasRc packaging sector to the FI and prioriRse fibre-to-fibre recycling. 

                        VI. Extended producer responsibility (EPR) and boosNng reuse and recycling of 
texNle waste: As part of the scheduled revision of the Waste Framework DirecRve, the EC will 
propose a more harmonised EU EPR framework, in parRcular for texRles, including also with 
eco-modulaRon of fee. IntervenRons will mostly target waste prevenRon measures and prepa-
raRon for reuse, such as waste collecRon. The ulRmate goal is to foster the decoupling of waste 
generaRon from the growth of the texRle market (European Commission, 2022a). 

4.2.3.2. Weaving the industry of tomorrow: creaNng the enabling condiNons 

In this secRon, the strategy is more dedicated in se{ng the industry condiRons that will enable 
a smoother transiRon. To ensure consistent acRon, the EC will build a dedicated TransiRon 
Pathway for the TexRles Ecosystem, that will be presented in SecRon 4.2.1.3.2.I. As for the pre-
vious, it intends to operate in five main areas listed here.  

                        I. Launching the TransiNon Pathway for the texNles ecosystem of the future: 
Among the overarching goals of the strategy presented in SecRon 4.2.2., the European Com-
mission (2022a) has listed the publishing of a dedicated TransiRon Pathway for the TexRles 
Ecosystem. It falls within the intended update of the EU’s Industrial Strategy, working to boost 
the green and digital transiRons, as well as increase the resilience of whole European industrial 
ecosystems. Specifically, the TransiRon Pathway for the TexRles Ecosystem will include com-
mitments on circularity and related business models, acRons to strengthen compeRRveness, 
and idenRfying specific investments needed for the twin transiRons (European Commission, 
Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2023). It will also serve as an opening 
tool for the following release of the Ecodesign for Sustainable Products RegulaRon and Digital 
Product Passport. 

However, as anRcipated in SecRon 4.2.2., the TransiRon Pathway for the TexRles Ecosystem was 
supposed to be published by the end of 2022 but, as of May 2023, it is not available yet (Eu-
ropean Commission, Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2023). What we 
could found is only the Report on the Targeted Stakeholder ConsultaRon. This document pro-
vides an overview of the output of a workshop held between September and October 2022, 
inviRng a set of key stakeholders to discuss on sustainability, digitalisaRon, resilience and the 
social dimension of the texRles ecosystem (European Commission, Internal Market, Industry, 
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Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2023). Such observaRons would help policy-makers to build up a 
strategy that aligns to the largest extent possible to the actual needs of the market. 

                        II. Reversing the overproducNon and overconsumpNon of clothing: driving fast 
fashion out of fashion: The European Commission (2022a) considers companies the key actor 
in shiving the paradigm of fast fashion toward more sustainable and circular business models. 
In this perspecRve, the TransiRon Pathway for the TexRles Ecosystem would engage stakehold-
ers to facilitate the scaling up of resource-efficient producRon processes, and promote the 
adopRon of processes, reuse, repair acRviRes and other circular business models (European 
Commission, Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2023). AddiRonal sRmulus 
in that direcRon can be offered by social enterprises acRve in the reuse sector. In line with the 
TransiRon Pathway on the Proximity and Social Economy and EU Social Economy AcRon Plan, 
the EC will boost the number of acRve social enterprises by adopRng guidelines on how to 
support uptake and partnerships between social enterprises and other actors in the context of 
the circular economy. As most of these intervenRons are non-binding, the Commission calls 
upon MSs to intervene as to offer favorable market condiRons for the above-menRoned 
change to happen (European Commission, 2022a). 

Other acRons will instead target consumers to promote new consumpRon pa.erns, focused on 
durability, quality, as well as repair and reuse acRviRes. Among others, key iniRaRves are #Re-
FashionNow mo.o and related acRons, the European Bauhaus, and the Sustainable Consump-
Ron Pledge (European Commission, 2022a).  

                        III. Ensuring fair compeNNon and compliance in a well-funcNoning internal mar-
ket: The EU Product Compliance Network established in 2019 sets out cross-border market 
surveillance pracRces, to acRvate collaboraRons between relevant actors, notably customs and 
other market surveillance authoriRes. They aim at strengthening the enforcement of EU legis-
laRon on all products placed on the EU market, irrespecRve of their origin (European Commis-
sion, Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs, 2019). Among those, the REACH4-
TEXTILE targets the monitoring of non-EU texRle products entering the boarders, in respect to 
their compliance with the REACH RegulaRon (EURATEX, 2021). Lastly, the European Commis-
sion (2022a) will fight IP infringements with the implementaRon of the EU Toolbox against 
counterfeiRng: it was planned to be released in the end of 2022, but as of May 2023, it has not 
been published yet. 

                        VI. SupporNng research, innovaNon and investments: here the European Com-
mission (2022a) is sRll working on a common industrial technology roadmap on circularity. Yet, 
it has already defined some key Public-Private Partnerships to sRmulate research and ensure 
leadership in the ecosystem, in the field for instance of circular business models, bio-based in-
novaRons and de-carbonizaRon of the industry. Some projects will be also directly co-financed 
by the EC, including them in the set of iniRaRve funded with the LIFE Programme, for environ-
mental and climate acRon. The iniRaRve in fact supports also independent third-party iniRa-
Rves that intervene in one of the following areas: (i) Nature and Biodiversity, (ii) Circular Econ-
omy and Quality of Life, (iii) Climate Change MiRgaRon and AdaptaRon, and (iv) Clean Energy 
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TransiRon (European Climate, Infrastructure and Environment ExecuRve Agency, 2023). Among 
the other possible partnerships, the EC developed the European Green Deal Dataspace and the 
Manufacturing Dataspace, so as to more easily share and reuse data across companies. Both 
are already funcRoning and are waiRng for more contribuRng partners. Lastly, under the Regu-
laRon on Taxonomy for Sustainable Investments, new technical screening criteria, based on 
circular economy and anR-polluRon principals, will be developed to mobilize private invest-
ment in the industry and its transiRon (European Commission, 2022a). 

                        V. Developing the skills needed for the green and digital transiNons: the majori-
ty of the iniRaRve targeRng innovaRon and new producRon processes require highly skilled 
workforce, both to develop and implement them. In this perspecRve, the EU Pact for skills will 
promote the up- and re-skilling, as well as the acquisiRon and transfer of green and digital abil-
iRes, including knowledge on life cycle and value chain assessment (European Commission, 
2022a).  

4.2.3.3. Tying together a sustainable texNles value chains globally 

This last point tackles the partnerships between European insRtuRons, non-EU counRes and 
other internaRonal organizaRons and their iniRaRves, as to promote cooperaRon and projects 
to support sustainable texRle value chains. The Strategy will operate in two main direcRons. 

                        I. Due diligence for environmental and social fairness: the European Commission 
(2022a) will promote decent working condiRons in texRle supply chains by engaging in bilateral 
relaRons and mulRlateral fora, such as the Be.er Work Programme developed by InternaRonal 
Labour OrganizaRon. With its own Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence DirecRve the Union 
will introduce horizontal due diligence for companies to address and make them accountable 
for actual or potenRal violaRon of human rights and impact on environment. This does not ex-
tend only to companies manufacturing in EU territories, but also to third-country companies 
employed by European buyers, or any large buyers generate significant turnover in the within 
the EU borders. Extreme acRons are taken against child labor, where according to the EU Strat-
egy on the Rights of the Child, the EC prohibits the sale on EU market of items made from any 
form of forced labour, including child labour (European Commission, 2022a). 

                        II. Addressing the challenges from the export of texNle waste: the strategy ends 
with addressing the export of texRle waste to non-EU countries. Under the framework set by 
the EU rules on the shipment of waste, transport to non-OECD countries would be allowed 
only when the state will express to the EC their willingness to import specific types of waste 
and prove to manage it sustainably. This will also include the development of bilateral agree-
ment and region-to-region trade agreements, in line with point 4.2.1.3.I.. In addiRon, to avoid 
false labelling of waste as second-hand to escape waste regulaRons, the EC will set specific cri-
teria to disRnguish between waste and certain second-hand texRle products (European Com-
mission, 2022a).  
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4.2.4. Policy Coverage 

In this secRon, we are summarizing the intended acRons presented in the strategy as to give a 
more general overview of the actual policy coverage. This will help us connect the content of 
the instrument with the idenRfied market issues. 

a.     Extension of product life: with ecodesign requirements, the strategy aims at extending 
the life of products, by increasing its durability and reusability, strengthening and emphasizing 
the opportuniRes for repairing (European Commission, 2022a). 

 a. i. Recycling, against destrucNon: when reusing is not a feasible opRon, recycling ac-
RviRes are definitely the preferred alternaRve, especially in the form of closed-loop. The Eu-
ropean Commission (2022a) aims at promoRng such treatment processes by again imposing 
condiRons on product design to ensure the highest chances of recycling.  

 a. ii. Controlling exports: the strategy commits to give products the most sustainable 
end-of-life possible. Firstly, the EU will ensure that transported items are not mis-labelled, to 
then approve export only when receiving countries will have presented and confirmed the 
treatment they will employ on waste (European Commission, 2022a). 

b.     Engaging firms: the strategy will held companies accountable for their inappropriate be-
haviors, whether against the environment or in breach of human rights. At the same Rme, it 
will also offer the condiRons to develop innovaRons and more sustainable products, via for in-
stance private-public partnerships, funding opportuniRes… Among all organisaRons, social en-
terprises will play an important role and will be offered favorable condiRons to grow (European 
Commission, 2022a). 

 b. i. TargeNng greenwashing: by imposing stricter rules on green claims, in the Eu-
ropean Commission (2022a) aims at backing company’s statement with actual performance 
checks and third-party cerRficaRons. To make it also clear and publicly available, labelling will 
also be updated accordingly. 

 b. ii. New business model: also by engaging private companies, the strategy aims at 
changing the current the current paradigm of overproducRon and overconsumpRon, based on 
fast and easy access to items (European Commission, 2022a).  

c.     Product design: the European Commission (2022a) acknowledges that to enable acRons in 
point 4.1.4.a., it comes necessary to impose stricter requirements on inputs and how products 
are design. This includes, for instance, easy separaRon of components to enable as complete as 
possible and specific recycling process, or usage of non hazardous inputs, for both humans and 
the environment. Such informaRon will be made as transparent as possible, with dedicated 
labelling and digital tools. 

 c. i. Chemical employment: in line with the content of exisRng policies, the European 
Commission (2022a) will develop and enforce stricter rules of the usage of hazardous chemi-
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cals in texRle products. In order to extend such requirements to products manufactured out-
side the EU, bi- and mulR-lateral agreement will be enforced with partner countries, as well as 
collaboraRons with customs, market surveillance authoriRes and labs to control imported 
items. 

 c. ii. Reducing microplasNcs: by imposing stricter controls on components and manu-
facturing processes, it will be possible to control the unintenRonal release of micro plasRcs (Eu-
ropean Commission, 2022a). 

4.2.5. Policy IntervenNons 

As visible in secRon 4.2.3., the strategy references to a wide number of instruments and legis-
laRon, some of which cover mulRple aspects. We are now presenRng in Table 34 a complete 
list of measures, paired with the policy objecRve(s) they aim at and their status, as of end of 
May/beginning of June 2023. This schemaRzaRon works as a useful tool for the subsequent 
comparison with exisRng market failures. 

ObjecNve Dedicated Instrument CharacterisNcs and/or 
FuncNoning

Applicability and Imple-
mentaNon

Circularity of products: 
current products are de-
signed with a linear per-
specRve. The Commission 
instead favours more cir-
cular and sustainable 
goods.

Digital Product Passport: 
Not available yet (Eu-

ropean Health and Digital 
ExecuRve Agency, 2023).

Aim at favouring clear, 
structures and accessible 

informaRon on product 
characterisRcs and their 

circularity.  
(European Commission, 

2022a p.5)

The tool is sRll being de-
veloped and will be pub-

lished not before 2024; 
planned to be a support-

ive tool (European Health 
and Digital ExecuRve 

Agency, 2023). 

Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products Regula@on: 2022 

proposal to build on the 
2009 Ecodesign Direc@ve 
(European Commission, 

DG CommunicaRon, 
2022b). 

Latest update include 
ecodesign requirements 
extend the life of texRle 
products, by increasing 

their durability and recy-
clability.  

(European Commission, 
2022a p.3-4)

RegulaRon would be a 
binding acts, therefore 

have immediate and glob-
al (in EU territories) ap-

plicability (European 
Union, n.d.). Yet, it has 

not been developed and 
approved yetSNmulaNng reuse and 

recycling: circularity of 
products can be achieved 
also thanks to the promo-
Ron of alternaRves to 
disposal and destrucRon.

Waste Framework Direc-
@ve: published in 2008 

and updated periodically; 
latest updates are 

planned for 2023, not 
available yet (European 

Commission, DG Environ-
ment, 2022b).

As part of the planned 
revision, a more har-

monised EPR framework 
and mandatory targets 

will be included, as well as 
guidelines on ideal mea-

sures. (European Commis-
sion, 2022a p.7) 

DirecRves set out goals, 
thus MSs should imple-

ment their own interven-
Rons (European Union, 

n.d.). Under development 
so not applied yet.Accountability of produc-

ers: manufactures and 
buyers should be made 
accountable for their un-
sustainable behaviours, 
whether against the envi-
ronment or individuals.

Corporate Sustainability 
Due Diligence Direc@ve: 

  

Introduce horizontal due 
diligence iniRaRves for 

companies to address and 
make them accountable 

for actual or potenRal 
violaRon of human rights 

Once adopted, MSs have 
two years to transpose 

into naRonal law and 
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Stricter controls on im-
ports: Strengthening the 
enforcement of EU legisla-
Ron on all products placed 
on the EU market, irre-
specRve of their origin.

  
proposal presented in 
February 2022, for ap-

proval by Parliament and 
Council in 2023  (Eu-

ropean Commission, DG 
CommunicaRon, 2022a).

for actual or potenRal 
violaRon of human rights 

and impact on environ-
ment. Applicable on The 
direcRve applies to both 

companies manufacturing 
in the EU and big buyers 

generaRng large profits in 
the region (European 

Commission, 2022a p.12). 

two years to transpose 
into naRonal law and 

communicate the relevant 
texts to the Commission 
(European Commission, 

DG CommunicaRon, 
2022a).

EU Product Compliance 
Network: established in 

2019 (European Commis-
sion, DG for Internal Mar-

ket, Industry, Entrepre-
neurship and SMEs, 

2019). 

To structure the coordina-
Ron and cooperaRon be-

tween market surveillance 
authoriRes in EU countries 

(European Commission, 
2022a p.9)

Already in force, as an 
enRty. composed of rep-

resentaRves from each EU 
country, the chairs of the 
AdministraRve Coopera-

Ron Groups and represen-
taRves from the European 

Commission (European 
Commission, DG for Inter-

nal Market, Industry, En-
trepreneurship and SMEs, 

2019). 

REACH4TEXTILE: pilot 
project launched in 2021 

for a 2-years period; 
funded by the EC  DG 

Growth (EURATEX, 2021).

Monitoring of non-EU 
texRle products entering 

the boarders, in respect to 
their compliance with the 

REACH RegulaRon on 
chemicals components 

(European Commission, 
2022a p.9).

According to EURATEX 
(2021), Belgium, Germany 

and Italy are already ac-
Rvely parRcipaRng. Other 
MSs are welcome to join.

Reduce chemical inputs 
usage: subsRtute or re-
duce as much as possible 
the presence of chemicals 
in texRle products, to 
guarantee reduced envi-
ronmental impact and 
health hazard.

REACH Regula@on: en-
tered in force in 2007 and 
periodically updated (Eu-
ropean Commission, DG 

Environment, 2022a).

Develop and add criteria 
to subsRtute or reduce as 

much as possible the 
presence of chemicals in 

texRle products, in line 
with Chemical Strategy for 

Sustainability  (European 
Commission, 2022a p.4). 

REACH RegulaRon is al-
ready in place and binding 

legalisaRon for MSs and 
companies (European 

Commission, DG Environ-
ment, 2022). 

Updated criterias sRll 
under development

Ban destrucNon of prod-
ucts: current products are 
designed with a linear 
perspecRve. The Commis-
sion instead favours more 
circular and sustainable 
goods.

Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products Regula@on: es-

tablished in 2009 and 
updated in 2022 to in-

clude the menRoned 
wider range of require-
ments (European Com-

mission, DG Communica-
Ron, 2022b).

Latest update sets trans-
parency requirements on 
firms to disclose amount 

of discarded and de-
stroyed products (Eu-
ropean Commission, 

2022a p.4)

RegulaRons are binding 
acts, therefore have im-

mediate and global (in EU 
territories) applicability 
(European Union, n.d.).

Transi@on Pathway for the 
Tex@les Ecosystem: Not 

published yet (European 
Commission, Internal 

Market, Industry, Entre-
preneurship and SMEs, 

2023).

Development of digital 
tools to improve efficien-

cies in producRon pro-
cesses  (European Com-

mission, 2022a p.4)

Immediate applicability 
upon publishing; imple-
mentaRon depends on 
the individual included 

acRons.  
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Reduce micro-plasNcs 
release: syntheRc fibres 
are shed into the envi-
ronment as small haz-
ardous components, 
harmful for habitats, ani-
mals and humans.

Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products Regula@on: es-

tablished in 2009 and 
updated in 2022 to in-

clude the menRoned 
wider range of require-
ments (European Com-

mission, DG Communica-
Ron, 2022b).

Introducing measures to 
target manufacturing 

processes and develop-
ment  of innovaRve mate-

rials  
(European Commission, 

2022a p.5).

RegulaRons are binding 
acts, therefore have im-

mediate and global (in EU 
territories) applicability 
(European Union, n.d.).

TargeNng greenwashing: 
consumers should be 
provided with transparent 
informaRon, making them 
able to perform conscious 
and informed purchases.

Empowering Consumers 
for the Green Transi@on: 

update exisRng direcRves 
on the ma.er of con-

sumers rights and com-
mercial pracRces  (Eu-

ropean Commission, 
2022a p.6).

It will ensure that ensure 
that informaRon about 

durability and repair, are 
provided at the point of 
sale (European Commis-

sion, 2022a p.6).

Update on direcRve, so 
not legally binding but 

guideline for MSs.  
The instrument is sRll 

undergoing debate be-
tween insRtuRon but is 

expected to be approved 
in by the end of the year 

(European Parliament, 
n.d.-b).

Green Claims Ini@a@ve: 
update exisRng direcRves 

on the ma.er of con-
sumers rights and com-

mercial pracRces  (Eu-
ropean Commission, 

2022a p.6).

Green claims are allowed 
if underpinned by recog-

nised environmental per-
formances based on EU 

Ecolabel and environmen-
tal footprint methods 

(European Commission, 
2022a p.6). 

Intended to be a direcRve, 
thus not legally binding 

but guideline. SRll under-
going development pro-
cesses, no stated imple-

mentaRon date  (Eu-
ropean Commission, 

2022a).

Tex@le Labelling Regula-
@on: 2023 review to exist-

ing text from 2011 (Your 
Europe, 2023).

Require texRle sold in the 
EU market specifying fibre 

composiRon and other 
mandatory disclosure 

informaRon  (European 
Commission, 2022a p.5). 

RegulaRons are binding 
acts, therefore have im-

mediate and global (in EU 
territories) applicability 
(European Union, n.d.).

Developing alternaNve 
business models (to fast 
fashion): current business 
model define a overpro-
ducing system, which also 
contribute to overcon-
sumpRon habits. It be-
comes crucial to develop 
solid and more sustain-
able alternaRves, to both 
sRmulate greener manu-

Transi@on Pathway on the 
Proximity and Social 

Economy: launched in 
November 2022 (Eu-

ropean Commission, DG 
for Internal Market, Indus-
try, Entrepreneurship and 

SMEs, 2022).

Boost the number of ac-
Rve social enterprises by 

adopRng guidelines on 
how to support uptake 

and partnerships between 
social enterprises and 

other actors in the context 
of the circular economy 
(European Commission, 

2022a p.4).

ImplementaRon depends 
on the individual included 

acRons. MSs are encour-
aged and guided in creat-
ing the adequate internal 

condiRons.

EU Pact for skills: network 
launched in 2020 (Eu-

ropean Commission, DG 
for Employment, Social 

Affairs and Inclusion, 
2023).

Promote the up- and re-
skilling, as well as the 

acquisiRon and transfer of 
green and digital abiliRes, 

including knowledge on 
life cycle and value chain 

assessment (European 
Commission, 2022a p.11).

Already in place. Based on 
voluntary parRcipaRon of 

both public and private 
enRRes, grants access to 
set of iniRaRves and ser-

vices (European Commis-
sion, DG for Employment, 

Social Affairs and Inclu-
sion, 2023). 
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able alternaRves, to both 
sRmulate greener manu-
facturing and promote 
more conscious purchas-
es.

Sustainable Consump@on 
Pledge:  launched in Jan-

uary 2021, gathering par-
Rcipants (European Com-
mission, DG Communica-

Ron, 2023)

Promote transiRon under 
the mo.o #ReFashion-

Now, pu{ng quality, 
durability, longer use, 

repair and reuse at the 
core (European Commis-

sion, 2022a p.11). 

InviRng manufacturers of 
non-food products or 

service providers to take 
the pledge and commit-

Rng to respect  certain 
guidelines and points 

(European Commission, 
DG CommunicaRon, 

2023).

Transi@on Pathway for the 
Tex@les Ecosystem: Not 

published yet (European 
Commission, Internal 

Market, Industry, Entre-
preneurship and SMEs, 

2023).

Engage stakeholders to 
facilitate the scaling up of 
resource-efficient produc-

Ron processes, and pro-
mote the adopRon of 

processes, reuse, repair 
acRviRes and other circu-
lar business models  (Eu-

ropean Commission, 
2022a p.4).

Immediate applicability 
upon publishing; imple-
mentaRon depends on 
the individual included 

acRons.  

Making firms actors of 
change: companies are 
pushed in the change, but 
also invited to acRvely 
take part.

Not specified.
SRmulate research and 

ensure leadership in the 
ecosystem.

Depends on developed 
instruments.

LIFE Programme: co-fi-
nancing tool to support 

projects in the ma.er of 
environmental and cli-
mate acRon (European 
Climate, Infrastructure 

and Environment Execu-
Rve Agency, 2023). 

Co-finance projects on 
technological innovaRon 
for circular fashion busi-

ness models and support 
the uptake of partnerships 

within the social and cir-
cular economy (European 
Commission, 2022a p.10). 

Calls for proposals in ded-
icated fields open periodi-
cally, every year. For 2023, 

the circular economy call 
was opened on April 18 

and will close on July 27. 
Projects that meet the 

criterias are evaluated by 
experts and granted a 

certain amount of public 
funding, private invest-

ment is sRll required (co-
financing (European Cli-

mate, Infrastructure and 
Environment ExecuRve 

Agency, 2023). 

Stricter control on waste 
export: monitor the ex-
port of texRle waste, both 
in respect their classifica-
Ron and to the planned 
disposal acRvity .

EU rules on the shipment 
of waste: proposal for 
RegulaRon (European 

Parliament, Press Room, 
2023).

Non-OECD countries 
would be allowed import 
only under the condiRon 

they noRfy the EC on their 
willingness to and demon-

strate their ability to 
manage it sustainably.   

(European Commission, 
2022a p.14).

Text has not been ap-
proved yet and no Rme-

line has been defined 
(European Parliament, 

Press Room, 2023) 

RegulaRon intended to be 
binding to all MSs (Eu-

ropean Union, n.d.).

Not specified, general 
bilateral and region-to-

region agreements.

Depends on developed 
instruments.

Not specified.

Set  specific level criteria 
to make a disRncRon be-

tween waste and second-
hand products, to prevent 

mis-labelling and export 
as to avoid exisRng regula-

Ron within EU borders. 

Depends on developed 
instruments.
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TABLE 34 SUMMARY OF POLICY COVERAGE AND INTERVENTIONS. 

Source: SecRons 4.2.3 and 4.2.4.. 

Now that we have outlined the set of acRons that the Commission is planning to implement or 
has already in place, we can understand which market failures the strategy is addressing. 
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5. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

In this last SecRon, we employ our findings from the previous parts to make a complete as-
sessment and answer each one of our research quesRons.  

We are firstly pairing the idenRfied market failures in secRon 4.1.5.3. together with the out-
lined policy objecRves and intervenRons presented in secRon 4.2.5. Based on the results of 
such comparison, we are presenRng some concluding observaRons, which are contribuRng to 
the formulaRon of consistent answers to our research quesRons. 

5.1. Comparison between Failures and IntervenNon(s)  

As introduced before, we are proceeding now by matching the idenRfied market failures with 
the intervenRons outlined in the strategy. The results are presented in Table 35. 

IdenNfied problems             
(secNon 4.1.5.3.)

Policy objecNve(s)            
(secNon 4.2.4)

Policy IntervenNon(s)            
(secNon 4.2.4)

Comments or                      
observaNons   

Structural problem - EU is 
a net importer of apparel 
products; decreasing re-
silience of the European 
market: the European 
manufacturing system is 
not capable of fulfilling its 
internal demand, both in 
terms of quanRty and 
quality of products. As a 
result, it is reliant on im-
port from Eastern Asian 
countries, making the EU 
apparel market more 
sensiRve to shocks and 
instabiliRes emerging in 
those countries (SecRon 
4.1.2.2.)

None. No direct intervenRon.
More specific observa-

Rons presented in secRon 
5.2.
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Asymmetric informa$on 
and nega$ve externality 
(market failures) - Low 
control and transparency 
of imported products: 
European legislaRon is 
enforceable (depending 
on the type) on products 
manufactured within its 
boarders, thus generaRng 
inequaliRes between EU 
and non-EU producers, as 
well as between their 
goods (SecRon 4.1.2.2. 
and 4.1.2.3.). As a conse-
quence, consumers do not 
have complete informa-
Ron the characterisRcs of 
purchased products. This 
could endanger both cus-
tomers and their health, 
as well as the environ-
ment in the case of im-
proper treatment and 
disposal of goods.

Stricter controls on im-
ports: develop instru-

ments aimed at strength-
ening the enforcement of 
legislaRon on all products 
placed on the EU market, 

irrespecRve of their ori-
gin.

Corporate Sustainability 
Due Diligence Direc@ve: 

make companies account-
able for actual or poten-

Ral violaRon of human 
rights and impact on envi-

ronment

The content and require-
ments of the  implement-

ed direcRve are applicable 
on both manufacturing 

companies within the EU 
and firms generaRng great 

profits from sales in the 
European market (Eu-

ropean Commission, 
2022a p.12) to ensure 

equal treatment. 
  

The direcRve has not been 
approved yet, therefore 
the content is not avail-

able and implementaRon 
by MSs will take up to two 

more years (European 
Commission, DG Commu-

nicaRon, 2022a).

EU Product Compliance 
Network: structure the 

coordinaRon and coopera-
Ron between market sur-
veillance authoriRes in EU 

countries.

The agreement sets mea-
sures and establishes 

internal cooperaRon with-
in the EU. Sound applica-

Ron is are guaranteed by a 
dedicated enRty (Eu-

ropean Commission, DG 
for Internal Market, Indus-
try, Entrepreneurship and 

SMEs, 2019)

REACH4TEXTILE: monitor-
ing of non-EU texRle 

products entering the 
boarders, in respect to 

their compliance with the 
REACH RegulaRon on 

chemicals components.

The partnership between 
different MSs, their re-

specRve naRonal authori-
Res and industry organisa-

Ron  is fundamental to 
guarantee strong and 

homogeneous controlling 
systems. 

Yet, only few countries are 
parRcipaRng, thus the 

posiRve effects are limited 
(EURATEX, 2021)

Structural problem - 
Large usage of chemical 
input: In secRon 4.1.2.3., 
we have demonstrated 
that large quanRRes of 
chemical inputs intro-
duced in producRon pro-
cesses, either as compo-
nent to syntheRc fibers or 
addiRves. In both cases, 
they negaRvely affect the 
sustainability of products 
and the industry, in differ-
ent ways presented in 
secRon 2.2.1.2.

Reduce chemical inputs 
usage: subsRtute or re-

duce as much as possible 
the presence of chemicals 

in texRle products, to 
guarantee reduced envi-

ronmental impact and 
health hazard.

REACH Regula@on: Devel-
op and add criteria to 

subsRtute or reduce as 
much as possible the 

presence of chemicals in 
texRle products, in line 

with Chemical Strategy for 
Sustainability.

The RegulaRon is being 
applied on all MSs equally 

from 2007 (European 
Commission, DG Environ-

ment, 2022). 
  

The specific updates on 
dedicated criteria for tex-

Rles have not been in-
cluded yet (European 

Commission, DG Environ-
ment, 2022).
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Structural problem and 
asymmetric informa$on 
(market failures) - Large 
amount of exported 
waste, for unknown dis-
posal treatment: SecRon 
4.1.2.4. demonstrated 
that large amount of tex-
Rle waste is exported to 
non-EU countries. In 
those cases, it is not pos-
sible to report the applied 
disposal acRviRes, result-
ing in a lack of trans-
parency on that stage of 
the life cycle and, in the 
worst case, contribuRng 
to the negaRve environ-
mental burden of the 
industry.

Stricter control on waste 
export: monitor the ex-

port of texRle waste, both 
in respect their classifica-

Ron and to the planned 
disposal acRvity.

EU rules on the shipment 
of waste: Non-OECD 

countries would be al-
lowed import only under 
the condiRon they noRfy 

the EC on their willingness 
to and demonstrate their 

ability to manage it sus-
tainably

The proposal includes the 
establishment of a Regula-

Ron  on the topic (Eu-
ropean Parliament, Press 

Room, 2023), thus binding 
on MSs (European Union, 

n.d.). 
  

The proposal is sRll being 
discussed, thus its full 

content is not available for 
reading. Therefore, it is 

not possible to evaluate 
the intended set of in-

cluded acRons and their 
extent (European Parlia-

ment, Press Room, 2023).

Not specified general 
bilateral and region-to-

region agreements.

In the policy text, there is 
no direct reference to any 

exisRng agreement, thus 
not possible to under-

stand the implicaRons and 
condiRons.

Instruments will be devel-
oped to be.er disRnguish 

between exported sec-
ond-hand products and 

waste (European Commis-
sion, 2022a; p. 13). This 

aims at avoiding the vol-
untary mis-labelling of 

products to avoid restric-
Rons on trade.

As of May 2023, there are 
no exisRng nor planned 

instrument for which we 
could find a more precise 

set of included acRons. 
Therefore, it is not possi-

ble to clarify the extent of 
the intervenRon.

Structural problem and 
nega$ve externality 
(market failure) - Over-
producNon: current busi-

Transi@on Pathway on the 
Proximity and Social 

Economy: boost the num-
ber of acRve social enter-
prises by adopRng guide-

lines on how to support 
uptake and partnerships 

between social enterpris-
es and other actors in the 

context of the circular 
economy.

It has been implemented 
already and comprises a 

large set of intervenRons, 
none texRle-specific, 

rather addressing the 
industrial system in gen-
eral (European Commis-

sion, DG for Internal Mar-
ket, Industry, Entrepre-

neurship and SMEs, 
2022).  

Thus, the implementaRon 
and effects depend on the 
iniRaRves that have been 

adopted by firms in the 
sectors.
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producNon: current busi-
ness models, in parNcular 
the fast-fashion industry, 
are highly exploitaNve 
toward the environment 
and socieNes. The con-
stant inflow of new prod-
ucts and their low prices 
fuels the over-con-
sumerisNc avtude of 
consumers that, a as pre-
sented in secNon 4.1.2.1., 
defines the related 
growth in the negaNve 
impacts of the FI.

Developing alternaNve 
business models (to fast 

fashion): current business 
models characterize a 

overproducing system, 
which also contribute to 

overconsumpRon habits. 
It becomes crucial to de-

velop solid and more sus-
tainable alternaRves, to 
both sRmulate greener 

manufacturing and pro-
mote more conscious 

purchases.

EU Pact for skills: Promote 
the up- and re-skilling, as 

well as the acquisiRon and 
transfer of green and digi-

tal abiliRes, including 
knowledge on life cycle 
and value chain assess-

ment.

Already in place, yet it 
requires voluntary parRci-

paRon (European Com-
mission, DG for Employ-
ment, Social Affairs and 

Inclusion, 2023). 
Thus, implementaRon and 

effects depend on the 
engagements of actors 

from the texRle industry, 
which is not a public in-

formaRon.

Transi@on Pathway for the 
Tex@les Ecosystem: engage 

stakeholders to facilitate 
the scaling up of resource-

efficient producRon pro-
cesses, and promote the 

adopRon of processes, 
reuse, repair acRviRes and 

other circular business 
models

As of May 2023, the 
Pathway has not been 

published yet. According 
to European Commission 
(2022a), included acRons 

target specifically the 
texRle industry and will be 
applied immediately; yet, 

sound implementaRon 
depends on the individual 
intervenRons in the Path-

way and companies 
adopRng them.

Structural problem and 
nega$ve externality 
(market failure) - Over-
consumpNon: current 
business models, in par-
Rcular the fast-fashion 
industry, are enabled fast 
and cheap availability of 
new products, that got 
consumers accustomed to 
such variety and sRmulat-
ed their ever-increasing 
demand, as seen in in 
secRon 4.1.2.2.. This trend 
enters a vicious cycle with 
overproducRon, in a spiral 
that only contributes to 
un-sustainability of the 
industry.

Sustainable Consump@on 
Pledge: Promote transi-

Ron under the mo.o #Re-
FashionNow, pu{ng qual-
ity, durability, longer use, 

repair and reuse at the 
core

It was launched in January 
2021, sRll open to new 

applicaRons, only 8 parRc-
ipants as of May 2023. 

Requires commitment to 
fulfil at least two of the 

four objecRves (three of 
which focused on the 

environmental perspec-
Rve) (European Commis-

sion, DG CommunicaRon, 
2023).

Ban destrucNon of prod-
ucts: current products are 

designed with a linear 
perspecRve. The Commis-

sion instead favors more 
circular and sustainable 

Transi@on Pathway for the 
Tex@les Ecosystem: engage 

stakeholders to facilitate 
the scaling up of resource-

efficient producRon pro-
cesses, and promote the 

adopRon of processes, 
reuse, repair acRviRes and 

other circular business 
models

As of May 2023, the 
Pathway has not been 

published yet. According 
to European Commission 
(2022a), included acRons 

target specifically the 
texRle industry and will be 
applied immediately; yet, 

sound implementaRon 
depends on the individual 
intervenRons in the Path-

way and companies 
adopRng them.
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Structural problem - High 
quanNNes of non-recy-
cled products: other acRv-
iRes rather than recycling 
sRll occupy a large share 
of disposal iniRaRves of 
MSs and companies, as 
presented in secRon 
4.1.2.4., resulRng in a loss 
of material products and 
potenRal addiRonal nega-
Rve impacts on the envi-
ronment and socieRes, as 
listed in secRon 2.2.2.3..

sion instead favors more 
circular and sustainable 

goods. Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products Regula@on: in-

clude requirements on 
firms to disclose amount 

of discarded and de-
stroyed products extend 

the life of texRle products, 
by increasing their dura-

bility and recyclability.

The 2022 update on 2009 
DirecRve enlarges the set 
of criteria, beyond those 

of energy efficiency. It 
includes the transiRon 

from direcRve to regula-
Ron, which is sRll under 
revision of EU legislaRve 
bodies (European Com-

mission, DG Communica-
Ron, 2022). The regulaRon 

would be more binding 
than 2009 direcRve but its 

content is not published 
yet.

Circularity of products: 
current products are de-
signed with a linear per-

specRve. The Commission 
instead favors more circu-
lar and sustainable goods.

Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products Regula@on: in-

clude ecodesign require-
ments extend the life of 

texRle products, by in-
creasing their durability 

and recyclability.

Digital Product Passport: 
favoring clear structures 
and accessible informa-

Ron on product character-
isRcs and their circularity.

Tool sRll under develop-
ment, planned publishing 
in 2024 (European Health 

and Digital ExecuRve 
Agency, 2023).

SNmulaNng reuse and 
recycling: circularity of 

products can be achieved 
also thanks to the promo-

Ron of alternaRves to 
disposal and destrucRon.

Ecodesign for Sustainable 
Products Regula@on: in-

clude ecodesign require-
ments extend the life of 

texRle products, by in-
creasing their durability 

and recyclability.

The 2022 update on 2009 
DirecRve enlarges the set 
of criteria, beyond those 

of energy efficiency. It 
includes the transiRon 

from direcRve to regula-
Ron, which is sRll under 
revision of EU legislaRve 
bodies (European Com-

mission, DG Communica-
Ron, 2022). The regulaRon 

would be more binding 
than 2009 direcRve but its 

content is not published 
yet.

Waste Framework Direc-
@ve: more harmonized 

EPR framework and 
mandatory targets will be 
included, as well as guide-

lines on ideal measures.

The 2023 planned update 
of the 2008 DirecRve is 

not available yet. 
It would set out goals, 

that MSs should imple-
ment individual interven-
Rons within their board-
ers to achieve stated ob-
jecRves. Yearly or bi-an-
nual reports have to be 

issued by MSs to demon-
strate their progress (Eu-
ropean Commission, DG 

Environment, 2022b).

Nega$ve Externality 
(market failure) -  
NegaNvely contribute to 
the achievement SDGs at 
local and global level: the 

Accountability of produc-
ers: manufactures and 

buyers should be made 
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TABLE 35 COMPARISON BETWEEN FAILURES AND INTERVENTIONS. 

Source: SecRons 4.1.5.3. and 4.2.5.. 

Based on the comparison and the comments made in Table 35, we can further discuss the cov-
erage of the policy and its accuracy in fostering the sustainability transiRon. 

5.2. InterpretaNon of findings 

From SecRon 5.1, we can conclude that the European Strategy for Sustainable and Circular Tex-
Rle offers a quite complete set of intervenRons to address the market failures of the European 
apparel sector.  

The strategy has captured almost all the market failures that we have idenRfied in secRon 
4.1.5.3.; the ones that have not been tackled will be more extensively discussed in this secRon. 
For those that have been included, the issues are well-understood and addressed from a set of 
different perspecRves, with the implementaRon or applicaRon of dedicated measures. These 
range from new acts to including and updaRng exisRng body of legislaRon, by taking advantage 
of the structured system of European policy instruments. Some of the latest instruments have 
not been developed yet, as highlighted in table 32; future studies could focus on observing 
their development and actual coverage, as we are staRng in secRon 6.4. 

As stated in table 35, we did not idenNfy any consistent intervenNon to address (i) Structural 
problem - EU is a net importer of apparel products; decreasing resilience of the European 
market and (ii) Structural problem and market failure, negaNve externality and asymmetric 
informaNon - OverconsumpNon. We will now present the observaRons that led us to this con-
clusion, together with some suggesRons for possible measures to be implemented and addi-
Ronal observaRons. 

Structural problem - EU is a net importer of apparel products; decreasing resilience of the Eu-
ropean market: as observed from the market descripRon, the EU is a net importer of clothing 
products (SecRon 4.1.2.2.). This makes the Union reliant on third parRes to fulfil its (enormous) 
demand; in addiRon, it makes the internal market more sensiRve to disrupRons that do not 
directly affect the Union itself, as explained in secRon 2.1.4.. The strategy does not address this 

the achievement SDGs at 
local and global level: the 
European fails to con-
tribute to the achieve-
ment of SDGs at local and 
global level, in all groups 
of goals but especially at 
environmental level.

ers: manufactures and 
buyers should be made 

accountable for their un-
sustainable behavior, 

whether against the envi-
ronment or individuals.

Corporate Sustainability 
Due Diligence Direc@ve: 

Introduce horizontal due 
diligence iniRaRves for 

companies to address and 
make them accountable 

for actual or potenRal 
violaRon of human rights 

and impact on environ-
ment.

The proposal was pre-
sented in February 2022, 

for approval by Parliament 
and Council in 2023. Once 

adopted, MSs have two 
years to transpose into 
naRonal law (European 

Commission, DG Commu-
nicaRon, 2022a); there-

fore, implementaRon will 
depend on the transposi-
Ron of each government.
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point directly. It rather focuses in strengthening the exisRng European manufacturing system, 
but mostly from a technological and sustainability perspecRve (SecRon 4.1.3.b.). This aims 
mostly at improving the sustainability of the local manufacturing, but we cannot see a direct 
connecRon with the idenRfied problem. As we will also present in the next point, at the current 
state of the market described in secRon 4.1.2., the European producRon would have to in-
crease its output to replace reduced imports and succeed in fulfilling the internal demand. 
Therefore, secRon 4.1.3.b. does not consRtute a consistent soluRon to this structural problem.  

The strategy also aims at reducing the trend of overconsumpRon, not only to reduce the envi-
ronmental impact but also probably to reduce the dependency of the Union from import. In 
fact, reduced demand for products could result in reduced need for non-EU goods. This conclu-
sion holds if it assumes that consumers would opt for more sustainable behaviors, like the ones 
presented in secRon 2.1.3., or have preferred for locally and more sustainably produced cloth-
ing, manufactured in the improved industry resulRng from secRon 4.1.3.b.. Further observa-
Rons on the addressing overconsumpRon are presented now. 

(ii) Structural problem and market failure, negaRve externality and asymmetric informaRon - 
OverconsumpRon: as we have seen in secRon 4.1.2.3., the Union but also the world in general, 
are consuming huge quanRRes of apparel products, which result in large environmental and 
social impacts. Scholars and non-profit organizaRons, have agreed that among all the causes of 
this issue, fast fashion plays a major role. As we have presented in secRon 2.1.3., the trend of-
fers to consumers a fast and access to a large amount of cheap products. On the side of pro-
ducRon, this business model is based on usage of chemical products and cheaper labor force, 
in Eastern Asian locaRons mostly (Bick et al., 2018).  

The strategy references directly to this issue only on the point about the implementaRon and 
applicaRon of the Sustainable ConsumpRon Pledge, at the end of secRon 4.2.3.2.II.. By then 
having a deeper look at the content of the instrument presented by European Commission, DG 
CommunicaRon (2023), it comes that it focuses mostly on manufacturing processes than on 
the a{tudes of consumers. In addiRon, as of now, it counts only a handful of parRcipants and 
is sRll slowly ge{ng the favor of the FI. Undoubtedly, it is vital that products are manufactured 
in a way that they are more durable - both in material and trendy terms -, easy to repair or to 
recycle. Yet, we argue that a shiv in the mindset of consumers is also needed; therefore, we 
suggest it is important to raise awareness and educate consumers on the implicaRons of their 
purchases, as also to reduce their demand. On page 9 of European Commission (2022a), the 
strategy references to a set of iniRaRves, such as the #ReFashionNow but are not explained at 
all in the text. From a deeper research in European Commission, DG Environment (n.d.), it 
came out that the project only comprises a markeRng and social campaign with small produc-
ers and acRvists but not on a dedicated page but outsourced to the ambassadors. It represents 
a good starRng point, even though it is not yet that popular. Indeed, it needs to be comple-
mented with a more pervasive intervenRon focused on the educaRon on the impact of unin-
formed overconsumpRon and promoRon of more sustainable behaviors. 
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We would like to emphasize that the two issues that have not been fully included in the strate-
gy are actually intrinsic structural problems of the market and not just market failures caused 
by some of its parRcipants. Considering the wider extent of the problems of imports and over-
consumpRons just highlighted, we would like to suggest that the framework of the strategy 
may not be enough to offer an effecRve intervenRon. In fact, they may require a more consis-
tent set of acRons, shared also with other industries that are experiencing the same issues.  

Overall, as menRoned before, except these cases, the strategy covers the weak points of the 
market and addresses them with dedicated intervenRons.  

5.3. SuggesNons for future acNons 

While both improving local manufacturing and addressing overconsumpRon are important and 
valuable acRviRes, they do not represent a concrete acRon to address this structural problem. 
We are now proposing a few alternaRve soluRons for addiRonal intervenRons.  

RestricRons to imports: the Union could consider addiRonal limitaRons to imports, whether in 
the form of tariffs or quotas. By definiRon, a tariff is “[…] a customs duty or tax levied on im-
ports of merchandise goods. […] (It) raise(s) revenue for the government and increase the 
prices of imported products, thus giving domesRcally produced products a price advantage” 
(European Commission, DG for Trade, n.d.). Quotas instead set the limit, in terms of quanRRes, 
of the amount of products that can be imported. Specifically in the context of the FI and in the 
light of the sustainability transiRon, different ranges for quotas and percentages of taxes could 
be set, based on the levels of environmental and social hazard. That is, the more exploitaRve a 
product is, the higher the tax or the lower the amount that could be imported. It comes that 
these kinds of intervenRons would push companies to provide more informaRon on their per-
formances, as to get affected less by such restricRons. At the same Rme, it will also work as an 
addiRonal control on the quality and characterisRcs of imported products.  

Clearly, this brings up the quesRon on the reliability of companies’ statements, as well as of the 
funcRoning of the monitoring and boarder customs systems. In this perspecRve, the food and 
agriculture sector represent a valuable role model, as it includes a consolidated control system 
implemented with precise and detailed condiRons imposed on imported products (European 
Commission, DG for Health and Food Safety, n.d.). 

However, the weakness in this proposal lies in how the Union would be able to fulfil its de-
mand, when imports are limited. This gets back to the point made in secRon 5.2. about the 
need to reduce consumpRon. 

Reversing outsourced producRon: lastly, we would suggest the re-placement or re-locaRon of 
outsourced manufacturing processes within the borders of the Union. As we have seen in sec-
Ron 4.1.2.1. and 4.1.2.2., local producRon has decreased in favor of imports, suggesRng that 
probably such acRviRes have been moved to more economically and socially convenient loca-
Rons. Clearly, this reverse moving implies large investments in monetary terms, and will not be 
implemented in a short period. In general, this process requires a larger scale intervenRon, 
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even beyond the limits of the texRle and/or apparel sector. AddiRonally, the transfer could 
work in the opposite way as the points made in secRon 2.3.1., by damaging the economic and 
social system of producing locaRons, as a whole negaRvely contribuRng to the SDGs at global 
level.  

To conclude, we would sRll stress a few more points arose in table 32 and 33. These also consR-
tute structural problems of the market, but also of the whole European system, for which the 
presented strategy would have not been a soluRon. Yet, they are interesRng topics that need to 
be considered when developing future intervenRons or updaRng established ones. 

Heterogeneity of the market: as before, the PESTLE Analysis in secRon 4.1.5.2. highlighted an 
intrinsic heterogeneity of the Union: a group of 27 countries naturally has its own differences, 
such as in terms of market performances or a{tudes of consumers, as seen in 4.1.2.. Yet, it is 
not really an issue that can be addressed, also because such characterisRcs define, to some 
extent, the different idenRRes of each MS. As a consequence, some intervenRons should be 
able to adapt to the characterisRcs of such market, for instance the type or quality of produc-
Ron. In this perspecRve, adopRng non-binding legislaRon as suggested in the strategy, and pre-
sented in secRon 4.2.5, is a good approach. At the same Rme, it is important to idenRfy which 
areas can be lev to the discreRon of MSs but under the guidance of the EC and which ones 
have to be controlled under a unique strict framework. Such disRncRon is fundamental as to 
ensure that cultural and social heterogeneity across EU countries does not act as a barrier to 
the implementaRon of policies. In fact, it may  only emphasize differences between countries 
and result in negaRve consequences for the market itself, the environment and socieRes.  

This issue may be considered as a structural problem of both the market and the governance 
system. As we have presented, there is no concrete intervenRon that could be taken to address 
this problem. Instead, it is important to exercise carefulness when selecRng which type of legis-
laRon to adopt. Decisions in this respect should be based on the intended output and whether 
differences between MSs could work as a barrier or would enable a more effecRve implemen-
taRon of instruments. This suggesRon could guide the draving of future updates of the strategy 
or of included instruments. 

Lag in the implementaRon of the strategy: as anRcipated in the PESTLE Analysis in secRon 
4.1.5.2., policies and legislaRons require some Rme to be developed, in respect to when the 
issue starts arising. This is an characterisRcs of reacRve instruments and governance; as the 
name suggested, they start ge{ng developed once the issue has already manifested (Kaur, 
2021). This phenomena presents itself also in the strategy. As we presented in secRon 4.2.5., 
quite some measures or updates have not been drawn nor implemented yet, more than a year 
aver the publishing of the overarching strategy. To some extent, this is also a structural prob-
lem of the whole governance system, not only of the strategy. 

Undoubtedly, as seen in the market descripRon secRon 4.1.1., it is now too late to adopt pre-
venRve measures as idenRfied issues are already visible; therefore, only reacRve soluRons are 
feasible. For this reason, it is important that implemented policies are developed and imple-
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mented in the shortest period, yet in the most accurate way possible. As a consequence of this 
point, we quesRon the decision of the Commission to publish the strategy already in the be-
ginning of 2022. Back then, but also as of now, the majority of the instruments included, such 
as the TransiRon Pathway, are under development, as presented in secRon 4.2.3.2.. Missing 
some of the most important measures included in the instrument  minimizes the understand-
ing of the actual coverage of the published policy. As we pointed out in secRon 5.1. and 5.2., 
this affected the consideraRons made in this paper. Therefore, we would suggest, for upcoming 
updates and or any other strategy of the EC, to released documents with either more details on 
the future content of included instruments or to publish them only when the most important 
instruments are ready to be implemented.    

This point concludes the interpretaRon of the findings of this analysis, and the related observa-
Rons and suggesRons for future development. We will now summaries again the points made 
in chapter 4 and 5, as to answer the research quesRons presented in secRon 3.1.2.. 

5.4. Answering the research quesNons 

Aver comparing the idenRfied market failures and making some observaRons, we are now 
ready to offer complete and direct answers to our research quesRons, presented in SecRon 
3.1.2.. We would like to start from the sub-quesRons, as they contribute to the development of 
a sound answer for the overarching research quesRon. 

            SQ 1: Which stages of the supply chain are targeted by the EU Strategy for Sustainable 
and Circular TexNles? 

Almost all stages of the supply chain are targeted. Each one is subject to dedicated interven-
Rons, as presented in table 32 under each policy objecRve and summarized here.  

Policy objecRves like “accountability of producers” or “developing alternaRve business models” 
[secRon 4.2.5, table 32] tackle manufacturing level and before [secRon 4.2.5]. In these cases 
great a.enRon has been paid to sustainable manufacturing processes, to ensure that they are 
respec|ul toward the depending socieRes and the environment, both when such processes 
occur within and outside the EU. ObjecRve “reduce chemical input usage” [secRon 4.2.5, table 
32] instead target chemical inputs, again in products manufactured inside and outside the EU. 

As we have presented in secRon 5.2., the volume of imports are not really addresses. Yet, we 
have concluded that there are some addiRonal measures that could be taken, but their imple-
mentaRon and impact have to be more extensively discussed. Anyhow, with acRons such as the 
REACH4TEXTILE [secRon 4.2.5, table 32], the strategy is at least focusing on ensuring that im-
ported products actually respect the standards required also to EU products. 

Placing in the market and consumers’ purchases are also considered, by offering them the op-
portunity to performed informed purchased with more transparent labels and cerRficaRons, 
thanks to the policy objecRve “targeRng greenwashing” [secRon 4.2.5, table 32]. Yet, in secRon 
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5.2., we have observed a lower a.enRon to sRmulaRng consumers to shop less and adopRng 
more conscious behaviors. This could be a good starRng point for future acRons (secRon 5.2.) 

Lastly, for the end of the life of products, recycling is extensively discussed and planned to take 
a major role. In objecRve “sRmulaRng reuse and recycling” and “circularity of products” (sec-
Ron 4.2.5, table 32), reuse and repaired are preferred and emphasized, while recycling is the 
best alternaRve between the disposal acRviRes. DestrucRon is no longer tolerated, as stated in 
objecRve “Ban destrucRon of products” [secRon 4.2.5, table 32], both inside and outside the 
Union. For this reason, addiRonal controls have been placed on the export of texRle waste to 
non-OECD countries, as presented in secRon 4.2.3.3.. 

            SQ 2: To what extent (other) polices can be implemented in the fashion industry to 
reduce the usage of hazardous chemicals and virgin materials in producNon? 

On these topics, the strategy mostly references to a set of laws and legislaRons that are exter-
nal to the texRle and fashion industry, as seen in table 32 [secRon 4.2.5.]. 

As for virgin materials, the Ecodesign for Sustainable Products RegulaRon, common to almost 
all categories of physical goods placed on the EU market, except alimentary products (Eu-
ropean Commission, DG CommunicaRon, 2022). It plans to include requirements on a wide set 
of topics, including minimum levels of recycled content and other standards to ensure remanu-
facturing and recycling [secRon 4.2.3.2.]. 

On the side of chemicals, the biggest body of legislaRon in place is the REACH RegulaRon. It 
plays a major role in defining the accepted chemicals and related informaRon (European Com-
mission, DG Environment, 2022a). SecRon 4.2.3.1.I. presents how regulaRon will be extended 
to include dedicated criteria for the FI. On the other hand, the Chemical Strategy for Sustain-
ability and the Best Available Techniques documents also contribute to se{ng out the condi-
Rons and tools to subsRtute or reduce as much as possible the presence of chemicals in texRle 
products (European Commission, 2022a p.4). 

            SQ 3: How do policies impact on the recycling of texNle fibers? 

Closed-loop texRle recycling, as introduced in secRon 2.2.2.1., is the preferred disposal acRvity 
among the available ones. According to the Strategy, it is not only a ma.er of the quality of 
products, but also in terms of accountability of agents involved (European Commission, 2022a; 
p.6, 7). 

Within the Ecodesign for Sustainable Products, polices act on recycling at different stages: first-
ly, they encourage the design of products to ensure that the largest amount of inputs can actu-
ally be recycled, if not even subsRtuted as to extend product life (European Commission, DG 
CommunicaRon, 2022).  

According to the strategy as presented in secRon 4.2.5., consumers will be informed on the 
appropriate acRons to take for disposal of products. This would be possible thanks to clear la-
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bels on components with the Digital Product Passport (European Health and Digital ExecuRve 
Agency, 2023) and TexRle Labelling RegulaRon (Your Europe, 2023).  In this respect, the strate-
gy operates within the framework of the Empowering Consumers for the Green to inform 
about processes and opportuniRes (European Commission, 2022a; p.6). 

Lastly, the Waste Framework DirecRve would hold companies accountable for their inappropri-
ate behaviors, when not favoring recycling acRvity (European Commission, DG Environment, 
2022b). In addiRon, in the case of export, the EU rules on the shipment of waste will ensure 
that waste get a sustainable treatment in desRnaRon countries and that no improper labelling 
has occurred, to avoid European limitaRons on product treatment (European Parliament, Press 
Room, 2023). 

            RQ: How accurate are EU policies in tackling the un-sustainability of the fashion indus-
try? 

As presented in secRon 5.1. and 5.2., we are more than saRsfied with the content of the Strat-
egy and the Commission’s intended acRon to address the un-sustainability of the apparel (and 
texRle) industry. It is a long way, but this policy intervenRon sets a clear guideline on the opR-
mal direcRon to follow, listed in secRon 4.2.5.. A few more acRons could and will be taken, as 
seen in secRon 5.3.. However, this is common observaRon for almost all policy instruments. 

The European Commission (2022a) recognizes importance of the sector in the European and 
global economy, as well as its weak points but also the role it can have in posiRvely contribute 
to the achievement of SDGs world-wide. 

As presented in secRons 5.1., the strategy has demonstrated to take into consideraRon differ-
ent fashion market failures, ranging from low transparency to negaRve environmental impact 
from improper disposal, all the way through to high percentages of chemical inputs in prod-
ucts. These failures are understood in their enRreness and addressed at mulRple levels. Includ-
ed intervenRons imply either the development of dedicated instruments, or the extension of 
measures in common with other markets, all operaRng within a bigger set of measures for the 
texRle industry [secRon 4.2.5]. There are only two issues for which we could not find a reacRve 
iniRaRve, as state in secRon 5.2.: (i) Structural problem - EU is a net importer of apparel prod-
ucts; decreasing resilience of the European market and (ii) Structural problem and market fail-
ure, negaRve externality and asymmetric informaRon - OverconsumpRon. Aver analyzing such 
failures more in details [secRon 5.2.] and providing some hypotheRcal further measures [sec-
Ron 5.3.], we concluded that the instances have deeper implicaRons in the global social and 
economic systems, that intervenRons may need to go beyond the borders of the texRle and 
fashion industry. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1. Summary 

As observed in the market descripRon [secRon 4.1.], even though the FI is a solid and profitable 
sector, it also represents a heavy negaRve burden on the planet. For this reason, it has to un-
dergo a radical transiRon toward a more sustainable supply chain, also more circular. 

As companies seem to not have yet found the moRvaRon to start such shiv by themselves, it is 
in the best interests of government and internaRonal insRtuRons to exercise some pressure 
and offer opRmal condiRon for it to happen, also with dedicated policies. In the European con-
text, this role has been taken by the European Commission which has already established its 
plan for a more sustainable texRle and fashion industry with its “European Strategy for Sus-
tainable and Circular TexRle”. 

According to mulRple policy theory frameworks, such instruments have to be based on the 
clear understanding of the issues they would like to address (Weiss, 2000 in secRon 2.3.4.3.). 
Once the policy has been issued, its perspecRve toward the problem is represented by the in-
tended objecRve goals. It is therefore interesRng to observe whether the EC’s understanding of 
the failures of the market aligns with that of non-insRtuRonal observers, such as the one re-
sulRng from this study. In fact, secRon 4.1. dissected market performances and characterisRcs 
with the ulRmate goal of idenRfying which aspects are the most negaRve and need external 
intervenRons. The ones that have been observed are: (i) EU as net importer of apparel prod-
ucts, (ii) Low control and transparency of imported products, (iii) Large amount of exported 
waste, for unknown disposal treatment, (iv) Large usage of chemical input, (v) OverproducRon, 
(vi) OverconsumpRon, (vii) NegaRvely contribute to the achievement SDGs at local and global 
level, (viii) High quanRRes of non-recycled products. 

Based on the findings of this research presented in chapter 5, the strategy is based on a quite 
complete understanding of the listed issues, with the excepRon of (i) EU as net importer of ap-
parel products and (vi) OverconsumpRon. Despite it acknowledges them as problems that need 
to be addresses in the European framework, it fails to provide consistent acRons to do so. In 
secRon 5.2., we have provided an interpretaRon of the approach of the strategy toward this 
issues. We have observed how the tackling of in parRcular overconsumpRon could posiRvely 
impacRng on the reducRon of imports, yet acRons in this direcRon sRll have to be taken, espe-
cially in respect to consumers educaRons. In addiRon, we have to point out that some key in-
struments, such as the TransiRon Pathway for the TexRles Ecosystem, have not been developed 
yet. Therefore, we are not sure whether issues listed in 4.1.5.3., especially (i) EU as net im-
porter of apparel products and (vi) OverconsumpRon, are more extensively tackled in there. As 
for the introducRon or brief descripRon provided in the strategy, this does not seem to be the 
case. For this reason, in secRon 5.2., we have complemented the interpretaRon with some 
suggesRons on possible addiRonal measures that could implemented to address. As for all oth-
er idenRfied problems [listed in secRon 4.1.5.3.], the EC has a clear idea of the different charac-
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tering features and how they have to be tackled, therefore we are saRsfied with the content of 
the strategy and its accuracy in addressing exisRng failures of the apparel market. 

6.2. ContribuNon to knowledge 

As presented in the introducRon in secRon 1.2., no research like this has been conducted be-
fore on the fashion industry and on the “European Strategy for Sustainable and Circular 
TexRle”. Indeed, the findings presented here consRtute an external independent perspecRve 
over the work of the EC and its plan for a greener and more sustainable apparel market.  

In addiRon, considering its novelty, this research can be seen as an example of policy evalua-
Ron not based on its effects, but rather on its consistency with exisRng problems in the market. 
The methodology and structure of this paper is independent from the policy instrument an-
alysed; therefore, such elements can be applied to any other policy and/or market. 

6.3. LimitaNons 

The first limitaRon that we have encountered is the enormous amount of informaRon avail-
able. By relying on secondary data from public and private databases (listed in secRon 3.2.3),  
we gained access to an extensive and complete set of informaRon. This situaRon required us to 
reflect on which figures could have been more relevant for the topic and the analysis we in-
tended to conduct. The evaluaRon included the definiRon of criteria to apply to filter research-
es and avoid purposeless analysis and/or diverging too much from the scope of the research. 

A similar limitaRon was encountered when navigaRng the European policies framework. The 
content of the strategy has been designed to include just brief introducRon to each measure. In 
order to have a more complete understanding of each measure and their extent, we had to 
analyse almost of all them. Each instrument has its own dedicated website, explanatory docu-
ment, database, or even all of those. This situaRon required us to read almost all informaRon 
available to then extract the most relevant point for the fashion sector. No selecRon criteria or 
filter could have been applied. 

Despite the large set of informaRon on both market data and policy instruments, some of con-
tents that could have posiRvely contributed to the analysis were not available. In the case of 
market figures, released data focus almost exclusively for companies manufacturing in EU MSs; 
but also in these cases, we have idenRfied some gaps or inconsistencies, such as in table 25b 
and 26. On the side of policies, the lack of informaRon is due to the lag between the publishing 
of the strategy and the implementaRon of included measures. This results gaps in the present-
ed descripRon of instruments, and therefore in a more negaRve evaluaRon or misalignment 
between the policy and the idenRfied market failures. 

6.4. SuggesNons for future work 

To build up on the last limitaRon described, it would be interesRng to perform again the analy-
sis, or a similar one, once all the instruments have been implemented or at least approved. 
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Such research would offer a more complete picture of the actual coverage of the policy, as fi-
nalised documents include the actual intervenRons encompassed in the strategy. 

AlternaRvely, future research could focus on assessing the effects of the policy on the market, 
thus its efficacy in addressing the market failures and its actual role in fostering the transiRon. 
We were not able to conduct such evaluaRon for the following reasons: the strategy has been 
published slightly more than a year ago, which is not enough Rme to observe visible changes in 
the market. In addiRon, data on market performances are available up to a few years before 
the current date, therefore even before the strategy was established. Also, as menRoned be-
fore, some instruments have not been implemented yet, therefore there could be some areas 
that will be subject to more dedicated intervenRon, than the one presented in this paper. 

Both researches could also include recommendaRons, based on their findings and compared 
with this document, on how to implement the strategy even more and develop more targeted 
and specific measures. 

Lastly, we have decided to focus our a.enRon on two main issues, chemical inputs and recy-
cling, for a more in-depth analysis on those topics. Other studies could instead be dedicated on 
other subjects. Relevant could be, for instance, the usage of virgin inputs or transport from 
non-EU manufacturing locaRons. 

Clearly, these are only a few of the possible future studies that related to our research. 
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